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respectable family of three, without childre1 *»
small rent famished. Terms must be rea h
Address DaNIEL SHERAR, care of Bu
rowes & Bro., corner Cross and Fore Sts.
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WANTED*.
unemployed persons to sell Teas for us c
salary or liberal commission. A fine doub
sample case with thirty.six (36) superior samples fi
lire dollars ($5) to agents.
New England Sample Tea Company.
No, 103 Iflilk Ntrvet, Boston, Ulan.
d3m
je7
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Constable

THURSDAY, Aug. 29th.
Patriarchs will assemble at Odd Fellows’ Hall at 8
o’clock to take conveyance for
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ADAHKS,
for

Coroner for

V

Grand March will he called at 8 o’clock, lo which
Patriarchs are invited to appear in lull uniform.

all

Portland,

Cumberland County,
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Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in tie
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
dtf
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BOARD.
Families in want of rooms wifi 1
board, are invited to call at
69 SPRING STREET.
eod2w
aug28

EXCURSION DOWN THE BAY.

=

steamers,
TICKETS $4.00—For sale by the committee.

Falmouth—Sidney W. Fletcher, Sewell Lang,
Charles Rich.au27dd3t
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Eight

Mason and Builder,

Peak’s Island.

Residence

227

Congress

Street,

Agent for the Pettengill Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All work done by me wai ranted to give satisfaction.
JAMES CUNNINGHAM.

Portland, April 23, 1878.

OLD ORCHARD!
Commences Angnst 27th, and continnes
till September 3d.

tickets will not be

required from

Portland.

No. ST

au26dlwI. LUCE, President.
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dresses.

BL. A.

Shorey,

Bridgton, will preside. Numerous lodges will attend and prominent members of the Order will address the meetings.
Thursday, Reform Men’s Day. Prominent men
whom the Reform has developed will participate,
among whom are J. F. Haines, of Saco, and H. M.
Bryant, of Lewiston.
Friday, Woman’s Day. Among the speakers will
be Mrs. M. N. Hunt, ot Portland, Mrs. Fitzgerald of
Brunswick, and Mrs. Youmans, of Canada.
Saturday, Children’s Day. Mrs. C. H Fitzgerald,
of Brunswick, will preside, and a large number of
speakers accustomed to address juvenile audiences
of

will address them. A very large number of children
Fare for children (under 15 years old)
are expected.
on this day from all stations on the P. & O. R. R.
and return 25 cents. Fare for the children from depot to Camp ground and return 20 cents.
Other prominent workers, such as Mr. A. M. Powell, of New York, Rev. J. B. Hamilton, of LewistOD,
Rev. J. E. Wolfe, of Newburyport, Mass.. Rev. D.
W. LeLacheur, of Biddeford, and others will ba present during the week and take an active part and very

interesting meetings are expected.
Fare from Portland, Sebago Lake and intermediate stations to Fryeburg depot and return. .$1.25
From all otner points on line of Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, One Half Fare.
Fare from Depot to Camp Ground and return..
30
Good board and lodgings may be had on the grounds

at low rates.
Trains leave Eastern Railroad
7.15 a. m., 12.45 and 5.35 p. m.
8.40 a. m., 1.00 and 6.30 p. m.

Per Order,

Depot, Portland,
daily, returning

at
at

O. M. COUSINS,
Manager,

au26dlw

PORTLANDTHEATRE.
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will carry

Unilders,

business

on

31st.

H. H. PITTEE.
G. WM, DOUGH

March 11th, 1878.
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CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

—OF THE-

ot

City
PURSUANT

Second Monday of September Next,

Legislature,

one

Admission 35 and 50 cents ; Rem.
dlw
a.

SUNDAY TRAINS
CAMP MEETING
Saco, Biddeford and Kennebunk.

THEBOSTOMlUKE R, R.
WILL BUN TRAINS

—

FOLLOWS:
Leave Portland for Old Orchard Beach, Saco and
Biddeford, at 9.30 a, m., 1.00, 2.15, 0.15, 6.31) p. in.
AM

For Kennebunk. at 6 15 p. m.
Leave Biddetord for Old Orchard Beach and PortOld
land, at 8 20, tl.CO, a. m. 2.20, 5.30, 7.30, p. m.
Orchard Beach lor Portland, at 8.40.11.17 a. m„ 2.45,
5.48. 7 50 p. m.
FARE-Portland to Old Orchard Campmeeting
and return, 55 cents.
S. H. S I'EViSNS,
JAS. T. FURBER.

Gen’l Supt.
dit

General Agent.

au29

HALL.

EVENING,

SEPT. 3.

GRAND CONCERT
GIVEN BV MIMM

Annie Ionise

Gary,

consisting of the
SECOND ACT OF MARTHA
—

AKD THE

—

SECOND ACT OF TROVATORE,
vith
Mis.

Williams’

HALL,
Block, (formerlj
“Arcana Hall,) having been leased
known
MISSION
most reasonabh
be Jet
as

by the undersigned, will

Let.
(7) rooms on second floor ol
brick house, India St., next east of Universal'
ist church. Enquire of
P. FEENEY,
201 Federal St., Portland, Me.
jul8dtt

A

NICE rent of

Programme of English ami Italian selections.
Cary will be asBlBteu by tbe following Arlitti:

a

MIMM MARIE NTOIVK, Soprano.
MIN. uoDu'Elii.. Contralto.
MIMM FVNNlf KELLOGG, Soprano.
MIMM HATTIE Mil AW, Harpist.
MIMM lUAKV U’BIUON, Pianist.
TOM
M«.
KARL, Tenor.
__

MK HaBMAlV ItOTZMCIIMAB, Pianist
MB W. H. MarBOssl.il, Bass.
MK. M. BEUBE58, Conductor.
And a select chorus nf Ladies and Gentlemen under
the direction of MK. W. U. DUNNE XX.
Ticket, incladimc rencrved sent* 01.OO.
For Bale at Stockbridge’s Music store,
an27dlw
Doors
open at 7, Conceit at V
g

Abbott Family School,
Little Blue, Farmington, Maine.
Address

seven

Offices to Let
good counting-rooms, over 151 Commercial

Will let one or both.
je28dtfAUG. E. STEVENS & CO.
Kent

moderate.

“pleasant

rooms to let.

second floor; plenty of sunlight, air and water. Heat and gas furnished,
Also one room on third floor. References exchanged,
ofrooms

SUITE

Mass. Inst.

COUR9ES

je!2dtf
To Let.

the most desirable rents
CoDgress St.,
ONEopposit
the park, No. 335.
Apply to L. TAYof

Mechanic Arts, for manual instruction. EnSept. 25 and 26. at 9 A. M.
SAMUEL KNEKLAND. Secretary.
WILLIAM B. ROGERS, President.

_d2aw4w
MUSIC
1
f K at the New England
A^^Ienoiii fortJjUW
Couserrxtory,
Music Hall; the largest music school in the world.
Open all the year. 75 eminent professors. l$,00n
students since 1867. Situations secured for its graduates.
For prospectus, address fi. Tourjee, Music
Hall,
Boston.___ je27eod2m

ADAMS ACADEMY,
QUINCY, MASS.
Fils boys for our best Colleges.
The next school
year begius Sept. 11. 1878. For catalogue and information, address the Master, or JT. P. Worden,
Quincy, Mass.
WILLIAM EVERETT, Ph. D., Master.
au15

on
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OREAD INSTITUTE

Septemi

ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL

SCHOOL,
of Cumberland

and Casco streets.
CORNER
pares for College, Scientific School and
Fourth

TOWELS !

an impartial paper.
The firm publish for all
composers, and have no motive to favor one at the
expense of another. All music teachers and musical amateurs are invited to support this, which is,
in a special sense, their paper, and to send on all interesting itemB of information in their respective

aulQ__eodlm

Otis

FIFTY DOZEN

Subscription price. $2.

No
per year, in advance.
List. Premiums for lists ot subscribers. More
Three Hundred Pages ot Music per year given
Teachers’ cards (brief) inserted one year for $5., in

20

Free
than

bunkport.

bank and national, exceeds seven hundred millions.— Pres. Johnson’s Annual Message to
Congress, Dec. 1865.

Without including seven and three-tenth notes,
many of the small denominations of which were
in circulation as money, and all of which tend in
some measure to swell the inflation, the paper
money of the country amounted, Oct. 31s<, 1865,
to the sum of $731,218,038. —Sec. McCulloch’s

At 17 Cents Each.

For Sale,
Owing to the near expiration of
my lease of the Congress Street

These Towels are fully worth 25
cents, and at the above very low
price arc one ot the best bargains
we have ever offered.

Stable. I will sell in lots to suit
customers, the whole or any part
ot my
Livery and Back Stock.
Among the horses may be found
some of the best family and driving horses to be lound in the state,
aud any one intending to buy,
would do well to call and see
them.
My carriages comprise
Top and Open Buggies, Phaetons,
Jump-Seats, Carryalls, Park Phaetons, Carbiolets, and all the carriages usually lound in a well apAlso, it good
pointed stable.
Back teams in good order, also 1
This
Barouche in good order.
sale presents an unusual opportunity to buy a horse or carriage.
The stock w'ill be sold on lnvorabie terms.
J. F. LIBBY,
511 Congress Street.

References—Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

n0Tl__

OWEN, MOORE

given to private pupils by the subscriber.

W.

COLCORD,

14-tt Pearl Street.
Jan24_dtt
PORTLAND

ACADE9IT.

Fall Term begins Septemter 2d, at Boom
No. 7, Brown’s Block, corner of Congress
and Brown directs.
The usual course ot srudv

for pupils of both sexes,
French lessons by ProL Masse. Elocution taught
by Mrs. Currier.
For further particulars enquire of
ETTA A. FILES, Principal.
auod3m
43 Brown Street.

Upright Pianos,
good oncsf

Dec. 1865.

Not more than five per cent of the legal tender
interest-bearing notes, [first issue of 7-30’s] are
in circulation as currency.—Comptroller

Clark’s Currency Kepobt, Dec. 1865.
HOW TO GET GOOD

TIMES.

A

Pennsylvania paper sets up the following
guide-board as showing the way to good times:
Curse the capitalists', frighten them all you can.
Do not let, them go into business. If they show
any diposition to do so, call a meeting', get up a
set of rules and regulations for managing the
business

so as to break them up as soon as possiand threaten those who will not go in under
the rules, until they gather up their money and
leave the country, as they have already begun to
do. Nothing helps times so much as to let men
know that if they get more by working hard than

ble,

you do by idleness, you will compel them to divide. They will work all the harder for such encouragement. Qo right ahead with your Communistic speeches.
All that is necessaru is to
follow up, and we will soon be all on the grouud
floor, all equal—allpoor.
SOLON

CHASE

SPECIE

ON

PAY-

MENTS.
41

With this

sum

specie

payment*

can

SHEEP

AND

RANCHES.

desirable Sheep Ranched, located In
Colfax County, New Mexico, forty-live miles
south of Trinidad, Colorado. One of tbo best loca
turns for stock raising in tbe
West; splendid climate,
good grass and water, four or five thousand good
Sheep, (fine Merino, Bucks, Horses, Mules, Wagon,
and l’ools. A busiuess in a flourishing condition.
cash. Address
Mj. & L.
TBOIBUhu, IrtliKAX CO., NEW
aul
MEXICO.
eodlm
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mortgages Negotiated and Insurance secured. $10,000 TO LOAN.

Brands and Prices, lor sale by

Oo„

Apply
|

WU20

to

W. II. WALDRON,
LOfflce ISO middle SI., tip Slain.

U&wtf

A paper currency is a great curse to any
people and a particular curse to the laborer
of any country, for its depreciation always
falls upon the laborer.—Andrew Jackson.

AND

Cabinets have the great modem improvement. Bilmgs & Co.'s

PATENT BAR ACTION.
Theyreceivcd the highest
Fair.

award ot New

England

1877, aud Maine State Fair, 1876. Endorsed by
our first citizens.
Prices to salt the Economists.

Samuel
*

Thurston,

Free street Block, Portland.

J>lc

___

’_dtf_

For Sale.
“d Fancy Goode Store; desirably
MIf“?5RY
**■ located aud
doing a good business. For nartic

™8a^weEa'
atUiiWw

“Paper emission* by tbe government
a nature so liable to
abuse, I may

of

art

snj
tbat tbe wisdom ol

certain to be abased,
the government will be shown by neyet
frosting itaelf w th so seduciog and dangerous a power.”
ALEXANDER HAMILTON,
so

It (paper money) tends to aggravate thi
inequality of fortunes-, to make, the rich richer
and the poor poorer, to multiply nabobs anc
paupers, and to deepen and widen the gu(j
which separated Dives from Lazarus.—Thomas

H. Denton.

Irredeemable paper money “converts th,
business of society info a mere lottery; and
when the collapse cemes, as come it must
it casts laborers ont of employment, crash
es
manufacturers
and merchants and
ruins thousands of honest, indnstrloni
citizens.”
JAMES BUCHANAN.

“Such

a medium (irredeemable paper monalways been liable to fluctuation. Iti
value is constantly changing; and these
changes, often great and sudden, expose individuals to great loss, are the source of ruinous speculations, and destroy all confidence

ey,)

has

between
shall.

man

and

man.”—Chitf Justice Mar-

“A return to

specie payments at the earlipossible period compatible with dne regard to all interests concerned, should evei
be kept in view. Fluctuations in the valnt
of currency are always injurious, and ta
reduce these fluctuations to the lowest possible point will always be a leading par
pose in wise legislation.
Convertibility
prompt and certain convertibility intc
coin is acknowledged to be the best and
surest safeguard against them.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
est

'•Cabinet Grand,”
“Parlor Cabinet”

THREE

MONEY LOANED.

“Capital may b9 produced by industry and
accumulated by economy, but only jugglers
will propose to create it by legerdemain tricks
with paper.”—Thomas Jefferson.

“"S' A- J- NOONE,
Bridgton, Me,

“The loss which America has sustained, tine s
the peace, from the pestilential effects of irre
deemable paper money, on the necessary core/!
dence between men, on the necessary confidence ii 1
thepublic councils, on the industry and morals o f
the people and on the character of republican qov
ernment, constitute an enormous debt against th
States chargeable with this unadvised measure
which mu t remain unsatisfied, or rather it is a,
accumulation of guilt which can be expiated n (
otherwise than by a voluntary sacrifice on the at
ar

of justice of the power which has been the
cf it.—Jan^s Madison,

stnment

in

between ducats of full legal weight and ducats of light weight, added to the number of
ducats named in the paper. That is the story, and the whole story, of the credits of the
Bank of Venice being always worth more
than coin. Once explained and understood,
whatever may have seemed marvelous In the
history of the Bank of Venice credits becomes quite commonplace and very familiar
to all persons who, during the last 15 years,
have had to purchase coin with greenbacks.
A few years ago $115 in greenbacks being deposited in a bank, the depositor received a
draft for $100 payable in gold. The bank
draft was therenpon at a premium of 15 per
cent, over the $100 legal-tender greenback,
stamped with the seal of the United States,
and declared to be “one hundred dollars,”
and, in the language of the current platforms, “secured by the faith and resources
of the nation.”
The crash has come. George Francis
Train has taken Dennis Kearney in hand
and polishes him off in this wise: “You
attack ‘lecherous bondholders,’ and then
choose one of the most officious of this
order as your white-feathered champion of
Navarre. You call the lawyers the ‘hellhounds of scum,’ and then select the worst
cur in the pack as your standard-bearer. Was
not Butler the Ames-AUey-DlHou CrcditMobilier attorney in the Pacific suits? Did
he not ignominiously figure in the Jayne
moiety swindle ? Was he not the chief cook
and bottle-washer of the fraudulent Sanborn
contracts? Yon call the salary-grabbers ‘cutthroats and minions of hell,’ and yet the
member who forced that infamous bill
through Congress is your candidate for Governor! You shout ‘Hang the capitalists!’
when Butler could not have been elected to
Congress except by capital, because he was a
a moneyed man! You ‘damn the monopolists’ in the same breath that you call for
cheers for the most corrupt of the ‘corporation shysters!’ ”
The following is an extract from a speech
made by a Democratic lawyer of Charleston,
S. C., to colored audiences, which has found
its way to Republican headquarters: “Each
of you represents $900. You would have
brought that in 1860. You were freed without your consent, and now, if you will vote the
Democratic ticket, we wili make the Yankees
pay for you, and then we will give you half
of the money. There stands old Uncle Jim.
He has a wife and eight children, for which
the North will have to pay me $9000, onehalf of which I will give him, and the balance I will keep.
Then he will not be dependent upon charities. This, my dear colored
friends, is a practical solution of the ‘forty
acres and a mule’ question, and you will
some day be lifted from your poverty by your
old masters.
Only vote the Democratic
ticket, and we will soon be independent of
the contemptible Yankees.”
The real friends of working men are those
who insist upon having hoDest money in circulation, and not those who clamor for a
currency that would foster speculation, increase the power of capital, and cheat the
laborer out of part of his hire. Workingmen
have nothing to do with the manipulation of
the money market, nor do they profit by fluctuations in value.
A currency that has no fixed value stimulates speculation, and so cannot be favorable to working men.

be

[By W. G.]
A Tour to the Rangefcy Lakes.

resumed at i-nce, and

|
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the

“Cottage Piano.”
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St., Cor. Brown.
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Instruction in English and Class*
ical Studies
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and downright
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Keport,

the premise that is
written on the face of the greenback to pay
■he dollar, made good. This would give
Bill a good dollar for his work, and the
wounded veteran good money for his pension, which is only justice and fair play to
Bill and the veteran; that is, Bill not only
would
work
for
gold wages as be
does now, but would buy his goods
at
and
save
gold
prices,
thereby
another large item of the $93434 that
OF THE
is
out
ot
him
annually
pressed
REFORM CLUBS OF MAINE. SPECIE'PAYMENTS IS THE ONE
THING NEEDFUL IN OCR PRESENT
The quarterly Convention of the Reform Clnba o
CONBITION, ANB WILL CERE CS OP
Maine will be held at
MANY FINANCIAL ILLS. The moment
you have got specie payments, Pendleton’s
Bangor, Wednesday and Thursday, Sent
and Butler’s theory of paying the bonds in
4lh and 3th.
greenbacks, which means neither more or
The several Conventions holden under the auspice!
less than more and meauer money, beof the Reform Clubs of this State have been exceedcomes obsolete. If Congress in its bluningly beneficial in their results, and we trust thal
dering*, did not agree to pay the principal
this one, which is soon to convene in the Queen
city
ot the bonds in gold, it ought to have
of the East, may not only awaken a new interest ir
agreed to, and specie payment* will make
the temperance work in the old county ot Penobscot
; the agreement what it onght to be. The wit
but may be instrumental In forwarding the
grand
mission of reclaiming men throughout the length i of man cannot devise any scheme that will
bring about specie payments other than reand breadth of the Pine Tree State. With this object in view, we trust the various Reform Clubs in j deeming greenbacks with gold; that is, let
somebody else have some good money bethis State will send full delegations to the Convensides the bondholders.—SOLON CHASE’S
tion and thus aid in
“rescuing the perishing” and
’’POOR MAN’S TRACT,” OF 1871,
elevating humanity.
The following arrangements havo been made with
the railroads and steamboats for the round
The York County Ticket,
trip
One and one-fifth fare on Maine Central aod its
Indications point strongly now to the elecbranches. One fare on Grand Trunk and branches
tion of the whole Republican County ticket
to Danvillo and Yarmouth Junctions. One fare on
in York. In fact there really seems to he a conPortland & Ogdensburg, Portland & Rochester R. R,
and Bangor and Machiis Steamboats.
test on only two of the places—those of sherDelegates on M. C. and G. T. R. R, will enquire for
iff and county attorney.
Upon these two
reture tickets. The Secretary will furnish return
then the chief interest centers and
places,
checks on the P. &. 0. and P. & R. R. R,
it is well for the good, temperance-loving,
Per order State Committee.
law-abiding citizens of old York to consider
B. S. KELLY, Winthrop, President.
G. W. MURCH, Portland, Secretary.
carefully what this contest means. Let

BOSTON-

J.

36 Pure Linen

TOWELS!

Livery and Hack Stock

All

by

HUCK-A-BUCK

application.

get two extra numbers.

OLIVER DITS05 & CO., Boston.
no24
eodly&w

GG

Place

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
Harvard Examiuations lor Women.
A pleasant home under careful
supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board
$300 per year. Address the Principal,

districts.

au2

Pre-

Busiyear begins Monday, Sept.
2d, 1S78. Admission at any time.
Private instruction at reasonable rates.
For further iuiormation address CYRUS B. VARNEY, A. M., Principal, Stevens Plains, Me.

ness,

MBS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

will be

on

eodlm

Founded 1848. Confessedly one ot ibe best female
seminaries iu N. E. Most excellent advantages in
Music, Elecution, &c. Send tor Catalogue to Kev.
H. R. GREENE, at Jamestown, K.
1., till
ber lOtb,
jyl3eod2m

uugut, cieur,

Ditson & Go’s Mupical Reoord

and

Boston.

trance examinations

on

8ituatcd in the western central part of city. Address L. E. T., Daily Press Office.

cal progress.

now

Technology,

Instruction in Civil, Mechanical and

of

interesting articles on all subjects pertaining to musi-

Subscribe

ot

Mining Engineering, Chemistry, Metallurgy,
Architecture, Science and Literature, &c. School

Stable To Let.

PAPER,

It will be under the able editorial management of
Mr. Win. Kft. CJEAKKE.and will be a true musical Wews-paper* its frequent appearance enabling it
to give the latest news from all parts of the country
and of the world, with reports of Conventions,

Specimen copies sent free

Av H. ABBOTT, Principal.

aaS__eod&wlm32

—

street.
TWO

aul9d2w

on

Lectures, concerts, Sociables. Meetings,
Suppers, Fairs, &c. Apply at the Hall, opposite
Casco Engine House.
R. M. BARTON.
aplCeodtf

terms for

A

uoiu-ouuuuiH, c can vu,i*. at., auu witu

my7eodtf

Street.

HALL TO LET.

advance.

Sunday, Sept., 1st,

MONDAY

gress

—

OLD ORCHARD BEACH

CITY

rooms.

To

the first number to appear September 7.

—

No. 6 Free Street Block. (14) fourteci
Desirable for a Lodging or Boarding
reasonable. Apply at No. 286 Con-

HOUSE
House. Rent

ang21-td

NEW MUSICAL WEEKLY

TO

For Rent.

County Commissioner, County

Orphans !
—

A

Treasurer. Sheriff, Clerk of Courts, and a Representative te Congress.
The polls upon such dav of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, from nine
to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from two to
five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five secular
days next preceding such day of election, for the
purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification
of voters whose names have not been entered on
the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
Wards, and for correcting said lists..
Per Order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

MUSICAL RECORD.

CXlX110“

THE OFFICIAL AUTHORITIES.
Five years ago [1861] the bank note circulation
of the country amounted to not much more than
two hundred million dollars', now the circulation,

—

Portland, Aug. 16, 1878

To Let.
THREE-STORY Brick house, No. 299 Cumberland street,—12 rooms, hard and soft water
bath tub. gas Ac. Will be let on reasonable terms
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 191 Middle St, au8tf

then and there to give in their votes for Governor,
Four Senators and Five Representatives to tbe State

DITSON & CO’S

au2C

for pleasure parties. For further particulars applj
to Capt. Nathaniel Haskell on board, or
E. W. CONLEY,
No. 25 Commericial Street.
jy6eod2m

Being the 9th Day of Said Month, at 10
O'clock in the Forenoon,

In thelceiebrated play of the

C3f~Box office open Friday, August 35th, at 9

THE

Street.

YACHT L. T. DAYIS

to warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen ot the City of Portland, the duly qualified Electors of Baid city are hereby notified to meet
iu their respective Ward Rooms on the

NEW YORK THEATRE CO.,

Bvl V V.W*.

held.

FR11LIN F1SIILY SCHOOL,

To Let !

Portland.

Supported by her

AA

Rooms to Let.
suites, unfurnished, without hoard, to gentle

IN

THE

CM

OF

UJ

that which deludes them with paper money.
This is the most effectual of inventions to fertilize the rich man’s fields by the sweat of the
poor man’s brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppression, excessive taxation, these bear lightly upon the mass ot the community,
compared with
fraudulent currencies and the robberies committed by depreciated
paper.”—Daniel
Webster.

GRADED SCHOOL

men and their wives; also, furnished rooms to gen
tlemen. Table board may be obtainei next door,
au8dtf
Apply at 37 HIGH STREET.

the distinguished Artiste,

Mir___a
u
mu

—

OJJiriCif

speculation. Of all the contrivances for cheating the
laboring classes of
mankind, none has been more effectual than

QUARTERLY

TO THE ELECTORS

School Notice.

___a-

English Department

THE

STATE OF MAINE.

Public Schools of the City of Portland will
commence their next session Monday, Sept.
2.
Parents will notice that by an ordinance of the City
Government “no person who has not been vaccinated, or otherwise secured against contagion of small
pox, shall be allowed to attend any of tbe city
schools.”
THOMAS TASH. Supt. Schools.
au23dtd
Portland, Aug. 20,1878.

Two

.———

MISS

TY.

Will appear for One Night Only,

Miss Kate Claxton,

-*“

Tho Fall Term of Twelve weeks, will commence on
Monday, 8epi. 9d, I8T8,
Pupils tltt1 for the upper classes of Primary and
ScholGrammar schools, and for the High School.
ars received at any time.
For further information apply at
aug27eodlw No. 10ft INDIA STREET.

WH«I «.«/ JWOlWO t,/CO cvcc*

agance and

HOUSE

Carpenters and

as

at

Rear of Sager’s Stable, Oak St.

Rev. Tlios. Tyre, of 8aco, will make the opening
address Monday afternoon.
Tuesday, Gen. Neal Dow. Rev. D. B. Randall and
Mrs. Youmans of Canada will make the leading ad-

Wednesday, Good TemplaTe* Day.

P>ur«-i Street,

n

Flttoo cto DousHty

FRYEBURC, ME.,
Commences Monday P. M., Aug. 26th,
and closes Saturday, P. M Aug 31st.

Oxiord.FRANCIS W. REDLOS, ot Porter,
WILLIAM W. Wait, ot Dixiield.
Penobscot_E. B. NEALLEY, of Bangor.
D. F. DAVIS, of E. Corinth.
L. W. DRAKE, of Springfield.
S. W. MATTHEWS, of Hampden.
Piscataquis. JASON HASSELL, of Sebec.
Sagadahoc... .WILLIAM ROGERS, of Bath.
Someiset.NAHCM TOTMAN, of Fairfield.
LEWIS WYMAN, of Palmyra.
Waldo.ELISHA CAREY, of Winterport.
Washington. .AUSTIN HARRIS, of East Machias.
ALDEN BRADFORD, oi Eastport.
York.WILLIAM F. MOODY, of Kenne

VI*«•«/>

MODERN

(ga/id-Wimbe^

The undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tne firm name

and

HARTIIl’S GROVE.

<md

bffioobj fob

Exchange

TEMFERM CAMP-MEETING

BERRY,

STEPHEN

55

return.

JSP^Inquire for Camp-meeting tickets.

Miss Mountfort’s School.

:

—

Board and lodging for the week at the Grove
House.
$7.09
Board by the day without lodging.. 1.00
Railroad fare from Portland to Old Orchard and

EDUCATIONAL.

MOSES S. MAYHEW, of Mt. Vernci
Knox.JOHN S. CASK, of Rockland.
Lincoln..ANDREW R. G. SWEET, of White

■

TO LET.

apr24tnovl

CAMP-MEETING I
AT

western part ot city, a New House containing
all tlie modern improvements. Inquire at this
edice.
au2dtf

Aroostook.JOHN S. ARNOLD, of Caribou.
Cumberland. .WILLIAM W. THOMAS, Jr., of Port
land.
WARREN H. VINTON, of Gray,
ANDREW HAWES, of Deenng,
DAVID DURAN, of Casco.
Franklin.JAMES MORRISON, Ju., of Philleps
Hancock.H. D. COOMBS.
WILLIAM GRINDLE.
Kennebec.J. MANCHESTER HAYNES, of Au

has the

evils. It undermines the virtues necessary for
the support of the social system, and encourages propensities destructive to its hnppiness.
It wars against industry, frugality and econ-

For Senators.

Androscoggin. RUFUS PRINCE, of Turner.
J. L. H. COBB, of Lewiston.

A

Before the season closes every one should visit the

—

House for Sale,

Congress.

first District-THOMAS B. KEED.
Second
WILLIAM P. FRYE.
Third
STEPHEN D. LINDSEY.
fourth
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
«
fifth
EUGENE HALE.

A

Cbesley.

Portland District

--

to

who

■

WE

Machigonne—Freeman T. Merrill, E. P. Banks,
Chas. H. Blake.
Eastern Star—Isaac F. Clark, George T. Means,
Charles Prince.
Portland—F. ft. Farrington, E. A. Gray, C. H.

on

SELDEN CONNOR.

T

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasautly situated; tn the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. K. AVERILE.
dtf
July3!

GOVERNOR,

Representatives

ot all others

man

deepest interest in a sound currency, and
who suffers most by mischievous legislation in
money matters, is the man who earns his daily bread by his daily toil, A depreciated cur
rency, sudden changes of prices, paper money
falling between morning and noon, and falling still lower between noon and night, these
things constitute the very harvest time of speculators, and of the whole race cf those who are
at once idle and crafty. » * * A disordered currency is one of the greatest political

■

FOR

as

expense

"The very

Ogjfnal.

JOHN F. FERGUSON, of Shapleigh.
JAMES M. ANDREWS, ofBiddeford
Far Sheriff.
TO LET.
PORTLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Aroostook.FRED BARKER, of Presque Isle.
Cumberland
.WILLIAM
H. DRESSER, Portland.
announce
that
we
have
an
hereby
organized
To Let
English Department, for the accommodation Franklin.ZACCHEUS A. DYER.
Kennebec.WILLIAM H. LIBBY.
of all those who may wish to pursue a thorough
THREE storied Brick House, 261 Cumberlan 1
Knox.SAMUEL E. SHEPHERD.
course in the common or higher English studies,
Street, in good repair. Gas and Sobago. Pai
Lincoln.JAMES E. MORSE.
either separately or in connection with our regular
tially furnished or unfurnished. Fourteen rooms.
Oxiord.WILLIAM DOUGLASS, of WaterBusiness Course.
The fall term will commence
au2G
dtf
ford.
and
continue
13
weeks.
September 2d,
Penobscot....G. W. WHITNEY, of Bangor.
For further information, call at the office, MechanTo Let
ics* Hall, corner Congress and Ca*co streets, or send
Piscataquis. .S. D. MULLETT, of Milo.
Sagadahoc....PATRICK K MIlLAY.
L. A. GRAY. Principal.
PLEASANT, sunny, front room, furnished < r for catalogue,
Washington. ISAAC WILDER, of Cutler.
Portland, July 24tb,
jy/5deod(&w2m
unfurnished, at 217 Cumberland Street.
Waldo.FRED SWAN, of Belfast.
au26
dlw*
York......,...JOHN
HALL, of North Berwick,
D. X>. Patten’s
For Trensurer.
A Nice Bent of
Booms.
Androscoggin.ALCANDER F. MERRILL,
Aroostook.LEWIS B JOHNSON, of Houlton.
To bo let, in the new French roo f
Cumberland. .LEWIS McLELLAN. of Gorham.
house, 110 Pine street, next west o f for pupils of both sexes will begin the next school Franklin.DAVID H KNOWLTON.
Hancock.LUTHER LORD.
year SEPT. 2, 1878. The course includes the usual
Emery street. Apply to
Eng’ish branches, Latin, Greek, and the Modern Kennebec ....MARK ROLLINS.
WM, H. J Ell HIS,
Lauguages, and combines class and personal instruc- Knox .M. A. ACHORN.
tion. Thorough preparation also lor the best ColLincoln.J. A. FOYK.
Real Estate Agent.
Oxford.GEORGE H WATKINS, or Paris.
leges. Able and experienced assistants will be emau23
dlw*
Penobscot....H.J. NICKERSON, of Bangor.
ployed.
Applications may be made and information obPiscataquis.. WILLIAM BUCK, of Foxciott,
tained at the residence of the Principal,
Sagadahoc. ...WILLIAM B. TAYLOR.
Somerset.ALBERT R. SMILEY, of3kowhegan
I No. 37 High St., corner of Spring St.
Waldo.GEORGE D. McCRILLIS, of Beltast
au8
dtt
One or two pleasant rooms, will I
Washington .P. SARGENT, of Machias.
board. Suitable tor gent and wit<
York.RICHARD H. GOD1NG, of Alfred.
or two gentlemen, in private lami
Far Commissioner.
ly. Address
Androscoggin.E. M. SHAW, of Lisbon.
Aroostook.
....ALBERTA. BURLEIGH,of Honlton
“ROOMS,” Press Office.
TOPSHAM, MAINE.
Cumberland..LEANDEU E. CRAM, of Baldwin
(12 w*
aul7
Franklin.JEREMY W. PORTER.
Commences Wednesday, Sept. 18, 1878.
Hancock.WILLIAM P. WHITE.
To Let.
For particulars send for circulars.
Kennebec.E. G. HODGDON.
built house 23 Chestnut street, first
Knox.R. H. COUNCE,(short term.)
block below the church. In thorough repair
CHAS. R. MALLARD, (loDg term.)
D. Ii. SMITH, Principal.
with all modern improvements.
Lincoln.W. W. KEEN.
eoil2w
OU227
Bath-room, water
closet and set-bowl on 2d floor. Gas in every room
Oxford.GEORGE T. HAMMOND, of Paris
Furnace. Set-tubs and wash boiler in Laundry
D. FISH, of Patten
SCHOOL FOR lOCNG LADIES. Penobscot....IRA
Hot and cold water connections. Large, open lot fo
Piscataquis...WILLIAM G. THOMPSON, ot Guil
Possession given on removal of W. G
garden.
ford.
THE MISSES SYMONDS
Twomblv, Esq., who has occup'ed premises nearly ;
Sagadahoc ...ROBERTP. OARR.
E. C. ANDREWS, 67 Exchange St.
Somerset.GEORGE
years.
will reopen their School for Young Ladies, THURS- I Waldo.ORRIN FLINT, of Anson.
au20
d2w
LEARNED, of Burnham.
CAY, Sept. 19th.
Washington ..A. B. GETCHKLL, oi Baring.
Applications may be made and circulars obtained
F. BRACKETT, of Li mingtci
York..JAMES
To Let.
at the residence of the Principals.
For Clerk ot Courts.
NO. 99 PINE STREET.
110 Newbury Btrect. Six rooms, Sebag.
an 14
Androscoggin J. W. HANSON, oi Poland.
water, good repair, quiet, clean, cheap, witl
Cumberland. .ALVAN A. DENNETT, oi Portland
good references. Enquire
Oxiord.JAMES S. WRIGHT, of Paris.
108 NEWBURY STREET.
KINDERGARTEN.
aug15tf
A. N. NORTON will open a Kindergarten
For County Attorney.
for
Children
from
three
to
six
ot
years
House to Let and Lots for Sale,
age on
Androscoggin WALLACE H. WHITE.
Sept. Oita, in tho rear of 24 Wilraot Street. For
Franklin.ELIAS FIELD.
circulars address 72 Melbourne Street. Application
York.HORACE H. BURBANK, of Saco.
lionsrt
14 TVTrtVIa St. BYnirfp.pri taatti:
may he made at the room 24 Wilmot Street atter Aug.
For Register •{ Probate.
JL» in nice order; gas, Sebago, bath room and fur
26th, between 10 30 a. iu. and 12 m.au!9d2w*
nace.
Will accommodate two small families. Rent
Ixinr.nln .HRNkV
pnmx’onvT
§300.
Penobscot....
AMBROSE C. FLINT, of Bangor.
KINDERGARTEN.
House lots and by the acre, at tbe pleasant vfllag'
Piscataquis.. .ELLAS J. HALE, of Foxcrott.
Kindergarten. under tho direction of MISS
of Cumberland Mills, ouly five miles from city
PROCTOR will begin its sessions on Monday,
Terms very easy.
WM. H. JERKIS,
at
9.30
a.
m., at 148 Spiing Street. CirMepi. 2d,
aul4d3w
Real Estate Agent.
STATE
COAVESTIOX
culars may be applied for at that place or 31 Emery
mA

All Patriarchs are requested to appear in uniform
at Odd Fellows’ Hall at 1 p. m. to escort visitors to

Camera Obscnra

anonymous letters and communl
The name and
of

Every regular attache of the Press is furnlshei I
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley I
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demandln
credentials of every person claiming to represent on r

to

IN

-i /"k REWARD to any person who will retui “
J-V/ the wallet and its contents lost on Tuesda;
tbe 13th of August, 1878; lost between Coalkill an
the road that turns to Gorham Corner. To be left s t
J. B. Sherman’s store, or THIS OFFICE.

Steamer will leave end of Portland Pior at 1.33 p.
m. for

It is the first opportunity evar offered the people of
this vicinity to witness this magnificent spectacle.
It delights old and young.
Admmtien, lO ctt.; Children, half-price.
d2w
auglG

inspection.
For particulars apply

NOTICE.

FRIDAY,

CAMERA OBSCURA

finder

answe: '8
will 1 ®

_

SI l-a EXCHANGE STREET.

Band Concert at City Hall

Bog,

<0 suitably rewarded by bringing bim to 0
«S=5£afice of
PHINNE Y & JACK SON.
Commercial Street.
ang2idlw*

AMD

vhbv

FB09I 8 TO 9 O’CLOCK.

A Black and White Setter
to the name of “Dan.” The

m*?

or

FOR SALE.
both of the elegaDt Brick Dwelling

For Sale

Lost.

eodtf

possible; avoiding occasions
by cultivating pence, but ns
membering also that timely disbursements
to prepare for danger
frequently prevent
much greater disbursements to
repel it;
avoiding likewise the accumulation of
debt, not only by shunning occasions of
expense, bnt by vigorous exertions in time
ol peace to
discharge the debts which nnavoidable wars may hare occasioned, not
ungenerously throwing upon posterity the
burden which we ourselves
ought to bear.
GEORGE WASHINGTON.

not read

»i

E. fl. FASSETT, Architect,
Centennial Block. Exchange Street.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1878.
au5dtf

A

ENTERTAINMENT !

H!m.l.n

!

Found.

sparingly

of

Houses on the corner of Pine and Carlton
Streets, in this city.
The Houses are now being finished and are open for

e
r

SMALL sum of money, which the owner ca ii
have hy proving property anil paying for th »
advertisement. Call at 1021 Congress street.
au27
d3t»

PORTLAND ENCAMPMENTS’

MOne

FOUNdT~

LOST AND

WACHUSETT

jul_dtf

dtf

ENTERTAINMENTS.

I7o.jp.

mentis suit of parlors with marble mantels, open
grate, bath room finished in ash and black walnut,
wash bowls, hot and cold water in bath room, cliamPrice only
hers and kitchen, cemented cellar, &c.
$4000, and liberal terms of payment. Kent $450 rer
year including water. Apply to
F. Cl. PATTERSON, 379J Congress Street,

Oil! Wanted.
To do general House work at
320 DANFOKTH ST.
aug2i

THURSDAY MORNING, AIMS!' 29.

catYegj

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

Aa a very important source of strength
and security, cherish public credit. One
method of preserving it is to use it as

PRES&

address
the writer are li
New Modem Style House od Con- all cases
Indispensable, not necessarily for publication
Let.
to
or
lor
Sale
but
as a guaranty of good faith.
gress Street
Two story house No. 816 Congress street, between
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com
Vaughan uml Ellsworth, 8 rooms, modern improw-^ niualcatlons that are not used.

Wanted.

13, Fluent’s Block,

a

Kates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, *1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square.three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Spucial Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Sta te), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce uts per sqnare for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications to
POKlLAND PUBLISHING CO.

iTlUiN £j JL

GENTLEMAN who will loan employer for r
hundred dollars, can secure a pleasant au l
profitable situation. Money well secured. Apply: t
once.
Address
EMPLOYER,
au2813t*Press Office.

Counsellor at Law,

vance.

\r I? V to lean on first class Real Estate
Security, In Portland, or yicinlty. Kents collected, taxes paid, &c. on ootnmission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 37D1 Congress Street.nolfldtf

Wanted.

WIISHIP,

THE

REAL ESTATE.

_WANTS.

_

CO.

PRESS.

_____

them look to it and see if the old straggle between rum and temperance is not being
fought out again on their soil. Is it not understood that the election of Emery and
Stevens means the practical suspension of the
enforcement of the prohibitory law and the
establishment of tippling shops in every city,
village and four corners throughout the length
and breadth ot the

country

?

It may be said

that these officers it elected will be compelled
to enforce the law; but everybody knows
that there are many ways in which the law
may be ostensibly enforced but practically ignored when sheriff and county attorney both
wish it so. A few seizures will be made for
form’s sake; but good care will be taken to
pounce upon only those who politically or
otherwise have offended the officers, or if
their friends must be looked after, to give sly
and timely notice so that no harm will be
done,
The people of York may as well look the
matter fairly in the face and recognize that
in their vote for sheriff and county attorney
this year they must decide between rum and
It is idle to endeavor to avoid the
no rum.
issue. It is clearly presented and any man
who attempts to argue it away either deceives himself or tries to deceive others.

The Bank of Venice.
The Greenback papers in this State are
still talking about the Bank of Venice, and
declaring that its paper currency was kept in
circulation at a premium on gold for over
four hundred years. What are the facts
about that Bank? The assertion of the Nationals is not a new one. It was put forward in the House of Representatives and
conclusively answered bv Mr. Burchard of
Illinois, who gave a full history of the Bank,
and sustained his position by copious quotations from the original authorities. This is
the substance of his explanation: The weight
of the silver ducats in Venice was fixed by
law, but the current coin of the day was
subjected to all manner of curtailment; it
was worn, sweated, clipped and otherwise
debased. Transactions were kept in-ducats,
the bank keeping its accounts in ducats of
the standard weight. It received the depreciated coin on deposit, not by count, but
by weight, but receipted for it in standard
ducats. As the current coin was at an
average of 20 per cent less In value than
the same number of standard ducats, the
deposit of 120 ducats of the current coin
would be credited by the bank to the depositor as 100 ducats standard coin; so a bank
credit for 100 ducats was therefore worth
120 silver ducats such as were in general eirculation. The bank received coin by weight,
giving credit for the deposit in standard duand the draft on the bank, or credit iscats;

sued by the bank, was worth the difference

History of James Rangely and His Family and Other Early Settlers.
NUMBER UI.

The people of Rangely

are

discussing the
to a railroad

propriety of extending town aid
from Farmington to Phillips, and

a

town meet-

ing has been called for that purpose. There is
a strong probability that this road will be built,
which wonld shorten the stage route nearly
one half, and bring the lakes within one day’s
ride of Boston.
In my last I neglected to mention an elevated tract of land over which the road passes
for two miles in approaching Rangely “city.”
From this road we obtain the first clear view of

Oqnossoc

or Rangely lake, with its two arms
running into the land, east and noith, and Ram
Island in front, which has been purchased by
Boston parties, on which they propose to erect
several cottages. This swell of land over
which the road passes, has been converted into productive farms, with good buildings. One
of these farms belongs to Mr. Joseph Nile and
his son—son and grandson of the first settler.
They raise annually 250 tons of hay, and large
quantities of grain, keep a large herd of cat-

tle, and 400 sheep. These are about all the
farms ou the shores of the lake, which are
principally wooded—the outskirts of a dense
wilderness reaching to the boundaries of New
Hampshire and

Canada.
This Androscoggin lake system is like a
string of beads. Umbagog lake, some forty

southwest, of which part is in Maine and
part in New Hampshire, and from which the
river issues, is of coarse the lower one, and
miles

Ognossoc,

or Rangeley lake, is the
others, with long Indian

upper one,
names, inter
g. Rangely lake is nearly all in the
town of the same name. Within the town limits, are also Riund, Qaimby, and Dodge ponds.
In Dallas Plantation,adjoiningon the sonthesat,
are Gull and Little Gall ponds—the waters of
all enter the lake, and all are well stocked with

with four

within easy distance of RangeThe best fishing at this season is
said to be in Kenebago lake, eight miles north,
six of which is by ’’carry” or foot path, to the
public camp, where good board oan be bad.
trout, and

are

lev Village.

There is daily communication

with the post

office at the village.
The first settler at Rangeley was Deacon Lather Hoar, who came from Leominster, Mass.,
to Portland in 1802—then to Phillips, and to
Rangeley in 1816, “the year without a summer.’’ He had been “in,” the summer pre'
vious and made a clearing.
In May, with all his worldly goods on a long
handsled, his wife and five of his seven children on foot, the two youngest, one a girl two
months old, on the sled, they left Phillips in

morning on the crust—the father and sons
hauling the sled. When the sun had thawed
the crust they were compelled to encamp until
the next morning, when they continued their

the

journey into the wilderness. After four days
of this kind of travel, they arrived at. their
clearing and constructed a camp. On their
way the bread trough, in which was the baby
asleep, got loose and slid down a hill until it

lodged against

a

tree.

It was soon missed and

recovered with the baby still asleep. She is
The experience of
now Mrs. Ross of Phillips.
this family was a sample of that of many
others of the first settlers of the woods of
Maine. Deacon Hoar bad only two bushels of
wheat meal to. commence with in his new
home. There were flocks of small birds called
“cross bills,” very tame, which came round
the camp and were baited with meal under a
board, which was made to fall on them.
Large numbers were taken in this way, which
with the meal were made into a stew, and for
weeks this was the only food of the family.
When the season arrived they caught trout
and smoked them—on these, with a small
white tuber called “wild cucumber,” they subsisted until the grain and potatoes ripened and
game could be procured. A son of Mr. Hoar,
who was then fourteen years old and helped to
haul the sled with all the property of the
family on it, is now one of the wealthiest
farmers of the town,known now by the name of
Joseph Nile, having had his name changed a
few years ago by legislative act. His is the
farm whose stock aod products are named
above. A Mr. Toothaker came next to the
lake—he was the lather of Abner Toothaker
Esq., of Phillips, who is now a large real estate
owner in Rangely, and “keeu as a brier.’’
He and his brother worked several years for
Mr. Rangely, then the owner of most of the
township, and from whom the town took its
name.

James Rangely came to New York from
Sheffield, Yorkshire, England—famous for its
manufactories of hardware and cutlery. In
New York he kept a wholesale store of some
kind. He was wealthy and loaned moneyi it

is said, to the owner of township No. 3 of
range
second, now Kangeley, of which he took a
mortgage, supposing that it contained a thrifty
settlement. He was compelled to take the
land for his pay, and in 1820, when he was 45
years old, he first explored bis township, with
which he was so well pleased that he concluded

to make it his home. He built a small house
the northwest side of the lake, and cleared
np a farm, which he cultivated in the Eoglish
fashion. He built a grist mill and saw mills in
which were two clapboard machines, at Indian
rock on the outlet of the lake. His dam was
built of cedar, and his mills were of the most
permanent kind. He also built a house near
for his mill men, and a potash factory. In the
mill he manufactured large quantities of the
best pine clapboards, which were carried by
water to the Eastern arm of the lake, from
whence be built the present stage road to Madrid, at his own expense. Over this road the
clapboards were hanled in winter by ox teams
to Hallowell for shipment.
When they were
delivered there he received 330 per thousand.
Mr. Kangeley had a wife, three daughters
and three sons, one of whom remained in England with his mother’s brother, named Newbold, who owned a coal mine. The family
lived in Portland two or three years, while Mr.
Kangeley was making preparations for their
removal to their new home. He built a large
two-story house adjoining the small one and
furnished it with considerable eleganoe. His
books, pictures and some pieces of furniture
When all was
were brought from England.
ready his wife and children came, and the establishment was kept with more style than
any within many miles. Their visitors were
sent to the house of a tenant. Mr. and Mrs.
Kangely are represented by those remaining of
their hired
help, as people of refinewith
Mr.
ment.
Kangely came here
his
and
of
a
amount
large
maney,
own
had
in
her
wife
right.
property
He was lenient with his tenants and debtors.
Notwithstanding his good qualities, there were
envious men and squatters, who tried to drive
on

him nfF

wlian Ha firrft

THa crltM for LhA

CAm a

windows of his first house

broken in the
boxes, and on an outside door was drawn a
and
outline
of
a
heart iu the
the
node figure,
proper place, through which ballets were fired;
bot this did not intimidate him—he knew who
did it The Kangely family were Chnrch of
England people, but the mother aud daughter
contributed largely to the erection of a small
building which was used for a school hoase,
and for occasional Sunday services by clergymen of all denominations, which they always
wss

attended.

Kangely was never contented in her
was lonely for ooe af her
and
to add to her discontent, her eldest
tastes,
daughter sickened and finally died, at the age
of eighteen, of consumption. After a residence here ol fifteen years, Mr. Bangely coucladed to sell his interest in the township. The
eastern land fever of that time came to hie
relief. In 1836 he sold all his lands, about
1500 acres, to Daniel Burnham, then of New
Hampshire, for 45,000 dollars. Mr. Kaogely
paid fifty cents an acre for it He then removed his family to Portland and lived on
State street. The body of the daughter was
removed from the private enolosnre on the
farm, to the public burying ground at Farmington. While the family were living in Portland, the eldest son came from England and
with his father visited Kangely; this was the
father’s last visit to the lake and town now
bearing his name. The situation of the Rtngely farm and buildings was one of great beaoty.
It was on the soathern slope of a long swell of
;and—the field in front reaching to the shore
of the lake, where be embarked in a boat for
bis m.;fiu at Indian rock, a few miles below.
These w^th the original dam and millbouse
are all gonft, except the mudsills in the stream,
and the stones of the gristmill which lie useless on the sh.ore. The first small house on the
farm and the well-house are in place. The
farm is now ownfld by Abner Ellis. Ooe wing
of the residence was removed to a neighboring
farm and is yet standing. The large hoase
which adjoined the small one was taken down
and rebuilt at the village. It was destroyed in
Mrs.

secladed home—it

the great fire.
Mr. Itangeley owned land la Henry county,
North Carolina, adjoining Virginia, where be
finally took dp hi? residence In a still more »eclnded place, having no post offioe within 40
miles. There he died previous to the rebellion.
The facts relating to Mr. Rangeley’s sale of
his township, his removal at** death, I obtained from Mr. Burnham, the pnrohaser,
whom I met at Kangeley. and of course they
are correct.
After Mr. Kangeley had .'eft. hi*
neighbors began to see the value of a citizen
of his means and position, whom they might
have retained by a little kindness and sympathy. In 1855 they testified to his virtues and
nsefalness by petitioning to the legislature to
have their town incorporated by tys name,
which was done.
At the hotel landing I notice several boats of
On inquiry I learn
a build entirely new to me.
that they are called Indian rocx ooais ana an
to that lake region.
They are built
village by Ur. Tebbetts, and are of a
are
built of cedar
pattern of his own. They
boards, less than half an In inch thick—"lap
streak." Each streak is got oat to a pattern
and then the whole shell is riveted together.
Then thin ash ribs (there is no oak here),
about 0 inches apart, are riveted in place—these
are not to shape the boat, bat to strengthen It.
When finished they have a resemblance of a
birch canoe, but are wider. They are 16 feet
long—weigh from 80 to 100 poundsand coat $40.
They are easily transported by wagon, or are
easily carried short distances by two men.
They are nsed an all the waters of this vicinity.
This year Ur. Tebbetts has built soma with
what he calls a "goose” stern, over-hanging
like the Newport boats. This enables the
sternmaa to lay back on his over coat, while
his guide palls the boat. These boats are considered safe In any ordinary weather with three
or four passengers.
They are rowed with
doable sculls, and the ladies at the hotel do oot
hesitate to go oat alone in them. In these
boats all the fishing and shooting on the lakes
and ponds are done. Ur. Tebbetts is now making boats with the same npperworks, with a
flat board bottom, for shallow streams, which
can be dragged anywhere by one man.
In my next and oonolnding number, I shall
farther describe tbe lakes and mountains, the
"great dam," and a Sunday at tbe hotel.
_

Greenback Prosperity.

It is seldom that the bn pliant troths of
economic finance are pat inJT* Ba0* condensed
and comprehensible shape as in t^9 *°**0W*D*

article in the New York Sun of BatiudajThere is nothing new in the facts, i?'9* *™
well-known and often repeated, and yet aoJ’'9*
how they fail to reach the understanding and
to convince the reason of some apparently intelligent men. Tbe whole artiole Is worth
keeping and circulating as a tract for the times:
It is as follows:
A favorite argument of the advocates of an
unlimited paper currency is this: Tbe first
issue of greenbacks was followed by great activity in bnsiness, plenty of employment for
labor, and general prosperity; whereas a partial withdrawal of the.-e same greenbacks preparatory to resumption, has been followed by
stagnation in business, a dearth of employment
for labor, and general misery; therefore, let ns
issue more greenbacks and we shall once more
have active business, plenty ol employment
and general prosperity.
This reasoning is very much as If a man
should say: Last winter, when the thermometer stood at 40°, everybody was cool and oomfortable, and the far dealers and the overcoat
makers did a thriving bnsiness; whereas now
the thermometer stands at 80° or90° and everybody is warm and perspiring, and nothing is
doing except in the sale of linen coats, tana,
and ice cream; therefore, let ns pat a lump of
ice on the bnlb of tbe thermometer and bring
it down to 40° again, and then we shall hare
winter weather, with all that tbe name Implies.
The flood of paper money that was poured
out on this country daring tbe war had its
source, in the first instance, in the necessities
of the war, and was accompanied by an ext.ranrrtinarv
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arms, ammunition, clothing and ships, and
b; an enormous consumption of food. At the
same time over a million of men were withdrawn from prodnctlve industry and became
consumers of the fruits of the industry of
others. Europe was drawn on for supplies,
and famished them to as in the most liberal
manner—of course, for a consideration. Everybody was busy, and everybody seemed to be
making money. This same money, too, everybody was alraid to keep after be got it, because
every day it was getting worth less and less,
and many people expected it would eventually
become worth nothiog at all. So everybody
hastened to turn it, as fast as he got it, into
property. Prices went up and np, and it looked
as though they would go on np forever.
Cotton Bold for $1 a pound, cotton cloth for 25
cents a yard, wheat for $2 30 a bushel, a day's
unskilled labor for $1,30, a day’s skilled labor
from $4 to $3, and so on. Jnst as the war
ended, too, a railroad balkling mania set in.
Thousands of miles of railroad were built,
which to-day hardly pay tanning expenses.
Land along these railroads was bonght on
credit at from $10 to $15 per acre, and boasee
were built on it at three times the price for
which they could be bnilt now. City lots also
went np to enormous figures, and made their
owners feel rich. Then, when the babbie wm
at its biggest, it burst.
There was a rush to
sell, Inst as there bad been previously a rush to
buy. We found that we had more mills and
manufactories aod railroads than we had use
for, aud that prairie land and city lots were not
worth anything like the prices they had been
selling at. Cotton and ootton goods and all
other manufactures tumbled two-thirds or three
quarters in price, and those who had bought
tnem on credit or with borrowed money were
rained.
Now, because the crash was preceded by a contraction of the cnrrenoy, unthinking men jump to the conclusion that we
have only got to bring back Inflation to bring
back with it the wild era of speculation, whieh
Bat unwe had when we had inflation before.
less we can also have another war, or another
are
their
expectations
railroad bnilding mania,

fallacious.

_

We do not blame men who are suffering
from the hard times, and who honestly believe
that an additional Issue of greenbacks would
relieve them, for wanting more greenbacks.
If we tboaght as they do we should want
more greenbacks, too. If we were convinced
that even one-tenth of the misery of the unemployed poor coaid be pat to an end by issuing
of paper
a few hundreds of millions of dollars
money, we should say: Issue them by all
Bat we are sure that snob a measure
means.
would only tend to prolong and intensify the

present distress, and

we

therefore oppose it,

The country needs a sound cuireDcy, convert!f
ble on demand into specie, as the oulv basis
a bealtby business.
Capital needs to be assured ot safety before it will seek investment in
new enterprises, whereas the assaults made
upou it nominally iu the interest of the workingman keep it locked up, and deprive him of
employment, The greenback demagogue is
the workii gmau’s worst enemy, because he is
delaying the revival of enterprise, which only
wai's for the cessation of financial agitation to

begiu.
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Stock and money market.
Among the
Dr..O’Leary
tnd acting Mayor J F. Doll.
New York. August 28—Evening.—Money is easy
a ; 1* @ 2 per cent, on call; prime mercantile paper 3
Iu New Orlenu*.
3* per cent. Sterling Exchange is firmer; baukThe deaths of the
New Orleans, Aug. 28
■s asking rates closed at 481
and 488* tor long and
ast two days include 12 children under 5 years
s iort sight, but business was done at 483 w
@ 483* and
From noon to 6 p. m
tud 7 between 5 and 10.
-i 57* @487*.
Gold at 100* throughout. The clearings were $7,«
>nly 11 deaths were reported at the office of
0 !2,000. The customs receipts to-day were $380,000.
he board of health, 4 adults and 7 children 8
'' reasury disbursements $58,000 for interest aud
tears of age.
213,000 for bonds. Govrnments are steady.. State
On Enterprise street intween Carondelet and
J >nds quiet. Railroad mortgages irregular. Stocks
5t. Charles, there being many cases of yellow
j nil and lower.
[ever in this vicinity, a temporary barricade
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to
day
was placed across the street to avoid the noise
a segregated 70,000 shares, including 17,500 shares ot
1 orthwestern, 13,400 shares 8t Paul, 11,800 shares
of vehicles over the coble stones with whioh the
ake Shore, 6,950 shares Delaware & Lackawanna,
street is paved.
i
,250 shares Western Union, 2800 shares Union PaThe Louisiana division of the army of north
tic, 2100 shares
Central, 1800 shares Erie
Virginia have appealed to the ex-Gonfederats j .000 shares NewMichigan
York Central, 1250 shares Ohio, 1
and other states for contributions to aid them in
j )0 Wabash.
The lollowing were the closing quotations of Govproviding means of snbsistance for members
and families without means and depending on
e rnment securities:
rnited States 6s, 1881 reg..
the association for relief.
rnited States 6s, 1881, coup.107S
At Canlou.
rnited States 5-20s, 1865, new, reg...102?
New Orleans, Aug. 28 —A despatch from l Inited States 5-20s, 1865, coup.1021
105*
Canton, Miss., to the Howard Association, ] rnited States 1867, reg.
Jnitel States 1867, coup......1054
The
says: Send ns two nurses immediately.
Jnited
States
1868,
reg.
106J
fever is increasing.
,
Jniied States 1868, coup...
107*
Al Pori Gibson,
Jnited States 10-40s, reg.
.106*
Jnited
States 10-40s, coup.
A despatch from the Howards of Port Gib!
10S|
Jnited States new 5*8, reg.„.106
The fever is very fatal and there is
sonsays:
Jnited States new 5’s, coup.106
no abatement. Therehave been 230 cases and 85
Jnited States new 4**s,
reg...103§
deaths to date. Ice iB wanted more than anyi Jnited States new 4**8,
coup. 104|
Jnited States 4 per cents, reg.100J
thinglelse.
States
4
Jnited
per cents, coup.100J
Memphis Worse Than Ever.
>acific6s 95s.,,.119*
Memphis, Oct. 28—The condition of the city
The following were the closing quotations of
tonight surpasses the most sombre imagining.
Itocks:
For the past 24 hours ending at G p. m. 62
Morris & Essex.
82*
deaths occurred, of which ouly 4 were from
Vestern Union Telegraph Co...93
1QI
Mnil
Of these 47
other causes than yellow fever.
few York Central & Hudson R
The new cases
were whites and 11 colored.
Srie. 16*
numbered 119 during the day. Our physicians
Srie preferred. 28
are so worn out in attending sick calls that toMichigan Central.
68|
night for self-preservation they are resting.
Manama.126
Matty are in the country and others are iu unJnion Pacific Stock.
64}
known parts of the city, while the friends of
.-ake Shore. 65§
the sick are searching iu vain for medical atllinois Central... 80§
tendants.
Chicago & Northwestern ..35$
The following reports from the Howards to& Northwestern preferred. 66$
day from Dr. R. W?Mitchell, director of the Chicago
Sew Jersey Central.
32$
medical corps of lOJphysicians employed by the
Jock Island.115
association, gives some idea of the condition of
3t Paul...30}
I
need ten more physicians immeit Paul preferred.
things:
69
Fort W ayne.
95
diately. 1 find a score of people sick and dyChicago & Alton. go
ing without having been seen by physicians.
&
Alton
Chicago
preferred. 99
The scenes of death and distress today and
Dbio & Mississippi. 7}
tonight are indescribable. Members of the reDelaware & Lackawanna.
51}
lief committees have been called to see sick
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.26$
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
some cases corpses lying oa beds or on the floor
Jailroad securities:
without even a single watcher.
The members
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st, ofiered. 27
of the Independent Order of Workmen today
Guaranteed, ottered. 23,
buried five members of the fraternity.
Central Pacific Bonds.105
They
Union Pacific...106
have exhausted their means and call npon the
[And Grants..,... .105
brethren for substantial aid in .caring; for the
Sinking Funds.103
sick and burying the dead.
Bar silver, currency.115
The Baptist relief committee are also out of
Bar silver, gold.Ill \
means and through their president appeal to
Do Coin.. } (g i discount
the Baptists and other friends throughout the
Even the smallest
country for assistance.
amount will be gratefully accepted.
Colifenla mining Blocks.
The telegraphers of Memphis have organized
San Fhancisoo, Aug. 28.—The following are the
an association, the object being to
assist those
dosing official prices of mining stocks to-day:
of the profession taken sick with yellow fever.
ilpha.15} Eentuck....5}
Their territory embraces all points north of
Belcher.12$ Leopard. 2$
Best & Belcher.20
Mexican.31
In
this
Miss.
several
Canton,
territory already
Bullion.11
Northern Belle.10
very destitute cases are reported. They appeal
Consolidated Va...11} Overman.20]
to the fraternity (or aid.
California.12| Ophlr...46}
Aid for the Sufferers.
Chollar.
38} Raymond & Ely...... 3$
Confidence..*... 8 Silver Hill.4
New York, Aug. 28.—The chamber of comCaledonia...5 Savage.13}
merce Southern
relief committee to-day
Drown Point.10} Beg Belcher.40
received $2,075 additional. The committee was
Exchequer. 5} Sierra Nevada.66
Gtould'& Curry.10} Union con.43$
organized Saturday, and has received to date
$17,880. The committee of Memphis mer- Halej& Norcross...... 9} Yellow Jacket.20$
Imperial.
Eureka.con...—,.41}
chants in this city report subscriptions to date
Julia consoi’id’td.12} Grand Prize.*5$
14,908. The Howard Association relief list at Justice.7j
Alta.14}
New Orleans is gradually increasing. The new
The Young
applications are about 125 daily.
Men’s Christian Association
The ffsol market.
now have 100
patients.
Boston, Aug. 28.—[Reported for the Press.]—The
Seven hundred cases of fever have occurred
is
a
of prices quoted this afternoon:
list
following
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 38 @
at Vicksburg.
do
choice
XX
35 @ 37c; do fine X 35 @ 36c; me10c;
The Times correspondent at Canton 27th,
dium 35 @ 37c; coarse 29 @ 30c; Michigan extra and
last night. It is pTetty
says: Arfived here
XX 32 @ 34c; fine 32 @ 33c; medium 33® 34c; comtough times. Not a single business .house is
mon 28 @ 30c; other Western fine anl X 32 @
34c;
opened except two drug stores. Of a populamedium 32 @ 31c; common 28 @ 30c; pulled extra
tion once of 3500 only 75 whites are now to be
30 @ 38c; superfine 30 @ 42c; No 1,15 ® 20c; combfound here.
The Mayor and family are sick
ing fleece 38 @ 45c; Fine delaine 40 @ 42c; California
12 @ 29c; Texas 14 @ 28c; Canada pulled 30@40c; do
and the board of aldermen have fled. The court
combing 40 @ 41c: Smyrna washed 16 @ 28c; do unbouse is locked up and the officials have gone
washed 11 @ 17c; Buenos Ayres 15 @ 30c; Cape Good
to some safe plnce.
Nothing bat hearses and
Hope 27 (<§ 33c; Australian 37 @ 45c; Donskoi 231®
the streets. There
coflias are to bs
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The changes since last week have been

FELLOW FEVER.
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POLITICAL.
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County CoiuuiUaioner Nominated.
Lewiston, Aug. 28.—The Republican county
convention reassembled today and nominated
for county commissioner J. W. Maxwell of
Webster in place of E. M. Shaw, declined.
JTlr. Hate in Rockland.
Rockland, Aug. 28.—Hon. Eugene Hale addressed a full meeting on the financial ques-

J
\

at Pillsbury Hall this evening. ^General
Davis Tillson presided.
Gen. Andetsen in Saco,
Biddeford, Aug. 28.—Gen. Anderson spoke
at City Hall, Saco, this evening. The hall was

tion

\

full.
Hr. Blaine in Lewiston,
Aug. 23.—Senator Blaine

Lewiston,

ad-

immense audience in City Hall this
evening. His speech was a clear history of
the financial legislation of theconntry. He

dressed

an

B.T.!!!•!I77.*!lllf

working of national and state
banks and shew tbe fallacy of the argument
that the U. S. bondholders escaped their share
of the public burden.
Before tbe meeting a
flag was raised inscribed Connor anu Frye.
contrasted

tbe

MAINE.
Seritnsly Cut.
Bath, Ang. 28.—Three

belonging

men

in

Philadelphia engaged

in sturgeon fishery on
the Kennebec came ashore drunk last night
and used insulting language to some females
living on the wharf. They were ordered off by
Wm. Roderick who daring tbe melee received
a cut across the abdomen six inches long with
He will probably recover.
a Veteran Postmaster.
Asa
Payson of
Camden, Aug. 28.—Col.
The
Hope died Moxday, aged 91 year.
Colonel was in 1812 appointed postmaster under
sheath knife.
Death or

a

Jackson, and held his commission forty years,
continuing through Lincoln’s administration.
His descendants number 125.
Regimental Reunions.
Bangor, Aug. 28.—The veterans of the 8th,
9th and 11th regiments held a reunion in this
city yesterday and today. Yesterday they met
in G. A. It. Hall and spent the day in social

banquet

oonverse, and a

tbe Franklin
Officers elected as follows:

House.

at

EIGHT.

President—John Hemmlngway.
Secretary and Treasurer—B. F. Strickland.
NINTH.

—

President—J. E. Shepard.
Secretary and Treasurer—E. W. Ware.
ELEVENTH.

President—0. H. Foster.
Secretary and Treasurer—Thos. T. Taber.
The intended excursion to Fort Point today

abandoned

account of the threatening
The veterans
appearance of the weather,
spent the day looking over the points of interest in the city. Reunion in 1879 will be held ip
was

on

this.city.

Richmond, Aug.

28.
The anDnal
reunion of the
Nineteenth
Maine Volonteers occurred here
to-day.
Seventy-five or more veterans were present.
The oration this evening was delivered by Col.
W. H. Fogler of Belfast, and an excellent

seen on
cases of yellaw
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Hines’alley

owned by J. & A. Anger was bnmed out today
Insured in the Traders’ Fire Insurance Company of
n

Chicago sufficient

to cover the
Fire in Calais.
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at 7 o’clock this evening in the
was entirely consumed together with lumber shed adjoining, knee
planing mill and offices. The property belonged to Hon. L. G. Downs whose loss is
about $10,000 with no insurance. The mill
was leased to Reuben Fairbrother who loses

lumber valued at $200; no insurance.
Five
hundred dollars worth of lumber belonging to
Eaton Brothers was burned. No insurance.
Other parties lose small quantities of lumber.
Three lumber cars belonging to St. Croix &
Penobscot Railroad Company was also burned.
Doss $G00; insured.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
A special meeting of the House of Bishops
was held in New York yesterday to
transact
general business.
Among the matt ;rs that
might be taken into consideration wes the resThe
ignation of Bishop McCoskrey of Mich.

caught fire

meetiug
of
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Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal >
Offices, Washington, D.C.,
>
Ang. 20, (1 A. M.)J
New England
ocoasionel

partly cloudy weather,

variable winds, mostly
pressure and temperature.

light rains,
easterly, stationary
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The Riley-Kmnedy Race Postponed.

Scipio, Aug, 28.—The liace between Kiley
and Kennedy was postponed on acconut of the

rain.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

The collections in Chicago Tuesday for the
yellow fever sufferers were $20CO.
Gen. Joseph E. Johnson was nominated for
Congress from the third Virginia district yesterday.
Many holders of illegal natnralizatian papers
in New York are surrendering them
to avoid
Commissioner Davenport says
prosecution.
that of 60.COO fraudulent papers of
1808, all but

10,000

have been surrendered or traced.
recently convicted of murder"
ing a soldier at West Point, has been dishonorably discharged from the army by the adjutant
general. It now seems doubtful if the President will interfere in his behalf.
Col. Hogg, a large land owner in
Nebraska,
just returned to Omaha from Europe, predicts
immigration the coming year, owing to
the Indian troubles and our labor difficulties.
The German authorities are particnlrrly active
in preventing emigration.
Mrs. Chisholm has gone from Washington
to Mississippi to attend the trial of the alleged
murderers of her family. The prisoners if acquitted will be tried in the U. S. Court for conspiracy to deprive the Chisholms of their estates.
A Washington special says that the District
of Columbia branch of the National
Workingmen s Assembly has
passed resolutions denouncing the Democratic Congressional committee for having printing done at a “rat” office.

Private TobiD,

—-

Daily Domestic Receipts.

By water conveyance—1000
IV Irue & Co.

s“aJ*

Early yesterday morning the room of Walter
Endlong of Oil City, at his brother’s bouse in

Rnd«’sr*nY-'.iWaSente,re(?

by a buralar who
stole *750 and.escaped after a
desperate strngwith Mr. Budlong. The
burglar tired four
°De °* which took effecfc in
-ttadlong’a

bush

com

meal to G

Boston Stock market.
[Sales of the Broker’s Board, August 28.]
First Call.
17 Boston «Ks Maine
JO71
Railroad.
5 Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad".
«
'lastern Railroad.12! @122
i Sastern Railroad new bonds).. 70^ @ 71
Second Call.
3 Boston and Maine

Railroad....107J

Hank Statement.
BbsTON, Aug. 28.—The following are the footings
his week ot the Boston National
banks, as returned
the Clearing House:
lapital.
S51.030.000
i "“is. 131,615.700
i 'Pecie. 2,708,100
legal tenders.
5,027,300
)uo from other banks.
10,823,900
] >ue
to other banks.
23,120,400
leposits.
51,369,100
iicculatlon (National).
25,169,400
Roslon

i

]

100
140
80
70

grade.

weight.

Boston Boot and Shoe Market.
Tuesday, Aug. 28.—The shipments of boots and
shoes from this market to places outside of New
England during the past week have been 55,557
jases, against 57,163 cases for the same week last
week.
Total
market

shipments of boots

shoes from this
since the first ot January, 841,331 cases,
igainst 986,563 cases for the same period last year.
The failure of a large New York house so soon after that of Einstein Bros has kept the trade somewhat excited, but there is a general feeding that the
business atmosphere will fca clearer after September
1st, and that lor a while at least there will be no further failures. There is a fair trade, but it is not so
in some sections of the South as it would be but
;ood
or the prevalence of the yellow
fever, and in many
daces where this scourge has not appeared the possibility that it may break out at any time causes
lealers to hesitate about having their goods forwarded. As soon as the disease is checked by frosts
here will ntturally be a sharp demand for goods,and
he aggregate of the season’s business will not probably be much less on account of the lever, although at
he present time there is some check upon trade
elt.

ENDING ACGtJSI 29, 1878.

4,'leaping House Transactions.
POKTLAHD, August 28.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
he transaction ot business as follows to-days
Iross Exchanges...$ 95,137 09
Net Balances., 14/492 66

2600
3100
2300
2200

Sheep and Lambs—Theire was a fair supply brought
In from the West, all owned by butchers, and taken
direct to the Abattoir to be slaagetered.
There are
but a very few Western Sheep or Lambs in market
for sale usually.
Swine—Fat flogs 7200; prices 5 @ 5Jc per ib live

on

THIS

8
2
4
2

Cows—Extra $40 (5) 70; ordinary $20 @ $40;
Farrow Cows $11 to $25. Not much change in prices.
Most ot those offered in market for sale are oi a com-

safety

The price and the demand for goods have remained
very uniform the past week.
The yellow fever
scourge In the South has effected the sale of some
class of goods especially iu the fish market. The dry
goods jobbers report a very good trade In the'r line
duriDg tho month of August with a prospect of a
considerable increase the coming month. The money
market has changed but little and gold continued at
®1.C0! throughout the week.
Apples are offering freely now, not only from the
West but from all parts of this state sud prices are
naturally reduced. Beans are offering in lair demand
at the prices ot last week. Batter is offering qnite
freely and table lots are quoted at 17@20c., while
store lots are worth lt@15c. Cheese is a little dull
and prices Incline downward. Coflee is dull and unchanged, Cooperage shows no movement. Copper
and cordage ate unchanged. In drugs and dyes a
few changes will be noticed and tbo tendency is toward easier prices. Duck is in fair demand at nnchanged prices. The flour market is Arm and prices
are a little easier.
In the uro't market a reduction
will be noticed In oranges and lemons. Corn continues to come forward quite freely but the good demand
keeps prices up. Hay is plenty and prices are lower;
we quote pressed at $11@12 and loose $12@13.
Iron
is unchanged. Lard is doll with little doing. Loather continues in fair demand at old prices.
Lumber
"xhibits no change in price or demand. Linseed oil
s a little firmer,
Eggs are a little higher and we
luote at 13@14c, Poik is unchanged in price or deHand, The supply of mackerel has been very large
)f late but the lack of a demand In the South has
utterly demoralized the market so that It is impose!ble to fix any prices on these goods this week.
Sugrrs have remained unchanged the past week; granulated is quoted at 9gc anl Extra C at Pc. Teas and
lobacco are unchanged,

pair.6

pair.7
pair.6
pair.6
pair (2-year olds)

Milch

REVIEW OF THE WEEK.
FOR TBE WEEK

manuiac-

Beason.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Illicit Distiller*.
28.—The commissioner
received the following

rue

Store Cattle—Yearlings $7 @ 12; 2 year olds $15 @
bead. Prices for small
$25; 3 year olds $25 @ 45
Cattle depend much upon their value for Beef. The
trade for Store Cattle will be light until later in the

quate.

METEOROLOGICAL.

foot

1
1
1
1
1

larger scale.

secure

notice,

—

cessation of
of communications till sufficient reinforcements have
been received to make the success of further
movements certain.
Every day proves more
clearly that the forces iu Bosnia are inade-

Have just returned from a raid with Captain
Bryan s force of specie! deputies in Yadkin county,
and have lound 39 still-houses—15
recently in operation.
We destroyed five stills, 143 stands of
beer,
15.000 gallons of mash and beer, 5'JO
gallons ot po
mice, 335 gallons of low wines and 200 gallons of
whisky.
W. H. Chapman,
Revenue Agent.
A despatch from Nashville, Tennessee,
says:
My men think they were surrounded by 200 men.
They escaped without making concessions. They
will arrive here tonight and again organize for work.
N. M. Woodcock, Collector.

jle

in the chair.

The Abend Post states that] a

Washington, Aug.
of internal revenue has
dated Statesville, North Carolina.

For

private, Presiding Bishop Smith

operations is necesary t>

uiurueL emus our uuu

Brighton Cattle lUarket.
For the week ending Wednesday, August 21.
Amount of stock at market—Cattle 3610; Sheep
and Lambs 2639; Swine 7200; number of Western
Cattle 3088: Eastern Cattle 227; Miich Cows and
Northern Cattle 293.
Prices of Beef Cattle
100 lbs, live weight—Extra
*5 87* @5 75; first quality $187*® 5 25;
quality
second qnality St 25 ® 4 75; third quality $3 87*@
412*; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., at
$3 38* @3 62*.
Brighton Hides at GJc ib; Brighton Tallow at
5jc Ip ID.
Hide3
@ 5*C ^ lb; Country Tallow 4J @
4|C 'P ID.
Calf Skins at 10c ;p*P; Lamb Skins at 50c each;
sheared Sheep Skins 25c each.
Working Oxen—The Bupply for the week has not
been very large, but there were enough tot the demaud, as the trade for them has been rather slow of
late. We quote Bales of
Girth.
Live weight:
Price.

The Struggle ia Hosnin.
Vienna, Aug. 28.—The New Free Press of
Vienna announces that under the direction of
Gen. Philippovich a communal council has
been formed at Serejevo, composed of 18 respectable citizens—five Mohammedans, three
Catholics, six Orthodox and four Jews. From
this body Fazeli Pasha, the foirner civil governor, has been appointed mayor. He is held
in great respect. There is a momentary cessation of military operations until the four newly
mobilized divisions have arrived at tbeir destinations. In a few days the whole mobilized
force, numbering from 120,090 to 130,000, will
be united and operations will be prosecuted on
a

iu me

turers having purchased cautiously. Supplies have
been aniving quite fr~ety from the West, and the
stock is beginning to accumulate. Medium combing
meets with a good demand, but unwashed is dull and
lc lower than last week. The stock ot Colorado Wool
is materially reduced. Carpet Wools are very quiet.

EUROPE.

THE REVENUE TROUBLES.

INDICATIONS FOB

was

Kentucky

ly

A tug boat picked up an exhausted sailor in
New York bay Taesday.
He said he had
jumped overboard from a German bark to esthe
of
the
first and second mates.
cape
cruelty
Tbe police found two other sailors on board tbe
bark who had been severely beaten. The first
mate was arrested.

the Cincinnati Merchant*.
28.—At
the of the session
Cincinnati, Aug.
of the Chamber of Commerce this noon Secretary Sherman was introduced to the merchants
by President Hartwell, and was greeted with
cheers and responded as follows:
Gentlemen—It gives me great pleasure to
meet so many business men of Cincinnati even
for a brief period. I have a great deal to do
with merchants and take this opportunity to
congratulate you that by the bounty of the Divine Providence you will have to market the
largest crop we have ever gatered in this country since the world was born. I congratulate
you also that onr currency is soon to be based
upon the solid money of the world. I take a
hopeful view of our business affairs. After
this week there will be an end of the bankruptcies. All men who believe that they are not iu
a condition to pay their debts will have taken
the benefit of the law provided for tbier relief.
After Saturday we will stand upon a besis of
our property and our deserved credit.
We have
passed through a severe crisis. It has been
common in all countries.
Every sign of business is hopeful.
We do not owe Europe anything of consequence. We have gone through
the debt paying process. A few years ago we
were running in debt at the rate of $100,000,000
a year, but lately we have been paying off our
debt at the rate of 8100,000,000 a year. From
this time we will be prosperous.
Descending from the stand the Secretary was
greeted with a general handshaking and complimentary remarks.

Wholesale Said

1877
30,495
205,931
In New York the volume of business for past tew
days has been of rather disappointing proportions.
The few buyers present have employed their time
moBtly in quest of medium clothing and combing and
delaine selections, but as the supply of the descriptions is rather small, they have, in many instances,
been compelled to seek other markets.
Fine Wools
are still, in a measure, neglected, though there are
some buyers that will take them at a lower price.
In Philadelphia there has not teen so much aetivi-

Foreign bales.19,523
Domestic, bags and bales.185,176

v
ViUlA

boiler room, and

Secretarp Sherman

1878.

!_ at_

Carious Kind of Civil Service Reform.
New York, Aug. 23.—An Albany dispatch
repor's that Wm. Haskell will probably succeed Postmas'ir Craig; John Palmer, late
Grand Army Commander, will sapercede Collector Whitney, and George Stevens will become internal revenue collector in tplace of
Lathrop. All the present incumbents are in
favor of Conkliug.

mill

There is a firm feeling for all kinds of delaine and
combing selections, but dealers are sold up pretty
close, and there is not now much available stock for
manufacturers to draw from. We look for a steady
market, as the demand is likely to be fully equal to
the supply.
Imports from January 1 to Aug. 21.

town hall today, for tbe relief of the sufferers
from yellow fever in the Gn.lf States, was attended by influential citizens. Resolutions expressing deep sympathy with the sufferers and
inviting public subscriptions for tbeir relief
were unanimously adop* id.
Au influential
committee was appointed to carry oat the
of
the
object
meeting.

Fire ia Lewiston.

Lewiston,Aug.28—A building

30c.

some 35 or 40
fever. Many
groes have died within the last few dayB. The
whites here now are scared because not a single
crse of yellow fever hLs been dc stored successfully. No person attacked has recovered.
Aid and Sympathy from Abroad•

Nnmerons
banquet provided by citizens.
toast were
appropriately responded to ny
comrades and others. The meeting has been
unusually pleasant.
in

are
ne-

and

vnicago value Market.

CHICAGO, August 28.—Hogs—receipts 9,500 head;
ibipments 9300 head; good heavy active and strong

it 4 40 @ 4 75; mixed very dull and 10c
, g 4 20; light steady at 4 15 @ 4 25.

lower at 4 00

Cattle—receipts3100 head; shipments 1200 head;
irime shipping steady at 4 S3 @ 5 25; medium ship;
dug Steers dull and lower at 3 90 @ 4 50; butchers
low and steady at 2 00 @ 3 60; Western lower at 310
< g 3 60; Texas slow at 2 80 032 3 10.
Sheep—receipts 560 head; shipments 361 head;
, [Uiet and easy at 3 40 @3 44.
Domestic Markets.
New York, August 28—Evening—Oolton market
, inn at l-16c higher; sales 1650 bales; Middling upI anda at 12}; New Orleans at 12}; forward deliveries
1 insettled: August opened at 12 points
higher and
losed with advance lost; other months 2 @ 3 points
ower.
Flour—receipts 13,682 bbls; less active and
rithont change ;sales 16,000; No 2 at 2 50 @ 3 25 ; 8ucom1 lertine Western and State at 3 30 @ 4 00;
oon to good extra Western and State at 4 05
@
\ 30; good
to choice Western and State at 4 35 @
f 75; common to choice White Wheat Western ex1 ra at 5 80 @6 50: Fancv White Wheat Western
at 6 55 @ 7 50; common to good extra Ohio
! xtra
14 00 @ 5 75; common to choice extra St Louis at
< 00 @ 7 C0; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
25 @ 7 25; choice to double extra 7 25 @8 50, includDg 1800 bbls City Mills extra at 5 15 @ 5 35: 3800 bbis
| 5W grade extra at 4UO@4 40;45UO bbls Winter
Vheat extra at 4 05 @ 5 50; 4400 bbls Minnesota ex3 90 @ 8 75, closing heavy. Southern Flour is
\ ra
teady ;sales 1400 bhis. Rye Flour is unchanged,
I lornmeul steady and
quiet; Yellow at 2 40 @ 2 75;
1 irandywine 2 95. Wheat—receipts 285,000 bush;
Vinrer } @ 1 better and fairly active; Spring is firmr; iutures lower; sales 875,000 hush, including 423,( 00 bush on spot; 98c for No 3 Chicago; 1 02 @ 1 08
1 ir ungraded Red; 1 08} @ 109} for No 2 do; 110}
jr No ldo; 106 @ 1 06} for steamer No 2 do; 1 04
@
1 11 for ungraded Amber; 1 08}@ 108} tor No 2 do1 01} ® 1 05} for steamc No 2 uo; |1 07 @ 119} for
ngraued White; 1 05 for No 3 do; 1 09} @ 1 It} for
lo2do; 118@120 for No 1 do; 114@115 for
s teamer No 1 do; 1 20} for White State; No 2
Spring
f >r September at 1 05}, ciosing at 1 04} bid, 1 00 askNo 2 Northwestern lor September at 104 bid,
i;
$ 15
asked; No 2 Winter Red seller August at 1 08}
^ j 109, closing at 1 €8} bid, 109} asked; do for Sep-

]

]

t :ruber at 1 09 a) 1 09},|closing 109 bid, 1 09} asked;
[o 2 Amber for Augast 1 08} @ 1 08}, closing at 1 07}
id, 109 asked; do lor September 107} @ 108,closing
a t 107} bid, 109 asked.
Rye quiet and steady; 4,)0 onsh Western in lots at 60 @ 62c.
Hurley is
D ominal.
Hurley Malt steady and quiet. Vorn

-receipts 219,050 bush; Bpot shade firmer; futures
8 :arcely so strong; sales 3G8,000 bush, including 126,10 busn on the spot; 45 @ 49o for ungraded; 48 @
Ic for steamer; 49} @ 50c tor No 2 steamer; 50c for
J ansas steamer; seller August at 48} @ 49c, closing
a ; 48}c bid, 49c asked; do for September at 49} @
4 I}, closing at 49c bid, 49}c asked; No 2 tor August
a : 49}c, closing at 49}c hid, 50c asked; do for Septernb jr 50 @ 50}c, closing at 49}c hid, 50c asked. Mats—
bush; less active; prime firm; poor
E iceipts97.497
wer; sales 81,000 bush; rejected at 25 @26c; No 3
a 26 @ 26Jc; No 3 White 27c; No 2 at 30@3lc; No 2
'bite at 30} @ 31}c; No 1 at 33c; No 1 White 385c;
j ixed Western at 26 @ 33c; White Western at 27
(S ! 3G}c; Mixed State at 28 @ 33}c; White State at 30
<s ! 37}c. Vofflee unchanged and quiet. St near is
a itiveand firm; 1400 hnds Muscovado at 7 3-16 @
7 ; 2600 hhds Centrifugal at 8 @ 8}; 41,000 bags Man la at 6}; fair to good reining 7} @ 7}c; prime 7};
ri fined firm and in
good demand. Molasses is
si eady. Rice unchanged, Peirolsum quiet and
61 cady; 5,000 bbls united at 98} @ 90Jc; refined 10};
ci ude quoted at 6.
Tallow is firm at 7, Naval
N tores—Rosin steady.
Turpentine firmer at
2i } @ 28, Fork about steady; 275 bbls mess on the

J

spot at 1015 @ 10 20; 750 bbls for September at 10 00.
Beef is unchanged. Clut JTIeaia steady; pickled
hams 11; do shoulders 5*; pickled bellies 6*; middles
—Western long clear 6* @ 6}; city do at 6|. L«ril is
quiet and firm; 700 tcs prime steam on spot at 7 45 @
7 50; 1500 tcs kettle 7 55; 1200 for September at 7 4o
@ 7 42*; 200 tcs citv steam at 7 37* @7 40; 175 tC9 ott
grade at 7 27*. Whiskey is firmer at 1 H* asked.
Freights to (Liverpool—market is quiet; Wheat—
steam 7*.

Flour.

EsC.

Chicago, August 28.—Flour is quiet and firm.
Wheat unsettled and generally lower especially cash;
No 1 Red Winter at 913 @ 95c cash; No 1 Chicago
Spring at 90*c for cash; No 2 at 90c cash; 90* @ 90*c
for September; No 3 Chicago Spring at 77!c; rejected

Fruit.

Shipments—4100 bbls Hour,149,000 bush wheat,492,000 bush corn, 157,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush rye,

L unions ^bx
b.
O ranges
0 ranges Val.

A

g irrants....
itcs.

g g*.
*

8,000 bush barley.
Toledo. August 28.—Wheat easier; No 2 White.
Wabash at 1 073 5 No 3 White Wabasli at 1 05*; No 1
No 2 do at 1 04

jextraWhite

Michigan at 1 08*; Amber Michigan on spot and for
seller August at b8*c; seller September at 98c; No 2
Amber Michigan at 96c; No 2 Red Winter at 98*c;
seller September at 97*c; No 3 Red at 92c; No 2 Dayton and Michigan Redat98*c; Western Amber 97c;
No 2 Amber Illinois 1 01. Corn is dull; High Mixed
at 40fc: No 2 on spot at 40*c; seller August at 403^
No 2 White 45c; rejected 39|c; damaged at 37c. Oats
are dull; No 2 at 23c.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 88,000 bush wheat, 49,000
bush corn, 10,000 bush oats.
Shipments—00000 bbls flour, 115,000 bush Wheat,
00,000jbusli corn. 8,000 bush oats.
St Louis. August 28.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
inactive and lower; No 2 Red Fall at 88 @ 88Jc cash;
8*| @ 89c for September. Corn is active;No 2 Mixed
at31*@31*c cash; 34|3e for September. Oats are
higher; No 2 at 20| @ 20*c. Rye is active and firm
at 48c. Whiskey is steady at 1 07.
Pork is steady
at 10 25. Lard nominally unchanged.
Bulk Meats
nominal; shoulders 5*; clear rib at 7 00; clear sides
at 7 15 @ 7 20.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 66,000 bush wheat, 16,000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush rye, s,U09
bush barley.
Shipments—10,000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 1,000 bush corn, 6,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
rye, 0,000
bush barley.
MiLWAUKEE,*Aug 28.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
opened *c higher and c’osed firm; No 1 Milwaukee
new 1 02; No 1 Milwaukee soft 99c; No 2 Milwaukee
at95*c; seller August 95*c; seller September 94|c;
No 3 Milwaukee at 78gc; No 4 at 63c; rejected 57c.
Corn quiet and easier; No 2 at 37*c. Oats *c lower;
No 2 at 21c. Rye *c lower; No 1 at 47*c. Barley is
active and lower; No 2 Spring cash at 1 02 @ 1 03c;
September at 98 @ 99c. Provisions are quiet ana
steady; Moss Pork at 9 50.
Lard—prime steam at

?*•
Receipts—4,500 bbls flour, 41,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2,800.bbls flour, 2,200 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, August 23.—Pork in lair demand

«

iisins,
Layer,new 1 85 (S> 2 00
L. M. nevr. 2 05 (eg 2 15
New Val.

I
(ffl

2 U0

5
c

@
@

5
7

A»hn.

Pearl, PB..

11 @
6 @
Beaus.
Pea. 190 @ 2
Mediums.... 1 80 @ 1
Yellow Eyes. 2 25 @ 2
Box Shooks.
Pine. 50 @

Pot.

11]
7
00
90
45
55

Bread.
8 00 @10 00
Pilot Sup
do ex 100 B. 6 00 @ 8 00
SliiD. 4 00 @ 4 50
Crackers >10
100.
30 @ 40
Butler.
B 17 @ 20
Family,
Store.
15
10 @
Candles.
B 17 @ 20
Mould,
Sperm. 10 @ 15
Charcoal.
Pine.
@ 12
...

Hard

Wood,

ple.

G

11

Maple.

@

19

Verm’t.pib

8j®
®

Pit burned,
Cheese.

Maine.

8

N.Y.Factory
7J@
Coal—(Retail.)

Cumberland.
Pictou.
Chestnut....
Franklin....
Lehigh <Ss W.

9
9
8)

6
6
5
6

00
50
00
50

@
@
@
@

6
7
5
7

50
00
50
00

9
8

Light.
Mid.Weight.

22
23
23
32
20
80

Leather.
New York,
Heavy.

Slaughter....
Gd.lram’g’d.

Sugar

shooks48 00 @53 CO

Hhd Headings,

Spruce,35in.l8

00

Pine.
Hard Pine

Hoops,

14 It.25 00

Short do 8 ft 12 00

Pop’r

7 ft. 8 00
Staves.16 00

Spruce, r’gh.
KO. Staves.

@20 00
@20 00
@23 00
@18 00
@13 00
@10 00
@17 00
@14 00
@10 00

Copper.
Cop. Bolts...
@

Y.W.Sbeathing.
Bronze do
Y. M. Bolts.

’ortland

@

14

@14
@ 20
32 @
34

12
12

Rope.

@
@

11
13
13

@

14

Drags and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic.. 15 @ 20
tart@ 55
Alcohol t>gl. 2 20 @ 2 25
Alum.
4 @
5
Ammon ia
carb. 20 @ 23
Ashes pot...
6 @
7
Bals copabia
40 @
45
Beeswax— 36 @ 40
Bleach ing
3 @
powders.,.
5
Borax. 12 @ 14
Brimstone...
4
@
Cochineal...
70 @ 75
Copperas. n
Cream tarfSt
Ex logwood

Gum Arabic.
Aloes cape.
Camphor

Shingles,

Matches.

Star.'p

gross 2 OO @ 2 10
Molasses.
Rico.. 38 @ 50
Cienfnegos.. 36 @ 39

lj@

32
11
25
15

@

@
@
@
@

3
35
35
65
25
33
45

Muscovado..
New Orleans
Barbadoes..

30
83
40
35

Sagua.

@
@
@
@

33
50
41
38

Nails.
Cask..,.
@260
Naval gltres.
Tar, P'bbl..
@3 50
Pitch (C.Tarl
@ 4 CO
Wil. Pitch..
@3 75
Rosin
4 00 @ 6 CO
l'urp’tinagl. 33 @ 37
Oil.
Kerosene—
@ 17
Port.Kef.P’tr
@ 12
Devoe Brill’t
@ 21
1 25 @ 1 39
Whale. 73 @ 75
40 @
50
Shore.
30 @
45
Ptrgiu. 35 @ 37
Linseed. 57 @ 58
Boiled do... 60 @ 61
Lard. 65 @ 70
Castor. 1 00 @ 1 20
Neatsfoot.... 100 @ 112
Elaine.
52 @
54
Paints.

Port. Lead.. 8 00 @ 8 25
PureGr’d do 8 10 @ 8 50
Myrih....
Pure Dry do.
@
@ 8 50
Opium....
@500 Am .Zinc...
10 @
12
Shellac.... 28 @ 30 Rochelle Yel.
3
21@
Indigo. 90 @ 1 25 Eng.Veu.red
3
24@
00
Iodine.
5
@
Red Lead...
lo"@
Ipecac.1 70 @ 1 80
Plaster.
Licorice rt... 15 @ 20 White,ipton.
@ 3 00
Cal ex.
34 @
40 Blue.
@ 2 75
Morphine.... 3 60@
8 (0 @ 9 00
Grou’d.inbls
Oil bergamot
@ 4 00 Calcined,bis. 2 75 @ 3 00
Cod liver.. 123 @ 1 50
Produce.
Lemon....
@310 Beef Side....
7@
Q
9
Olive.1 25 @ 1 75 Veal.
Peppt. 2 50 @ 3 25 Mutton.
9 @
Wiuterg’n.
@ 2 50 Chickens...
10 @
12
Potass broTurkeys....
14 @
ig
mide.
50 @
55 Eggs, $6 doz.
13 @
li
Chlorate
28 @
30 Potatoes,new
@ 60
Iodide.... 3 85 @
Onions, bbl.. 2 25 @2 50
Quicksilver..
@ 63 Bermuda cr’te 80 @ 90
Quiuiue. 4 00 @
Round hogs..
6 @
04
Rt. Rhubarb
75 @ 1 50
Provisions.
Rt. Snake...
35 @
Mess Beef. ..10 50 @11 00
Saltpetre.... 10 @
Ex Moss. ..11 50 @12 50
15 @
25
Plate.12 00 @12 50
fen?a.
Seed canary. 2 40 @ 2 75
Ex Plate. .12 50 @13 00
Cardamons 1 95 @ 2 50 Pork,
Soda, bi-carb
4 (aj
71
Racks.14 50 @14 75
Sal..
3* Clear.,13 75 @14 00
2J@
4 @
Sulphur.
43
Mess.12 50 @1300
Sugar lead.. 22 @ 25 Hams.
11 @ 14
White wax.. 55 @ 60
Hice.
Vanillalman.ll 00 @15 00
Bice41 ft....
7 @
8
Vitrol blue..
10 @
Mnleratns.
Duck.
6 @
5alerat’s$yfb
7
No. 1.
29
@
No. 3.
@ 27 Turk’s
No. 10.
@ 19
00 ® 2 37i
9 ox.
@ 15
10 oz...,..
@ 19
2 00 @ 2 25
Dye woods.
Barwood_
@ 3
Brazil wood.
5 @
7
Camwood...
6 @
7
Fustic.
2j@ 3 ■ r nd butter
17'41 box
Logwood..,.
Liv.hne sack 1 75 @ 2 00
@
2
Campeacby..
1|@
Meeds.
St. Domingo
)| .lover,lb...,
1J@
8®
Peach Wood.
@
5} ted Top bag 2 00 @ 2 2584
Red Wootl
24 I. Grass, bu, 1 55
@
@ 1 GO
Fish.
Nonp,
Col, perqtl.,
SxSt’mR’l’d.
@
8
L’ge Shore 3 75 @ 4 00
7
®
L’ge Bank. 4 25 @ 4 50 So.l...
@
G1
Small. 3 25 @ 3 50
Mpices
Pollock.1 50 @ 1 75 .assia, pure, 20
@ 84
Haddock.... 1 50 @ 1 75
Hake.112J@ 1 374 i.nger. 12 fag u

Js>

..

isd.^J1**'
Bonauo^.2
3adjz,<iu-pl-

ijssr1*'**”*

.WBR1RU9

..

Herring,
Shore,$>bbl
Scal'd t>bx..
No. 1.

18
13

@22
@15

Ja<*.n5(«)l20
4utmegs.... 90
’epper.

20

@
@

Mtarch.
] ’earl...
6@
Bay No. 1..1.1 00 @I7 50
Sugar.
Bay No. 2..11 50 @I3 00 I rranulateii..
r®
3....
8
00 @ 9 00
Large
Sxtra O.
Shore No. 1.15 00 @16 50
E.
8 @
No. 2.10 00 @1105 i
No. 3. 5 00 @ 5 75 1
Small. 3 00 @ 3 50
Clam Bait- •
none*

Mackerel,ip’bhl.

i

95
22
8

na

1

7

Cashmere !

Black

uc

until the several lots named

are

closed out.

examined

carefally

Having

samples from different

manufac-

we

we can

offer the

Company...

70

will be

DON’T

prices.

no

at simi-

lime,

WAIT

A

WEEK OK MONTH AND THEN
FIND

FAULT

BECAUSE

CANNOT OBTAIN

do not hesitate to say

turers,

There

at any (urturc

more

lar

THE

YOU
SAME

ATT IT ITV AF dlAATTS

BIT MAKE OP THESE GOODS

Now, and Now Only,
is the Accepted

in the market and at

Time !

....

LOWER PRICES

Variety of
Dry Goods

•Jm

i

7

than the

same

goods have

over

52

been sold.

All

The lot comprises

CHEAP.

Wool Vests,

$1.62,

cost

to make

for $1.00.

80

Having* completed taking
ot stock

we

account

Fifteen

have marked

Numbers,

....

-eeds &

Farmington R.R.Bonds,100

93

: Portland &

...

95

“Congress,”

the oldest and largest selling baking
towder in New England, owes its success to its puriy, and the good luck that every cook has when

Vickery

Batn, Aug. 20, Allen C. Cobb of Lynn and Miss

4ary H. Small of Bath.
In Gray, Aug. 25, dames H. Colley and Miss Ada
il.

&

from

Pantaloons, cost

$1.50

YARD !

We would call especial attention to the Numbers

we

Strictly
light

sell at

GENTS'

now

Night Shirts

Eastman Bro’s,
534
au20

431 AND

433

CONGRESS

STREET,

H.

Farrington Block, Selling Agents.
au24

Sn2w

GREAT MUSICAL

For Sale In Gorham.

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passenPike, Boston for Kast-

! Bounds & Son.
Sch Ariadne, Dyer, Port Johnson—coal
Central K B.
Sch Teaser, Orr, Perth Amboy—coal to

)yer.

to

to Maine

The

Bounds &

Great

THE

PROFESSOR BAMBERGER,Vienna
‘I have prescribed these Waters with remarkable
access.”

A Wineglamful

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 27th. sch Nellie F SawBunker, Matanzas for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Cardiff 27th, barque Gen Fairchild, Kelley,
T io Janeiro.
Ar at Cadiz prev to 27th inst, brig Goodwin, GoogH ns. New York.
Sid fm Cadiz 24th, brig
Sallstra, Partridge, for
1 nited States.
Ar at Havre 24th, barque
Mary E Russell, Nichols,
»
1 ew York.

Henilr ns,

niast taken out.
Sob W li .Jordan, Richardson, at New York from
B altimore. while lying at the latter port, the first
“ ate. H Torrey. fell down the hold and died trom bis
tr Juries 23d, Me was 35 years of age and a resident
01 Deer Isle, Me.

Ar
hu

vinukhuek.
at Port Mulgrave, Ns, 24tu. sch Alice M Gould,
Portland lor North Bay,—(reported at Causo
date.)

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 20th, ship YoSemite, Saun-

dl rs, Seatle.
Sid 20th. barque P

J Cariton, Ameshury, Nanaimo.
PENSACOLA—Ar 23d, sch Emma H Drummond,
" igglns, Laguayra.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 21st, sch Lucy AI Collins,

Cl irtls. Boston.

BRUNSWICK,GA-Ar 23d, sch John Douglass,

A

Triumph

Great

a

aa26

Discovery.

try,

»ul3

301 CONGRESS SIT.

or

Lor- Pnu.

sets reeds,

8

TriSe Sn

whioh'have^ur'name'on them.noat[^ P-3l

stops, $65.

For Sale 2

CAECUSS.

®*19w* Be,kl*«B»

_

81

of Gorham and any
ieve in the financial views as

others who bs-

Hamilton,
expressed^ to

BARRETT,

from

also to choote

a

a
o

|

A. D.

WUIDDEN,

JlB___

Me
dim

N O T I O E

town committee tor the year
Per order Town Committee.

Tbe Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
the Town House, on SATURDAY,
Aug. 31st, at 5
clock p. m., to nominate a candidate for

1 White Lime,
Liiieoliiville, Me., will be

No. 13 Union Wharf, Portand

ALEXANDER, U.tcb Maker, forMr.merly
iu
store, has left

my
a lew ot h s customers'watches with me. Theowuers aie renuest
ed to pay tor reiiairing on or befote
Sept, tub as
shall close up his business here on that

Weering.

fn

SALE STABLE,
FKANK.LIN STICEET.

sold low by

Cape Elizabeth.
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are
requested
t ) meet at the Town House, in said town, on SATRDAY, Aug. 31st, at 5 o’clock p. m., to nominate
a candidate for Representative to the next
Leuisla-

I1 ire;
>79.

..SB8.

500 barrels No.

ackson, Benton, Webster,
meet at
requesied
Town House, SATURDAY. Aug. 31, at 2 30 p.
i., to nominate a candidate tor the Legiydature,
Per order cf Town Committee.
arc

; ho

d2w

RUFUS ftAJVD.
—i'-r11____if
LIME ON CONSIGNMENT.

Gorham.

Republicans

t.ta

& Son.

___

HO

Windham.
The Republicans ot Windham arc requested 1o meet
the Town House in said town, on SATURDAY,
Oe 3Ut day ot August, 1878, at 4 o’clock
to
1 lominate a candidate for Representative.
Per Order Town Committee.

i

A.R.E

WEJi?£eI9£ind

entt

BONDS

“Called”

au20tl3w

the'e la *n imitation of oat
»r*A.TI REITIUD iHirE ir ,he
market in this CITE, and this is to caution
not to buy it for our MTANOAltD TP Veoolo
■ s>k
There is no man in MAINE who knows ho* wo
prepare our Tripe but ourselves, therefore thev rannot kuow our peculiar mode of
preparing if Trlr**
prepared in anv other wav would not suit, the non, la
of POKTI.AND
Enquire for our

J. D. CHENEY & CO,

■

__

J?ree._

IMITATIONS I

165 ORGANS $65.
i octave, 2

4’s and 4 1-i's
6’s
6's

mstiuiatos

B1

STORES

358 MIDDLE STREET,
over H II. Huy’s Drug Sure.
an2l
enS,TiSTh2w

SWAN &

HOSE,

sntf

DRUG

1

lighest price paid

RUBBER

Steam Gauges,AVater Gauges,Gauge Cocks

Personal attention given to work in

SCHLOTXBBBECK'9

1

irher, Boston.
rhomaston.6’s
did 23d, barque Ibis, Sawyer, New York.
< Cincinnati.
7>s
did 2!tb. sch White Sea. Storer, Washington.
Halite Central R. R.
7’s
JHAKLESTON—Ar 27th, schs While Luce, Spear,
t>
1X1 ickport; Ralph Howes, Getchell, Belfast.
LtlCHMOND-Ar 26th, schs Elizabeth DeHart,
J
for
we, Kennebec; K C Thomas, Thorndike, do; Lucy
Government Bonds.
a nes, Richards, Boston.
A
JEORUEl'O WN, DC-Ar 26th, schs Willie Martin,
1
eeman, Kennebec: Henry Adelliert, Meady, and
4, irion Draper, Bailey, do; Mary E
Amsdeu, and •
M ithew Kinney, do.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 26th, schs Sarah C Smith, fm
200 RIDDLE STREET.
K mnebec; Win Wilson. Philadelphia.
h
aul1
gneodtf
IALTIMORE—Cld 27th. barque William Wilcox,
Cr 3Cker Cork*
^
New
House
lor Sale.
lid 27th, brig Martha A Berry, Dolan, Portland,
1 ild
27th barque Clara Eaton.
One-half ot double House No. 770 Congress Street,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, schs C S Bayles, from
r ow completed and ready tor
occupancy. Said house
unebec; Five Brothers, Kate V Atkins, Lucy D,
ii first class in every
room, sitting
1 Althea, do; Jos Baymore, do; G M Brainard ! r 'em, bath room and respect. Dining
kitebeu finished in hard wood,
t Island; Sedona, Holbrook, and Elizabeth Magee!
I lurnbed for hot and cold water.
matble
White
*« m St George; Ida L Kay, Haskell, Bangor.
n unties, grates, Ac, &c.
Cemented cellar and
lx27th, ship St Lucie, Rivers, Dunkirk; brlgCase mrytliing first
and
will
sold at a very low
be
class,
ia, Sparks, fm London; sch W A Crocker, Kelley,
n rice.
Enquire of
A. M. SMITH,
& nnebeg.
aultoeodtf
End of Fortland Bier,

FITTINGS,

GOODS.
RUBBER PACKING, HEMP PACKING.
ASBESTOS PACKING,

Healing by Hot Water or Steam, Hlnh
Plumbing and Gas Fitting.

OPEN ALL NIGHT!

ind for these reasons: It embrowns and blackens the
iair, not tlie skin. It is a vegetable emollient, not a
turning fluid. It does not burlesqno nature with
dooming metallic tinges, but produces her own tinny hues. Its cooling ettect is lasting. It defies deection. Its results are uniform
It never tails
Manufactured by J. CBI8TAUOKO, No. !)3 Williams
;
it, New York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by
ia Hair Dressers
an5sneod&wlm32

itath.

STEAM, G1S ID WATER PIPS,

sure.

CRISTADORO’S HAIR DYE,

•

and dealer in

STEAM RADIATOR!,,

The best first-class Office for a TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE CITY
Necond Story, Corner of Middle and
Temple Streets. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER.

The public has rebelled against Cauterizing Hair
Dyes. Fashion has foresworn them. A sagacious
community has adopted in their stead,

< government,
| Portland

IiVJECTOBS,
KNOWLES’ STEAM PUNIPS,

Force Pnmpi, Deep AVrll Pump., t'i.lrr.
Fiimpa, Drire Well Poii,i,

FOR RENT.

General Rebellion.

of

Steam Boiler,

FRIEDMAN’S

sndtf

FOB SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS
AND DRUGGISTS.
The label on every genuine Bottle is printed on
BLUE paper.
au27sneodeowl4tn

s;

AtiEMT FOR

Meharg Steam Trap, Lydie

■PLUMBERS

Portland Pier.

nisvx

PENNELL,
Engineer of Heating and Ventilation.

BRASS AND IRON

RAV!

Will be let by tbe day or .week, under
competent management. Enquire at
LEWIS, WHITTEN & CO.S,

Dose.

41 6c 43 Warren St., New If ark.
Sole Agents for United Stales and Canadas,

MEMORANDA.
Sch L A Knowles, Chase, from New York tor Hamb trg. put into Falmouth, E, 26th inst, with loss of

«'

a

IfATCil

lndispcns ble to tbe T reeling Public.
Every genuine bottle bears the name of The AfolLINAEIS Co. (limited), London.

1 Br,

dls, bulwarks stove, and cargo shifted.
Sch Helen Mar, from Rockland for New York, with
li me. was run down and sunk 24tb, 9 pm. off Old
8 ;al Point, by schr C H Foster, Coombs, from New
V ork for Rio Janeiro. Crew saved. The 0 H F sust( ined some damage and pat into Boston.
Sch Adeline Hamlin, Lewis, trom South Amboy for
F ortsmouth. put into Bristol, RI, 26tb. in
distress,
h iving sprung aleak 25th, off Point Judith. Probab y discharge lor repairs.
Sch tlattie E Giles, which recently arrived at Jack« nvlllewith loss of malntopmaet, is to have the low-

debtedoe.a, . very favorably .bowing when
compared with ibe too prevalent leudeucy
of cities lately to incense rather than reduce their indebtedness.
Jy3
sntt

PROFESSOR SCANZONI, Wnrzburg.
prescribe none but this.”
PROFESSOR LAUDER RRUNTON
M. D., F, R. S.. Londoa.—"More pleasant
than its rivals, and surpasses them in efficacy.”
PROFESSOR A1TKEN. M. D., F. R.
8.. Raynl Military Hospital. Netley.—“Preferred to Tulina and Eriedrichshall.”
"I

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

HATTER,

237 Middle Street, Sign of Gold Hat.
au23F&Steodtf

w. H.

ble'”

[FROM OUR CORBESPGNDNET.l
CRANBERRY ISLES, Ang 24—Ar. schs S L Fost :r. Stanley, and Annie Lewis, Snarling,
Portland;
J ■aggie Willard, Spurting, shore, with ISO bbls; Ivy,
S tanly. with 50 qtl cod fish,
Aug 25—Ar, sch Harriet Rogers, Nutter, Millbridge
f pr Portland.
Sid, sch Maggie Willard, tor Portland.
July 26—Sid, eah Harriet Rogers, for Portland.

Moulton.

exchange.

Merry,
THE

Peru is the county seat of Mirami County, Indiana.
It was laid out in 1834, incorporated by act of the
legislature iu 1847. and organized as a city under the
general law of the stale iu 1867. Mince iu incorporation its population has doubled. The
interest on its bonds has always been promptly met.
The city has been steadily reducing its debt
for years past, and has anticipated the pay-

PROFESSOR
VIRCHOW, Berlin.—
"Invariably good and prompt success; most valua-

Hodgman, Frye, Harrington—master.

re-

$3.50
and yoar old Silk Hat in

LANCET.—"Hnnyadl Janos.—Baron

Liebig affirms that its richness in aperient salts surpasses that of ail other known waters.”
THE BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.—"Hnnyadi Janos.—The most agreeable, saist, and most efficacious aperient water.”

on.

st uie

Woodbury &

FALL STALE
ceived lor

FDR SALE HY

The Best Natural Aperient.

Latest
Broadway Knox Silk Hals just

8 per cent Bonds,

Novelty

HUNYADI JANOS.

Kadiant, Hardy. Kockland—Keneell & Tabor.
Sch Kolon, Brookings, Kennebec—J Nickerson &

fr

European

ST.

angCT__dtf

or

City of Peru, Indiana,

GARDINER,

CONGRESS

dtf

au?

Issued for Water Works. Due 1808. Interest Jan.
1st, and July 1st, payable in New York.

CLEARED.
Sch Waldemar, Duncan, (iloucester-C W McKenSch

N. S.

au2Ssntf

►gaensburg RR.
Sch Shepardess, Thorp, Bristol.
Sch Exact, Kimball, boothbay.

fob A H

"Called’’ Gorrrnmtnl Ronds cashed

Plenty

Centennial Block, Portland,
or, J. M. PLUMMER,
Gorham.

1

Sch T Benedict, Crockett,
Woodbridge, N J—
lay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Alaska, Hamilton, Kondout—cement to C A B
1
lorse & Co.
Sch Fair Dealer, Pond,
Boston, to load for Castine.
gcJ> Lyndon, Simpson, Boston, to load for Calais.
Sen L Snow, Jr, Griffin, Rockport, Mass.
Sch Venelia. Mayo. Bay Chaleur—350 bbls mackerel
Sen Harriet Rogers, Nutter,
Cherryfield—staves to
futter, Kimball & Co.
Sch Banner, Handy,
to Portland &
Rockport—lime
,

1

Apply

to

C.D.B.Fisk&Co.
Under Preble House,

exchanged for other sccnrity.

soft water in kitchen and stable.

ment easy.

order,

M.PAYSON&CO.,

thrifty Apple, Pear and Plum trees, just beginCurrants, Raspberries. Strawberries
and Grapes in abundance. Over 30,»>00 leet in lot,
making a splendid garden. Beautifully situated ou
the best street in tbe village, close to Churches, Normal School, Post Office and Depot. Streets on three

sides. Will be offered until Oct. 1st at a bargain to
aDy one looking lor a pleasant home in one of the
handsomest villages in the county. Terms of pay-

Baltimore-coal to Gas

sntt

Railroad Bonds, Bank Stock, &c.

ning to bear.

ARRIVED.

°

Buildings all nearly new and thoroughly finished
style. House has ten rooms; Parlors and
hall frescoed. Nice stable with cellar and hennery.
Hard
of

Wednesday, Aug. US.

Congress St

Government Bonds,
STATE, CITV & TOWN BONDS,

Desirable Residence

and

Overalls,

DEALERS IX

E. If. ROBINSON
has a remarkable invention at bis Piano Rooms, 6
Myrtle St. Call and see it.
au5sndlm

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Bine and Brown

32 Exchange Street,

NOVELTY !

in modern

__

at

20 CENTS EACH.

VICKERY & LEIGHTON,

MA.RINTE 3STKWS.

a_i

selling

■

The manufacturer of these goods. Mr. C. F. Hathaway of Waterville, Maine, having been in this business for twenty years or more,
needs no other
pud. Au examination and trial solicited.

niuatHre Almanac.August 29.
Ion rises....5.19 I High water....•*.
M
1 tan sets....**..6.421 Moon sets..-,.*., 7.10 PM

lompany.
Sch Odell, Winslow, Perth Amboy—coal
Sfn
A lion On Irna
1M

$1.37,

13 HOZEN

85.
SHIRTS
*■
81.00.
44
1.50.

G

B
A

41

sermuda.Now York.. Porto Rico... .Aug 31
hreassia.New York. .Glasgow.Aug 31
3ity of Richmond. ..New York. Liverpool... .Aug 31
Wer.New York. .Bremen.Aug 31
Nevada.New York .Liverpool_Sept 3
iantiagode Cuba...New York. .Havana.Sept 4
Algeria.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 4
Adriatic ..New York. .Liverpool.Sept 5
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.... .Sept 7
3ity of Chester.New York. .Liverpool....Sept 7
Devonia.New York. .Glasgow.Sept 7
don tana.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 10

,

colors, which

ALSO

Plain and Twilled

Sardinian.Quebec.... Liverpool.Aug 31
>nt&rio.............Quebec. ....Liverpool.... Aug 31
^P8.New York..Aspinwall!... .Aug31

1

and dark

Pantaloons,

Unlaiwdried Shirts,

DEPARTURE OF 8TEAiH8HIPS.
Jothnia.....New York...Liverpool..,,.Aug28
.New York. .Liverpool.Aug 29
..New York..Hamburg.... .Aug 29
Tide de Pans.New York .Havre
Aug 29
Mias.New York. .Kingston, J..Aug 29
1
>anima.New York.. Bermuda
Aug 29

n

$2.00.

Wool

All

mp&m

FOR MEN AND BOVS.

;ers and mdse to Henry Fox,
Steamer City ot Portland,
>ort and St John, NB.
Sch fftnf Gerrisoo,-,

to

cost from $3 to

DIED.
In this city, Aug. 27, Genevive, daughter ot Lindel
}. and Alice Foote, aged 2 years 9 months.
[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
it No. 85 Congress strc3t.
At Baas Harbor, Tremont, Oscar A.
Richardson,
Ssq.. late of the firm of O. A. & W. E. Richardson.
In Bath, Aug. 20, Mrs. Hannah, wife ot John
Sonia,
! tged 25 years 11 meaths.
In Hallowed, Ang. 20, Miss Emma
D., daughter of
lamuel Currier, Jr., aged 19 years.
In Bartlett, N. H., Aug. 25, Miss
Mary A. Meserve,
iged 36 years.

from

to make

193

Leighton,

431 & 433 CONGRESS ST.,

Ellis.

price

37 cents to $1.25
PER

In this city, Aug, 27. by Rev. Dr. CarrutherB, Wilis A. Putnam ol Harringtou and Miss Katie J. Fulj erton of
Hopewell, Albeit County, N. B. [St John,
!
LB., papers please copy.]

in

$2.37 to $3.00, only

It would be impossible to enumer>
ate. Any one seeking good bar>
gains can find tbem in our stock.

MARRIED.

■

ranging

CHEAP !

ising Congress in baking.
Dyspeptics can eat warm biscnits made from Con;res3 Yeast Powder without distressing them.

In

33

Different Varieties of Goods

Ken. K. R. Bonds... .100. 994.... 1004
tUonsolidated.

S5 £
84

=igar Refined 35
cc.v.v.'.v;

Take effect Aug. 2stlli and contiu.

....

25
@ 25
@ 25
@ 36
@ 23
@ 1 00

50
25
75
75
25

01

NOTICEsT"

SPECIAL

@

Ceder ex.. 3 00 @ 3
Cedar exNol 1 75 @ 2
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1
Laths,spruce 1 60 @ 1
Pine......
@ 2

a

....

01
81

00
@17 to
@25 00
@55 oO

For the Future.

direct from

LARGE PURCHASE Til PRICES POR THE GOODS

SPOKEN.
July 18, oft Pernambuco, ship Prima Donna, Lnnt*
from New York tor Yokohama.

’ortland Gas Company.56. 73
75
1 Icean Insurance
Company.....100.100 ....101
I. & K. R R. Bonds.
994....1004
daine Central R. R Stock. 100. 14
15
daine Centra! It. R. Bonds 7’st. 88
0)1

@26

00
do No. 1.14 00
Clear... .22 00
Pine.30 00

7__

.30.

just made

the Importers

London 2oth inst. ship Sabino, Farmer, for
United States.
At at St Pierre 3d inst, sch
Anita, Small, Trinidad,
(and sailed 6th for Turks Island.)
Ar at St John, NB, 26th, sch
Madagascar, Bobbins,
Bangor; E Closson, Hardy, do.
Cld 26th, sch Iivine, Berry, Philadelphia,

....

11

Porto

Cop.bottems.
Cordage.
Amer.n B 10 @

Russia.
Manilla.
Manill Bolt

30

Clapboards,
Spruce ex.24

Medium...

We have

Precedent

a

Sla im

lovernment 10-40’s.109 ....1094
Hate of Maine Bonds.1114. ...1124
3 ’orllandCity Bonds, Municipal.105_109
’ortland City Bonds, aid R. K.1034... .1044
lath City Bonds.104 ..1.105
Jangor City Bonds, 20years.105 ....106
< Calais City
Bonds.102 ....1034
, ’umberland National
Bank. 40. 52
54
< lanal National
Bank.100.148
150
3 rirst National Bank.100.129 ....131
JatcoNational Bank.100.138 ....140
derchant’s National Bank. 75 .105 ....106
National Traders’ Bank.100 .130 ....131

Am.Calf....
Ash. 5 50 @ 0 00
Lime.
Coffee
Rockland c’sk.
@ 00
24 @
27
Java.^B..
Lumber.
Rio. 15 @ 18 Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 &2..40 00 @55 00
Cooperage.
mid.Shooks and Heads. No. 3. 30 03 @10 00
Mol. City.. 2 00 @ 2 10
Shipping. 15 00 @20 00
(a) 2 15 Spruce.10 00 @12 10
Sug. City..
Sag. C.... 105 @ 110 Hemlock.... 9 50 @11 00
Pine
box

Black Cashmere. Not

Ma.tn.nvAa.

5-20’s, July, 1865......102}..,.102
Jovemment 5-20’s, July, 1867.104}....105
Jovemment5-20’s, July, 1868.107 ....107}

10?

@

|

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN II. PROCrKK, N., W:| Euh.ui
Street.

fovernn ent

84

@

Crash.
12

Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Street,
Par Value. Offered. Asled.
Descriptions.
lold..1004. ...too}
Jovetnment G’s, 1881.1074_1073

81

Tierces 4> lb.
8 @
Pail.
9J@
Caddies...
liT@
Lead.

Mliorra.JO Prnrl Ml.

OF

FOBEHilir PORTS.
Sid fm Swatow 26th inst. barque Thomas Fletcher,
Pendleton, Cheefoo.
Cld at Liverpool 15th, barque Rachel, Walls, from

Heavy.

Horse Shoeing,
A CO., Prnclir.l U.n.

VOI SC.

by M.

uarson, and Odell, Winslow, Perth Amboy for Portand; Ariadne. Dyer, Port Johnson for do; Alaska,
lamilton, Rondout for do; T Benedict, Crockett,
rom Woodrridge for do;
Franconia, Austin, and
Jongress, Willard, Port Johnson tor Salem; Louisa
imith, Webber, Elizabeth port for Boston.
Sid, schs J R iBodwell, Odell, Teaser,! Alaska. T
Benedict, Tahmiroo, M C Sproul, Gem, Commerce,
Jongress, Geo E Prescott, Alpine, Melville, Yankee
Blade, H H Seavey, Mary Shields, Jennie Beasley,
Rebecca Florence. Sea Flower. Ariadne. Franconia,
Louisa Smith, L H Jones, Castilian, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 27tb, schs Lizzie Lane, West, Georgo■own; Kate M Hilton, Adams, Weehawken; Gem,
Rail, New York; E G Munsell, Bolan, and Baltic,
Spinney, Bangor.
Ar 28th, schs Olive, Frye, Perth
Amboy; Tantamount, Pendleton, Port Johnson ; Louisa Smith,
Webber, Elizabethport ; Melville, Blake, do; JR
Bodwell, Flye, New York; Laughing Water, Hoptins, Vinalhaven.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 27th, schs Peiro, Kelley,
Rondout; Arctic. Nash,New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 27th, scbs Paragon, Vcazie,
Bangor; Kate Lily, Hutchins, Bath.
BELFAST—Ar 25th, schs Mollie, Atherton, Turks
Island; Louisa Frances, Ball, Portland.
Sid 23th, sch Lake, Mortimer. Portland.
BATH—Sid 26th, sch Eva Mav, Andrews, for Baltimore.

Medium.
Drills.
Brown heayy30, 8

m A. RDINCY, Room II, Etlilm’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A NHAIKFORD, No. 35 Plan
Street.

SALE

BRISTOL—Ar 26th, sch Adeline Hamlin, Lewis,
Amboy tor Portsmouth, leaky.
NEWPORT—Ar 27tb, sch C W Dexter, Marr, Bris*
ol for Wiscaseet, (and sailed.
Sch E G Buxton bas been towed in to the wharf to

Portland Daily Press Stock Liu,
< lorrected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investment

..

84@

32 (a) 40
27 A@ 30
9i
8 @
8 1
15 @ 16
11 @ 11
8£@ 12

Accountant and Notary Public.
OEO. C. COOUAK.-Offln »•. IM MUdie Nlreet, Portland.
KOv.'&llyGm*

Boob Binders.

Recharge.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 27th, sch Addie Sawyer,
Jook, Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 25th, schs Alice Oakes,

>inghams,good 8^
Light.

Grain.
new55@ 56
Yellow....
@57
bag lots.
@ 58
Meal.
@ 56
Bye.
@ 90
Barley.
@ 1 00
Oats. 40 @
Fine Feed...
@24 00
Shorts.
@19 09
liny.
Pres’d,ptonll 00 @12 00
Loose.12 00 @13 00
Straw. 6 00 @ 8 00
Iran.
Common....
J3@
24
Refined.
2|
24
5
Norway.
4j@
Cast Steel
15 @ 18
German St’l
9 @
11
Shoe Steel...
4
3J@
7 @
Spring Steel.
91
Sheet Iron
Common..,.
31® 4
H. C..
5'@ 51
Russia.
I2.l@ 13
Galv.
7 @
10

Sheet&Pipe.
Pig.

Spot wool_

Mediums.

uorn.mixed

@ 15 Kegs.ipib....

d’ool.

All

<

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Eastman Bros.’

langor.

..

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

! >o

tieetinge, width,
price Printsjiest.... 5j a, 6
Standard, 36in 7 @ 71
medium.. 5 @ 5J
deavy. ..36 in 6J@ 7'
common.
4J@ 5
Medium.36in 6® 61 Pink and butl 5@ 6
Fine.....36 in 6® 8*
Woolens.
4Aa>
6 Bv’rs U’ns 6 4.1
S hirting, 28 in
37J@2 25
* lannels heavy 22A{cg 30
•‘Moscow 6-4.2 75’(0.5 00
medium 12#aJ 20 Cassimere.blk.l 00 @1 75
Bleached Cotton.
fancy. 62 @1 50
c
ood.36 in 8&S: 11 Coatings 3-4.1 00 @1 75
*
tedium. 36 in 7@ 8
3-1.1 50 @4 00
in
7 Doesk’s bl’ 3 4.1 00 @4 00
S ight.36
10 @ 13i Jeans, Kent’y.
k heetings. .9-8
12}@ 35
5-4 11 @ 15 Repellants.... 75 @1 00
10-4 20 gg 25 Satinets. 23
37
Migcellaneoa*.
Blankets.
iemms, good.. 13 @ 15 Camp, 7 ft....100 @120
medium 11 (jg 14 Colored
pr..l 75 @3 00
1 orset Jean,
White 10-4... .2 00 @6 50
Bleached and
Cation Baiting.
7 @
9 501b bales, 1 lb
elate
Brown.
7 ®
9
8 @ 13
rolls.
i ateens,
Warp Yarn... 19 @ 20
Bleached and
Twine. 19 @ 22
brown.
9 @ 10 Wicklng. 22 @ 25
Medium.... 9.
8@ 9
Crocking*.
( iambric.......
5 All Wool 3-4.. 45 @ BO
] )elaines, cotton
7-8... 55 @
“
and wool.... 12 @ 15
7-8ex 65 @

Lard.

Oak.
Birch, Ma-

9

@ 9 00
@8 00

Varnieb.
Damar. 1 25 @ 1 75
Coaob. 2 25 ® 5 50
Furniture... 1 25 ® 2 50
Woe I.
Fl’ce wash’d
25 @
3e
do unwash’d
25 ®
30
Pull’d, Super 35 ® 40
Lamb Skins®

^

Portland Wholesale Price. Current.
Corrected for the Press to August.29, 1873.
1 00

8£@

5
8
6
6

Dry Goods Wholesale Market.

—-

Apple..

45

Cld 27th, schs Sarah W Hunt, McFadden, NYork;
leorgie D Loud, Murphy,-; Henry D May, May,
•ortland.
Newcastle—Passed down 24th, schs Addie Jordan,
nd Angola, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, scbs W H Jordan, Ricbardf on, Baltimore, (see Mem); Nellie.Foster
Kennebec;
■] ) G Floyd, Clift'ord. Plymouth; Palladium, Ryder,
1 few Bedford via City Island, (is ashore on
Stepping
S tone reef, in a bad position.)
Ar 28th, ship J A Thompson,
Thompson, Liverpool
j la Bath.
Cld 27th, barque Elinor Vernon, Copp, Rochefort;
1 rig Clara Jenkins, Dcdge, Bordeaux; schs Dione,
1 IcDonald, Point-a-Pitre ; Dresden, Dennison, Sbu1 se NS.
Passed through Hell Gate 27th, schs Z A Paine, fm
\ ] 7ew York for Eastport; Calista, do for Weymouth;
1 -Iail, from Hoboken for Augusta; A Hammond, from
] tondout for Newburyport; Mountain Laurel, from
*ort Johnson for Salem. I
PROVIDENCE- Sid 27th. schs Tbos Hix, Hall,
.nd Zico^a. Webber, New York.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 26th, sch Malabar, Bird, from
Jangor.
Sid 26th, sch Lodusbia.Treworgy, Philadelphia.
WESTERLY—Ar 27th, sell Marcellus, Poniroy,
<

<
]

Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell & Co.

European markets.

wreeu.

@

@15 00
Gunpowder,
p
lasting.... 3 50 @ 4 00
£ sorting.... 5 50 @ 6 50 J
°

Augusta, August 28.—Cotton quiet and easy ;Middling uplands at lljc.
Mobile, August 28,-Cotton quiet; Middling up
lands at lljc.
London, August 28—12.30 P. M.—Consols 94 11-16
for money and 94J for account.
London,August 28—12.30 P, M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, 1064 ;new 5’s, at 1078;
new 4 J’s, 105J; 10-40S, at 108; Erie prelerred 32.
Liverpool, August 28—12.30 P.M.—Cotton market
quiet; Middling uplands at 6 ll-16d; do Orleans at
613-16d; sales 8,000 bales, including 2000 bales for
speculation and export.
Futures weaker; August delivery at 6 21-32; September 6 21-32.
Flour at 21 @ 24; J Winter Wheat at 92@9
4;
Spring do at 9 @ 9 8; California averages at 10 2 (or
10 8; club at 10 5 @10 9; Corn at 23 6J@ 23
9; Peasat
33 8. Provisions. &c—Pork at 49; Beet 73; Bacon at
33 6 @30 8; Laru 38 8. Cheese at 44.at Tallow 37 3.
At London Tallow at 38.
Paris, August 28.—Rentes 112 50.

10

t unes.

Medium.

uplands at lljc.

IJri’d West’n
do Eastern..

71@
9A@
12.@

’icking, good.

Shipments—110,000 bush Wheat.
Memphis, August 28.—Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands lljc.
Galveston, August 28.—Cotton is easy; Middling
uplands 114c.
Norfolk, August 28.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at lljc.
Wilmington, August 28.~Coltoa steady; Middling uplands at 11 gc.
Savannah, August 28.—Cotton is easy; Middling
uplands at 1LJ.
Baltimore, AugustJ23.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands lljc.
Charleston, August 28.—Cotton steady;.Middling uplands at lljc.
New Orleans, August 28-Cotton quiet ;Middling

30

16 @ 18
2L
17 (BJ
75 ® 7 00
75 ® 9 00
75 @ 7 25
25 Cql 7 25
@ 20
Antimony...
Zinc. 7 00 @ 7 50
20
Tobacco.
42 Fives and tens,
2 00
Best'brands 65 @ 75
20
Medium... 55 @ 60
81 ..Common..
48 ®
52
7 Half ib.
50® 55
18 Nat’l Leaf...
90 @ 1 00
15 Navy lbs....
55® 62

P

and

make at 7}; kettle at 8 @ 8£. Hulk Meats are quiet;
shoulders at 5} (a} 5}; bulk short at 6 05 @ Vi cash;
6 20 bayer September; bulk short clear 6}.
Bacon is
quiet ami steady jshoulders at 5§ @ 5|; clear rib at C|
1
clear
at
06.
sides
at
IS 7;
7|. Whiskey fteady
Hogs are active and Him for best: common at 2 75
3
4
10
at
3
90
at
4
@ 75; light
@ 4 50;
'<$ 35; packing
butchers at 4 50 M 4 70; receipts 100 head; shipments
320 head.
Drthoit, August 28.—Wheat steady; extra White
Michigan cash and seller August at 1 081; seller lor
SOftomber 1 06}; No 1 White Michigan at 1 Olg @
1 07}; September at 1 06; No l Amber 07c.
KeceiDts—140,000 bush Wheat.

45'

Straits.

Michigan,. 4 50 @ 5 00 English.
Si .Louis wiuCbar. I. C...
ter fair.... 5 50 @ 6 25 Cbar. I. X...
Win’r good G 00 @ 6 25 Teme.
best.. G 50 @ 7 25 Coke.

68;

bush barley.

45
30

do choice. 35 @
Spring
wheats-7 CO @ 8 00 Japan. 25 ®
do choice. 30 @
5 75 @ 6 00
Tin.

j\l ich’u Winter best....
Grade
l >w

Lmonds,
19 @
Softsbsll..
35 @
Shelled...
P ?anuts.1 50 @
1G @
g tron.

Michigan at 1 07*;

g

p it’t

60c: No 2 Red Winter at 9llc cash and September.
Corn is in fair demand and lower at 37*c f>r ca$b;38c
for September; rejected at 35c. Oats in fair demand
and lower at 21c cash; 21$ @ 21*c tor September; rejected lGJc. Barley in good demand and lower at 48c
and
cash; 1 00 for September. Rye in good demand
lower at 47k. Provisious-Pork steady at 9 50 for
Lard
cash; 9 42* @ 9 45 for August and September.
for cash Sepsteady and unchanged at 7 12* @ 7 15
tember. Bulk Meats unchanged; shoulders at 5*;
at 107.
at
Wb.skey
clear rib at 61; clear sides
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 224,000 bush wheat, 479,bush
bush
oats, 35,000
rye,13,000
000 bush corn, 155,000

White

©

I Si iperfine.... 3 50 @ 4 00
Teas.
E i-Spring... 4 75 @ 5 25 Souchong.... 25
@
X; :Spring.... 5 25 @ 5 75
j Oolong. 25 @

day.

Represen- I
fc itiv© to the Legislature.
Per order Rep, Town Committee.

Xj. s.

*“<
| aLi?AKKET

brown,
PORTLAND,
02w

THE

Abatement tf

PRESS,

a

Nuisance.

THURSDAY MORSIXG, AUGUST 29.

Brackett street school bouse to inspect the im
provements made in the buildings and su)
The
who! 9
roundings during vacation.
appearance of the place has been changed, an
if the evils complained of are not remedie j
~

THE PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fei•enden Bros., Marquis, Brunei <& Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that ran ont of the city,
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At
At

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of Stevens & Oo.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEIV

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Sunday Trains—Boston & Maine R. R.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To Let—A Nice Bent.
An Opportunity—Is Oflered.

room, which was complained of as being darl
and damp for school purposes.
These closet
are furnished with brick tanks and runnini
water, such as are used in the more moderi
wooden school houses in Boston. There are tw<

Republican

closets,

Caucus.

The Republicans of Portland, and all others intending co-operating with them in the ensuing campaign, are requested to meet at their respective Ward
rooms,

on

Friday Evening, August 30th, at Eight

O’clock,
choose seven (T) delegates from each Ward. The
delegates so chosen to meet at the Republican Headquarters, 5101 Congress street, Monday afternoon,
gt 4 o’clock, to nominate five (5) candidates lor Representative to tbo Legislature.
WILLIAM H. PLUMMER,
Chairman Republican City Committee.
GEORGE F. GOULD, Secretary.
to

Hon. Thomas B. Reed, M.C.,
WILL SPEAK AS FOLLOWS

:

Saccarappa, Thursday, August 29th, 7£ p. m.
North Yarmouth, Friday, August 30th, 2. p. m.
Pownal (Town House) Friday, August 30, 7£ p. m.
Brunswick, Saturday, August 31,7£ p. m.
Gray, Monday, September 2, 7£ p. m.
North Windham, Tuesday, September 3,2 p. m.
Gorham, Tuesday, September 3, 7£ p. m.
Limerick. Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 4th,
Woodford's Corner, Wednesday, September 4, 7£
p.

m.

Freeport, Thursday, September 5th, 7£ p.
Bridgton, Friday, Sept. 6, 7£ p. m.
Saco, Saturday, Sept. 7,7£ p. m

m.

Kennebunk, Saturday, Aug. 31st, 7J p. m.
Sebago, Monday, Sept. 2, 71 p. m.
Milton Mills, Acton, Tuesday, Sept. 3d, 7} p. m.
South Waterboro, Wednesday, Sept. 4th, 71 p, m.

Hon. Galusha A. Grow,
of Pennsylvania,
WILL SPEAK AT

2 p.

m.

Judge Nathaniel Hobbs
WILL SPEAK AT

Shapleigh Corner, Friday evening, Sept. Ctb.

Chas. M. Ham,
of

WILL SPEAK AT

Hon. Henry W. Blair,
WILL SPEAK AT
York Court House, Monday evening. Sept. 2d.
New Gloucester, Tuesday, Sept. 3d, 2 p.m.
Standieb Corner, Wednesday, Sept. 4tb, 71 p. m.
Saco, Thursday evening, Sept. 5th.
2

p.

m.

H. L. Piper
Kittery, (Trefethren’s Hall] Tuesday evening, Sept
3d.
South Par3onsfleld, Thursday evening, Sept. 5th.

Judge Thomas Bussell
WILL SPEAK AT

m.

Aug.

So. Casco, Kadoux Meeting House, Friday,
m.

Webb’s Mills, Saturday, Aug. 31, 71 p. m.
Speer’s Corner, Otisfleid, Monday, Sept. 2, 71 p,

m.

Hou. Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
WILL SPEAK AT

Naples, Thursday evening, Aug. 29.
South Bridgton, Friday evening, Aug. 30.
West Baldwin, Saturday, Aug. 31,71 p. m.
North Gorham, Thursday, Sept. S, 71 p. m.
Ferry Village, Friday, Sept. 6,71 p. m.

Hon. Josiah H. Drummond
WILL SPEAK AT
South Freeport, Thursday, Aug. 29,71 p. m.
Cumberland Centre, Friday, Aug. 30, at 71 p.
Waterboro, Saturday, Aug. 31.

m.

Monday, Sept.
Bridgton, Tuesday, Sept. 3,71 p. m,
—-, Wednesday, Sept. 4.
Kennebunkport, Thursday, Sept. 5.

General James A. Garfield,
of Ohio,
WILL SPEAK AT
m.

NEVER RETURN.
It is said that one out of every four real invalids who go to Denver, Co!., to recover health
never return to the East or South except as a
The undertakers, next to the hotel
corpse.
keepers, have the most profitable business.
This excessive mortality may be prevented and

patients saved and cared under the care of
friends and loved ones at home, if they will bat
use

Hop

Bitters

in.time.

This we koow.

See

aug25d&wlw

other column.

No one but Vickery & Leighton keeps Hathau24dlw
away’s unlaundried shirt.
••Von Don’t Know Their Value.’’
“They cured me of Agne, Bilousness and
Kidney Complaint, as recommended. I had a
half Dottle left which I used for my two little
girls, who the doctors and neighbors said coaid
I am confident I should have
not be cared.
lost both of them one night if I had not bad
the Hop Bitters in my house to use. I found
they done them so much good I continued with
That is why I
them, and they are now well.
say yon do not know half the value of Hop
Bitters, and do not recommend them high
an25dlw
enongb.”—B., Rochester, N. Y.
municipal Court.
JCDGH

KNIGHT

PRESIDING.

Paid.
Catherine McNally. Intoxication. Fined S3 with
C0St8.
Patrick Carter. Assault and battery. Bound over
in sum of 8500 to answer at September term of Superior Court.
Fined S50
Owen Woods.
Search and seizure.
with costs..
costs.

Uriel Jotting*.
The Banshee of Boston, Capt. Woodman, is
in the harbor.
Kate Claxton’s appearance in this city in the

Orphans,” Saturday night,

will without

doubt call out all the old theatre-goers.
Mr. Lorenzo Higgins, formerly of this city,
fell in a fit in Boston, Tuesday night, catting
hiB face badly.
The fall term of the Portland school for the
deaf will begin on Tuesday, Sept. 3d. The other public schools begin on Monday, September
2d.
The Cumberland Globe gives this good ad'
vice, which, by the way, will not be heeded:
■“Cumberland Farmers' Clnbs, ‘pool your issues’ and capture the County Fair.”
The Republican caucuses to select delegates
to nominate candidates for representatives,
will be held Friday evening at 8 o’clock at the
ward rooms.
Mayor Butler has ordered Harbor Master
Knowlton to keep a close lookont for all vessels coming from any port where the yellow
fever is raging, and quarantine them on their
arrival.
Alida Clark of

Indiana,

a

minister

of

the

■society of Friends, who has, with her husband,
been engaged in missionary work among the
ireedmen in Arkansas for fourteen years, will
attend the Friends meeting on Oak street this
evening at 7J o’clock. The publio are cordially
invited.

so.

do.

The bank of Venice did not issue paper
money based on nothing such as Mr. Boynton
wants, bnt pieces of paper certifying that the
holder had a certain amount of coin in the
bank. When those certificates were transferred
from one person to another the coin in the
bank was transferred from one account to
another in conformity—as different from anythat
Mr.
thing
Boynton
proposes
as
a
check with money
on
giving
deposit is from giving one when there is none.
He quoted quite freely from Henry Carey
Baird, whom he styles the greatest financier of
the country, to sustain bis views of money,
and denounced Mr. Thomas N. Niohol, Secretary of the Honest Money League of Chicago,

ignorant wretch who was deluding the
There isn’t any money of the world,
says Mr Boynton, there arn’t any Russian

as an

people.

hnaf:

roubles floating about here. Mr. Boynton is
mistaken.
There have been Russian roubles
floating about Mt. Desert for some months and

length ahead, which he held to the stake
boat. At this point Harris made a spurt and
brought Jiimsels even with the Dr. At this
point it became very exciting, the friends of
each party cheering them on, each feeling conOn they
fident that their man would win.
came side by side, tut reaching the line the
Dr. put on a spurt,shooting ahead and winning
by nearly a boat length. After the race they
embarked for home, well pleased with the day.

the inhabitants are very glad to get them.
Theymuch prefer them to Russian paper notwithstanding this paper is endorsed by the
Russian government, and therefore is the best
kind of money according to Mr. Boynton. HavIngsettled that money was nothing but astamp
Mr. Boynton proceeded to tell us what our
troubles resalted from. Essentially his explanation was this.
The government issued
promises to pay in coin instead of pieces of
This was
paper stamped “This is a dollar.’’

Arrival of the Embezzlers.—Seth Sterling arrived here yesterday noon having in
custody Haynes and Tilton the two young men
who embezzled some $600 from Howes, Hilton

financial mistake and all our troubles resulted from it We were drawn into it by the
Rothschilds and other gold Bharks who are
our

Tilton, who belongs in Exeter, N. H.,
hotel clerk in this city for a short time.
He was found in Albany, New York, and was
visiting a very rich and highly respected uncle
when arrested. He denies any knowledge that
& Co.

enslave the American people.
The
Continental currency failed for the same reason. The French assignats failed because they

seeking to

based on the property of refugees who returned and took possession of the security
though Mr. Boynton knows or ought to know
were

Haynes, who was
any money was stolen.
found in Scranton, Pa., confesses the whole affair. He says that he appropriated money belonging to the firm, and seeing that he was
sure of being detected thonght he would take

that the assignats were repudiated lomg before
the priests returned. Like all Greenbackers he
was very fond of quoting the example of
France as far as it suited his purpose, but with

He tells the route
a little more and clear out.
that they took out of town by which they hoped
to cover up their tracks. He says that he divided the money with Tilton and that he (Tilton) had full knowledge of where the money
It was a part of their plan for
came from.
Tilton to go to New York state and wait a few
months, when he was to join Haynes in Pennsylvania. About $400 was fonud on their per-

the dishonesty characteristic of such orators he
failed to tell his audience that Franca had got
back to a specie basis, and that nothing but
gold and silver is legal tender in that country

to-day.
said the Greenbackers did not
He did
propose an unlimited issue of paper.
not tell where they proposed to stop however.
He thought the American people had intelliThe
gence enough to know when to stop.
money should be issued by the government because the faith of the whole people is better
than that of any one.
Individuals may pass

The friends of the young men are stiiving hard to settle up the matter and keep them
from state prison. They will have to go to
New Hampshire for trial if prosecuted, as the
money was stolen in that state.

away,banks may break,states—be was going on
to say may fall—but the thought suddenly occurred to him that if they did bis paper money
based on the faith and credit of the whole people fell with them, and he left this period in-

Discovert.—Everyone

who has ever examined our splendid High
School building have no doubt noticed and admired the fine large ventilators on the top.
doubt thought of the vast amount
which passed through these ventilators, and perhaps computed the number of
lives that have been saved by snch appliances.
This is all well enough and the ventilators
would have done a lot of good if they had been
connected with the foul air pipes, but they are
not. Recent repairs on tho building have demonstrated the remBrkable fact that the pipe
from the inside was run as far as the roof and
no

complete.

impure air

We have given some of the points of the address. It was the stock Greenback speech and
contained the usual number of misstatements.
The currency in 1865 was placed at $1,700,000,vw|

Nathan

Mr. Webb in Deering —Hon.
Webb addressed a fine audience at Woodford’s
Corner last evening. His speech as might be
expected was a good sound hard-money argument, and was closely listened to throughout.

tuuugu

completed._

quite

Personal.
I. C. Phillips, a graduate of Bates, class of
76, has been elected Principal of Wilton
The fall term begins
Academy, WiltoD, Me.

hero,”

a

agaiu

auu

business depression to over-production. Prof.
Sumner did no such thing.
He attributed it
to a disproportion in production, a very different thing, Mr. Boynton’s citations we have
not the means at hand to examine.
They are

ventilators were rastenea

to the outside of the roof, the pipe and the ventilators not connecting at all, as there wase no
hole in the roof.
Who was the builder? Who
the committee to accept the building when

to-day, with prospects of

iw uaa uccu uDdiuuounbcu

again that nearly $1,000,000,000 of this is made
up of 7 30 bonds that never entered into circulation at all. He said Prof. Sumner attributed our

as

likely

to

be wrong

as

right, however.

Gen. Butler was eulogized as that “glorious
at which the audience applauded hear-

tily.
After Mr. Boynton got through three cheers
were given for Mr. Smith, who had gone out of
the hall, and Mr. Boynton then proceeded to ask
all in the audience who thought he had proved his case to say “aye.” There was a general

large attendance.

The Boston Journal says that it is announced
that Senator Blaine will speak three times in
the first (Yeates) North Carolina district and

Old Resident.—Mr. Joseph

He was at one time a member of the
ing.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen. He leaves a
family.

Saccarappa.
The Rev. Mr. Eaton of Cape Elizabeth addressed a fair-sized audience at Weston Hall,
Tuesday evening, on the beauties of the greenback doctrine.
He presented no arguments
and failed even to present the usual array of
that the average greenbacker
founds his faith upon. He spoke of “this glorious republic,” “the great American people,”

erroneous

figures

&c., and casually mentioned Daniel the prophet, George the third, tbe Pilgrim Fathers, and
numerous other celebrities in the world’s history, and occasionally the greenback.
After such froth as this, the sound, common
sense that our citizens will hear this evening
from the Hon. Tho<. B. Reed will be fully appreciated. ___________
A

WESTERNER IN MAINE.

Pen Picture of

a Sleepy Village—Vasinlbortugh—A “Happy Valley.”

(Maine letter to the Cincinnati Gazette.)
Our journey led us to Portland, Maine, which
together wi th Casco Bay, embraces, according
to the late John S. C. Abbott, some of the

finest scenery on either.side of the Atlantic,
thence through Augusta, the home of Maine’s

great senator, to the sleepy little village of
Vassalborongh. The golden rod waved along
the old stone walls, the white and red spirea
flourished in the rocky pastures, and the birch
groves and pine woods waved and murmured
in the sunshine and wind, but there was small
trace of human animation or enterprise. A
Rip Van Winkle sleep seemed to have fallen
upon the place years ago, and to continue still,
undisturbed by the events of the stirring present or “the thoughts that shake mankind.”
AsunDy, rocky road wound over the hill
mo

kuiuuftu

uiuabtu

ui uuuaos

which

iormea

villago, and disappeared in a pine woods.
This led to onr destination, ten miles away.
A superannuated coach, drawn by two sleepy-

the

looking horses, stood ready to convey ns
thither. The driver, after bestow ing on us the
nack seat, proceeded
to fill the others with
sundry boxes, packages and leather mail-bags,
lashed one set of shafts for a hay-rake on top
of the coach aud another under it, and tied an

iron wheel for a reaper on top of our trunk behind. Thus accoutered we rambled lazily np
the sunny hillside and into the shadow of the
pine forest. Our driver seemed to be enthralled
by the same liip Van Winkle slumber which
wrapped the village. His freshest reminiscence
of stirring, active life, dated back to the Mexibe
can war, aud
beguiled the hours with
stories of Palo Alto and Cerro Gordo and the
Gity of Mexico, turning half round in his seat,
while the slsepy horses jogged
up hill and
down, or interrupting himself in the middle of
a sentence to stop at hon9es by the road
and
deliver the miscellaneous articies with which
We reached this Happy
laden.
we were
Valley just as the sunset was tinging the two
lakes with rose color, and a six weeks’ stay hag
increased rather than diminished the admiration we felt for it then.
Many things strike me as being peculiar to
New England. The roads are as good as onr
pikes in the West, being naturally hard and
smooth. Toll-gates are unknown. Men do not
ride on horseback.
Everybody goes in bagThere
gies, or carriages drawn by one horse.
are no farm wagons, bay carts with two wheels
drawn by oxen, serving all farming purposes.
Everything looks smooth and {neat. No
rough edges, no fence corners full of weeds, no
unsightly ploughed ground, no rotten rails, but
hay fields clipped clean, and stone walls half
Even
overgrown with ferns and golden rod.
the bowlders which crop out here and there in
orchards
cover
themselves
and
decorpastures
Nothing is bare, new,
ously with lichens.
crude or raw. Everything seems to have been
of
and
the
life settled for several
order
finished,
There are no new buildings, no
generations.
tmprovements or innovations, bnt the same
buildings grow gray with age and gather lichwalk in the ruts
ens on them, and the people
that their fathers walked in, and never do anything striking or original. Farming is done in
a careful, frugal manner, and nothing is allowed to go to waste. There is no speculation. A
real estate agent would starve here; so would a
surveyor. Everyone invests in slow-going concerns that pay moderate interest, and when
one of them fails ’tis as if the granite of their
hills had been riven, and the old established
order of things dissolved in chaos. If any one
is enterprising or original he goes out West or
to the cities and the country is left with a conservative, orthodox population, who have reto upset estanspect for ancient traditions,
lished customs, and disregard the traditions of
their forefathers, would seem to them like pulling down the pillars of tbe universe upon
themselves, and toppling, all together, in a
crash of dust and confusion. It is interesting
to be a spectator and look on, but I should kick
against the bricks if I had to live iu this orthodox dullness. I should want to do something
unprecented to startle the inhabitants of this
mill-pond of existence, just as 1 used to have a
desire to talk out loud in Quaker meeting or
throw a book across the house and startle the
napping elders on the topmost seats.
YOUTHFUI. DEPRAVITY.

A Boy cf Five Beaten Almost t» Dtnih

by

a

Boy of Nine.

A horrible affair occurred at

Squirrel Island,

which produced the most intense excitement at that quiet and peaceful
sffmmer resort, and which has its counterpart
only in the atrocities of the boy-murderer,
Jesse Pomeroy.
The other day a little six year old boy, J.
Howard Butterfield, son of Henry It. Butterfield of Waterville, who is stopping at the
island, in company with quite a number of
other boys, the most of whom were older than
on

Saturday last,

himself,

They
playing in tbe water.
were throwing stones into the water, to notice
A stone
the effect of the splashings made.
thrown by the Butterfield boy
happened to
splash water upon a boy nine years old, who
became angered, apparently, told Butterfield
if he caught him he would “give him a licking.” The threat was carried out with a
terrible vengeance.
On Saturday morning, Howard Butterfield
mother
became alarmed,
was missing; his
called loudly for
him, but there was no
response. Finally a search was instituted, and
was

after some time the little fellow was found by
Percy Brooks and Nathan Fuller, in the water
His
closet in the rear of the bowling alley.

stripped from him, his body was
clothing
covered with blood, and tbe poor child was
He was tenderly taken np and
nearly dead.
carried to the house, and after being partially
was

restored was able to tell something concerning
He said, in substance, that
the transaction.
the,boy to whom we have referred, induced
him to go to walk with him. promising to give
He consented, and as they
him some candy.
were passing the bowling alley, the boy seized
Butterfield and dragged him into the water
forced him to nndress,
then
He
closet.
assisting him at the same time to strip every
particle of clothing from tbe little body
threatening to kill him if he screamed. He
then beat him with a stick, and kicked him
violently in the stomach. The boy heard his
mother calling him, but dared cot respond for
The body of
fear of still harsher treatment.
the boy was badly bruised, and the marks of
the kicks were plainly visible on tbe bowels,
The
and it is feared that he will not live.
boy’s father was absent at the time, but went
immediately to the island, and yesterday bore
the little sufferer to his home in Waterville.
He passe d through Augusta on the afternoon
train

yesterday.

The parents of the boy
committing
dreadful deed reside in a Kennebec town.

this

CAMP MEETINGS.

with a good many “noes." Mr. Boyn'
tt en offered to contribute $1000 to a campaign
fund (we believe he didn’t say which one) if any
one could ask him a question which he could

twice in the Norforb, Va (Goodes) district,
daring the campaigb.
A telegram announcing the death of William
McLaughlin, who for nearly seven years
faithfully filled the office of cleric at the Insane
Hospital, was received at the institution
at his father’s bouse,
He died
Tuesday,

question
meeting adjourned.
not answer.

No

was

asked

and the

vamp iiieeun*
at Alloa Bay* N. H.

second

Advent

Ueneral

TUESDAY AFTERNOON.

S;ockmaD,who preached this afternoon,
is president of the Second
Advent General
Elder

the
of
and
also
He
Massachusetts Conference.
formerly
preached in Portland. After the services at
the stand were concluded, the social meetings
were held as usual.
At six o’clock, the people again gathered at

Conference

whither he went a few weeks ago, with the
hope of regaining his health.
Funeral.—The funeral of the late George
Matthews, the engineer who lost his life by the
explosion on the Penobscot, took place yestcr

day afternoon from the residence of h’s sister,
Rev. Dr,
Mrs. Wadge on Anderson street.
Carrntbers officiated. Fine music was renderec
a quartette under the direction of Mr. J. L
The remaius were interred in Ever
Sbaw.
green cemetery.

by

Gen. Garfield in Yarmouth.

Gen. J. A. Garfield of Ohio will speak a
Yarmouth ou Saturday afternoon, Aug. 31st
at 2 o’clock. II the weather permits the meeting will be on Academy grounds, il nnpleasan 1
in Masonic Hall.
This will be the only timi 1
that General Garfield will speak in Cumber
land connty during this campaign.
■

Sunday Trains.—The Boston & Maine wil
trains to Old Orchard next Sunday to ac
commodate those who wish to attend the cam) 1

meeting. Trains will leave here at 9.30 a. m.
1, 2.25, G.15 and 6.30 p. m.
Retnrning, wil I
leave Old Orchard at 8.40 and 11.17 a. m., am
2.45,5.48 and 7.50 p. m. The fare for the roum l
trip will be 55 cents.

Excdksion3.—A party of 800 of the retail
grocers and provision dealers of Lewiston came
over the Maine Central yesterday acoompauied
by a band and went to Harpswell on the
Meta.
The steamer Gazelle took a party of 400
from Buckfield and vicinity to Long Island.
The Henrietta took a party of about 400
from Dover to Trefethen’s where a clam bake
was served.
They were accompanied by the
Dover band.
Andrew Libby, Esq., has been nominated
Representative from the towns of Casco, Otisfield and Harrison.
Real, Estate Tbansfeks.—The following
recorded in this
county yesterday:
Portland—Chas. R. Moulton to Freeman G.
Cammings, land on Newbury street.
Geo. W. Stanley to Chas. S. Morrill, land
and buildings on Brackett street.
Elbridge Gerry to Helen M. Libby, land on
Cumberland street.
Deering—John A. Rowe to John J, Frye, 15
transfers of real estate were

and 20 square rods laud.
Cumberland—Harriet E. Osgood to Mary A,
Clough, one half acre and 1 rod land.
Bndgton—G. P. Perley to Chas. H. Watson,
part of lot No. 7,13th range.
Raymond—Sidney Foster to Cbas. B. Sm all,
16 acres land and buildings.
acres

the stand, when after singing, a very earnest
prayer was offered by Elder Sutherland, in
which he was well backed up by bis preaching
brethen; when after Binging again an able dis-

preached by Elder Ensebins
McCallock of Nevada, Ohio, whose text was
Isa 42:4,—“He shall not fail nor be discouraged,
course

was

till he have set judgment in the earth; and
the isles shall wait for his law,” upon the
subject of “Divine Justine,” the principal
points of which were as follows:
1st—The inature of divine justice; 2d—The
acts of divine justice; 3d—The effects of divine

justice,

which

were handled

in a

masterly

manner.

At 7.J o’clock the usual sccial service occurred
at the several places.
About 5000 people
have been upon the
grounds to-day. There are about 75 preachers
here, among whom we notice the familiar faces
of Hiram Munger and John G. Hook. Ex-

order, good attention, thorough preach
ing, good meeting .and earnest interest is the
way matters are progressing here.
cellent

WEDNESDAY.

The seventh day of the meeting opened as
on the
proceeding two days very pleasant. Some
four hundred attended the ‘‘half past five

meeting.”
At half past eight the saveral social services
held at the more ‘principal tents, as
usual, in this connection we would say that
the largest social meetings are those held at the
Massachusetts mission tent, under the excellent
lead of Elder James Hemenway of Athol,
Mass., where thus far during meeting aboul
100 have manifested a desire to be prayed for.
At 10 o’clock a large concourse of people
gathered at the stand for the forenoon preaching service which was presided over by Elder
were

Barnes.

This service

opened by the singing of

that excellent hymn, “Just as I am, without
one plea” after which
prayer was offered by
Elder Levi C. McKinistry of Beebe Plain, P.
Q., when after singiog again and the annuoncement of some appointments, Elder Matthew
Batchelor of New Bedford, Mass., one of the
aged men of the ministry, proceeded to preach
an excellent discourse
upon the great matter of
Life and Death,” taking as his text Dent. 30:
19—“I call heaven aid earth to record this
day against yon, that I have set before you,
life and death, blessing and cursing; therefore
choose life, that both thou and thy seed may
live,” in which he very clearly presented the
doctrinos held by the Advent church in relation
thereto. He commenced by relating the circumstances of preaching a similar sermon about
31 years ago at a camp meeting in
at which several that are present

Connecticut,
to-day were

present.
He went

on to show that man is a free
moral agent, free to act for himself, so endowed
by God. He is free to choose as he likes,
either life or death. Man is mortal in his present state, caused by the sentence pronounced
upon Adam, but by the death and resurrection
of Jesus Christ a way of escape was
provided.
If man sins, he chooses death andconseouentlv
the death of Christ is of no virtue to him, and

he must suffer the consequence, by being cast
into the lake of fire (actual) which is the
second death, which is an absolute deathbecoming as nothing; but If he chooses life, by
practically laying hold by faith upon Jesus
Christ, he will receive immortality and eternal
life, to be enjoyed not in a spiritual but a
literal sense, in “Eden

restored,” which hath
foundations (real land.)
These will
take
place at the second personal coming of Christ,
to judgment, which is very near at hand.
He
strongly urged upon sinners the importance of
laying hold by faith upon Jesus Christ, without
delay, if they would escape death and gain
®
immortality and eternal life.
He also earnestly exhorted his
preaching
brethren to be sure and preach Jesus Christ in
all their sermons. His discourse was followed
as most of the
morning discourses are by
several earnest exhortations.
At one o’clock another large and
interesting
children’s meeting was held at the stand, led
Elder
Barnes.
by
The usual “chalk-talk” occurred.
The ohildren have made up a private collection and purchased a number of useful books
for Elder Waite, their “chalk-talk” friend.
At these meetings today and
yesterday, collections have been taken; wherewith to
purchase mottoes for the children
these

attending

meetings. A small Bible, which was fonnd in
yesterday’s collection, was presented to a little
three year old girl, the youngest child in the
audience at today’s meeting.
At the same hour one person from Portsmouth, N. H., was baptised by Eider Calvin S.

Shattuck of Beebe Plain, P. Q , in the lake
near the railroad shops.
At the 2 o’clock service at the
stand, prayer
was offered by Elder
George XI. Kramer of
Wilmington, Del. The sermon which was a
very able discourse on “phophecy" was preached by President Conch. He took as his text
part of Dan. ii, 44: “And in the days of these
kings shall the God of heaven set np a kingdom.” He commenced by saying the text was
given to locate an event, and when we use the
text it is for this object; and from this he went
in a very

on

scholarly and thorough

manner

to

locate it, during which he very fully considered
the recent and present political events tran-

spiring in Europe,

and their

bearing upon the
location of this event, concluding by
saying
that what we may now expect is a
great uproar
in the East, and that in connection with this
may expect the fulfilment of the saying of
the text. In view of this, in closing, he earnestly exhorted the large congregation to the
end that they might be prepared for it.
At
the close of this service social services were
we

held

usual.
We understand that quite a number are being converted.
On entering the camp ground from the
depot
entrance, one passes up a broad, hilly, very
nicely laid out and well kept road, with buildings (tents) stretched along on either side, and
which is named “Broadway,” for about
as

thirty

forty rods, when, before reaching the grove
where most of the tents are, a piece of ground
about 20 rods long and varying from about 2 to
5 wide, with buildings (tents) on either
side,
and which is used as a common, is
reached;

or

and

here,

after meal times, particularly from
after ten until meeting time, some hundreds
and at times thousands can be seen, some sitting at their windo ws, others sitting at their
doors and others sitting on benches

outside,
promenading back and forth, and still
others gathered together in couples and groups
talking, and other groups singing. And as the

others

evening

pours its unobstructed rays down
upon this peaceful scene, it cairies the mind
forward to the peacefnl scenes of “Ede n resun

Bro. Terry took his text from Trov.
119, 59,
<‘I thought on my ways and turned
my feet,”
etc. He remarked that the experience of God’s
people in olden times was in all essential points
the same as now and the text was valuable as
showing the direct way to favor with God.
1. “I thought on my ways.” Want of

thought,
deep reflection, serious Introspection prevents
thousands from coming to God. 2. “I made
haste.” Started at onoe, many wait for feeling,
emotion or for some friend, &c.
3. “I delayed
not.” Allowed nothing to hinder nor interrupt
as he pressed on.
4. "X kept the commandments.” This implies consecration of heart

and life to obedience to God’s commands
this sums np the whole of duty. The

points

pressed very earnestly and with muoh
feeling upon the people, and at the close Bro.
King conducted an altar service. A few presented themselves for prayer, and the service
was of interest.
The camp-meeting is to hold over
Sunday

though the presiding elder will not be present
on the Sabbatb,
having respect to the vote of
the conference on that subject.
This is much
to

be regretted, as it will require
quite an
amount of assurance for any one. however efficient, to attempt to fill his place under such

camp-ground.

The

impatience

of the people
could not be restrained till evening, the time
appointed for the meeting to commence, and
though the presiding elder had not arrived, at
2 o’clock the bell was rung and about 300 assembled at the stand and an interesting social
service was held, conducted by Rev. Cyrus
King, formerly of the Maine Conference, who
was called by acclamation to preside.
During
the meeting Rev. P. Jaques arrived, and at the
close of the meeting announced the following
order of services for the camp meeting, viz.:
Preaching at 10, 2 and 7.30 o’clock.
Prayer meetings at 6 and 8 a. m., and 6
o’clock p. m.

Tuesday evening Rev. O. S. Stevens of GoodMills preached an earnest timely discourse from Matt. 3,11, "He shall
baptise you
with the Holy Ghost and with fire.” The
of
the Holy Ghost was the theme disbaptism
onssed, and presented as the most glorious di.
win’s

vine manifestation ever made. The mission of
the spirit is to convict of sin, bring to mind
the truths tanght by Christ, comfort Christians
and give power to all the means of grace. As

fire illuminates, purifies, melts and refines,
this is called a baptism of fire.
The necessity
vi uuj was
urgeu upon an as me grand requisite to success in Christian labor and effort.
WEDNESDAY.
ng dawns bright and beautiful,
and at 6 o’clock the voice of prayer and praise
was heard ascending from early
worshipers
morn

gathered at the stand.
At 8 o’clock social meetings were heid in al1
the larger sooiety tents, though the attendance
small in most of them.
At 10 o’clock a congregation of about five
hundred gathered at the stand to listen to
preaching by Kev. L. B. Knight of Hollis.

The presiding elder announced that the preachin convention

bad

decided to use the new
Methodist Hymn Book in all the public services during the meeting, they being for sale on
the ground by Brother Marsh at $1 each.

ers

After introductory services by Kev. J. C.
Perry, Bro. Knight read his text from Matt.

18,11,

“Ifor 'tlie son of man has come to seek
and save that which was lost.’’
The mission
of Christ to earth was the^tbeme. 1. Its origin
was in the infinite love of God and the plan

involved every of atribute the divine character.

2, The lost

the whole human family, for
all were shown to be lost to purity, favor with
God, the service of God, to holy association
and the joys of heaveo.
The proofs were
drawn from the Bible and from human conwere

sciousness.

3, The agencies employed were
shown to be Christ by his sufferings and death,
the Holy Spirit by its influence on the human
heart, the church and ministry with all the
of grace.
Bros. Lord, Ladd and LsLacheur followed
with earnest exhortations.

AUCTION SALES

Wanted
A tew gentlemen boarders at 239
Congress st.
uood board and

F. O. BAILEY * CO„

plesaant

improvements.

increasing in numbers and interest and at 2 o’clock
nearly a thousand people gathered at the stand
to hear a sermon from Kev. J. C. Perry of Go r"
ham.
After the introductory services Bro. King
made an earnest appeal for a church enterprise
in which he is engaged in Parsons City, Kansas.

are

Call at 260 State street.
dtf

An Opportunity

to young
of good character and
IS offered,
ability, to learn the Wholesale Drv Goods busia

ness.

aa29

man

Address BOX 1073, Portland, Me.

dlw»

Change of Prices.
I shall sell all of my Summer stock of

Boots and Shoes

was

quite

an

meeting.
interesting day

with the

soul stiring pieces sung by the unwearying Jubilee Singers. After singing “Tenderly the Shepherd,” the Kev. Mr. Waterhouse
offered prayer, and a sermon was then preached by Mr. Ufford of Portland from Luke
IS, 7,
which was listened to with much interest.
At the close Revs. Mr. Church and Waterhouse exhorted.
At 2 o’clock a prayer meeting was held and

enjoyed by a large number.
At 3 o’clock the Rev. Mr. Polland, who had
been called away during the forenoon, announced that the blind preacher, Rev. Mr.
Cobb, would occupy the pulpit
Reading
Scripture by Rev. Mr. Waterhouse and prayer
by Rev. Mr. Colby of North Yarmouth. The
preacher then gave a very earnest address, after
which the Jubilee Singers again sang to the
delight of the audience.
This afternoon Rev. Mr. Waterhouse is expected to preach, and delegations of colored
brethren from Providence are expected during
the day.
Martha’s Grove Camp-Meeting.
The last evening train brought in Mrs. Fitzgerald of Branswick, General Superintendent
of the Juvenile Temple of Maine, Mr. and Mrs.
Yeomans of Canada and other speakers; also
“Columbia’s Own,” a colored quartette, making attractions to bring out a good attendance.
There was a very interesting meeting at the
Cornish tent at 8 o'clock, and the subject was
“Mother,” and very touching applications
and appeals were m»de for the good oause.
At the 10 o’clock meeting H. A.
Shorey of
Bridgton was introduced as the presiding officer of the day, who made a few
remarks, and
then prayer was offered by Rev, O. M. Cousins,
after which Charles L. Parker of Portland was
introduced as the first speaker of the day.
Rev. Q. M. Libby of Stow mads an able
appeal to the ministers of the gospel and the
church generally.
Rev. Thomas Tyre of Saco, made remarks in
favor of temperance order, after whioh “Co.
lumbia’s Own” gave us “The Lord is King of
King,” and was followed by Rev.O. M. Cousins
for a half hour’s speech.
At one o’clock a children’s meeting was
held,
presided over by Mrs. Fitzgerald and opened
by several songs by “Columbia’s Own,” and after singing Mrs. Youmans addressed a
large
number of children, and interested them
very
much with stories for a short time, aud held
tha P.lflHPSt; at.tjant.inn

rtf Mio

-11 tv.

older people as well.
Singing, and after that Rev. J. E. Wolfe was
introdnced, as oalled by the children, “Amen
Korrect,’’ who hept the children and audience
in the beat of humor for several minutes.

The meeting opened with singing, followed
by prayer by Rev. Geo. 0. Andrews of FryeRemarks were begun by MiBS E. M.
burg.
Chandler of Fryeburg Centre, with a fifteen
minates talk that was appropriate for the occasion.

Mrs. Fitzgerald

was

hen introduced

as

F-O-R

at

Carter’s grove, where the colored campmeeting
is in session.
The morning meeting at 8 o’clock was larger than previous ones, and was
occupied by various speakers.
At 11 o’clock upwards of five hundred Dersons had gathered, who were
highly delighted

plarism,
A song was
sung by the Perharn Quartette.
A vote of thanks was tendered the
quartette,
as they were to leave on the afternoon
train.
M. K. Mabry was the next speaker, followed

by Rev. J. E. Wolfe;

and Mrs. Youman made
one of the finest and ablest
arguments for the
cause of temperance ever made on this
ground.
Much interest has been shown in the
good
work and it increases as the meeting
goes on.
Thursday is reform men’s day. Friday is
woman’s day and Saturday children’s
day.
Capt. J. B. Coyle has been present to say a
word and give countenance for the word.
J. K. Brown of Hiram, while in a
cherry
tree on the grounds, fell and injured his
shoulder very much by the fall, but is getting

Gov. Stearns of Florida

was

in the audience

as a

speaker.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The boarders at the Poland Springs House
had an old-fashioned spelling match at the
schoolbouse Dear the house Monday evening.
Mr. Ricker offered as a prize a barrel of Spring
water, which was won by the president of the
Boston Insurance Company.
He at once proposed a raffle for the benefit of the Southern
sufferers. It was drawn by a boarder of the
old Spring House, who set it up at auction.
The barrel of water netted 831 for the
object.
The Lincoln and Hill mills in Lewiston will
start up again soon, and will continue operations without interruption as cotton goods have
gone up since the mills stopped.
The fall term of Bates College has just commenced. Two seniors, two juniors and two
sophomores have been at the Glen House, and
four sophomores at the Fabyan House, as waiters; others have served in the same capacity at
seaside hotels. The freshman class bids fair to
be the largest ever entered. Five fresh women
have made their appearance, and one more is

expected.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Monday night some

one

entered the residence

of Dr. Barrett of Brewer, and carried off a
barrel of flour. The same night a watch was
stolen from the house of Mr. Valentine, which
is located next to Dr. Barrett’s.
The citizens
of Brewer are now all provided with doublebarrel shot guns, and any one that has occasion to make any calls in that town will do
well to start early, as they will give all stragglers a warm reception.
We understand the Committee
Property voted, a short time since,

on
a

Pnblic

Syphon Gas Regulator at the City Building. Aug. 8, before the Regulator was attached to the pipes, a record of the meter was
carefully made, and with 59 burners the meter
registered 6 3-14 feet per hour per burner. 39
burners were then shut off and a record of 20
burners made when the meter registered a consumption of 7 4-5 feet per burner per hour.
Last evening, Ang. 20, after the Regulator
had been on two weeks, a test was made in our
presence with the Regulator in use and the
meter registered a consumption of of 3J feet
per burner per honr, showing a saving of over
40 per cent, in consumption of gas, with a perfectly steady and satisfactory light free from
any blowing or whee2lng or unpleasant odor
that always accompanies the flow of gas nnder
a high pressure.
We have seen the machine,
which is very simple in its construction and so

arranged that It is automatic in its operation,

weighing every change in the pressure of gas
as correctly as could be done with the nicest
scales, and meeting every demand whether indecrease in pressure.
And being
made entirely of metal and free from everything that gas can affect or destroy it cannot
get out of order unless tampered with, and
must work perfectly for years.
Of the Regulator we will simply say, it has
been in operation for 5 years witbont a failure,
and bas been tested and recommended by the
best professional men, colleges and many practical men of the conntry.
All who use gas
should not fail in examining the machine and
most be interested in the great saving it makes.

crease or

Citizen’s Mutual Relief Society.
CfTATED meetings for August will lio held at Re►3 ceptlon Hall, FRIDAY EVENING next, 30th
Ust., at 8 o’clock.
The Directors meet at the same
place halt an hour
previous. Per order,
aug2su3t
M. N. RICH, Secretary.

Annual

Meeting

ol

Brotherhood

the

Aged

beholden In the Common Couacil Room
WILL
841’tlBOAY Erealag arxi, Aigatl
at

.<

1st,

7

requested.

o’clock.
4 punctual attendance is
Per order.
H.C. BARNES, Secretary.

ON

House and Lot at Auction.
MONDAY, September 2d, at 3 o’clock p.

m.,

8 Forest St.
we shall sell the real estate, No.
The hou£e is 1 story and French roof, 7 rooms, good
cellar. There Is a good stable connected. Lot 50x60
feet, plenty of water, &*c. This property will b#
sold on easy terms, and is jnst the place for a party
with small means to bay.
F O. BAILS V & CO., Aictieiecn.
au27
dlw

F. A. ROSS & GO.
We

surprised ourselves

are

at the rapid

sale of

FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS !
Persons wanting tine Boots can obtain them
very low prices.

DRY GOODS

a

medium tirades Lower than anywhere else in the City.
The above ofter Is ter CASH and for 10 DA AH
ONLX.

at oar store daring the last few dars,
and we shall continue the sale dnrlng
the coming week. We expect to make n
clean sweep of the entire lot. All prices
ouww

OIIIIIOIMV Wt

vumavij

mv

make

as we must

tomers,

|fV

J

UI3"

for the

room

A. 0. LEAVITT,

GREAT STOCK

(Formerly Leavitt & Davis,)

of

NO. 1 ELM STREET.
Jy27

dtf

which

YOUR
Difficult Feet can be properly fitted with fine
BOOTH and HUOEH at 81 en of the Gold Boot,
441 COSGREHi IfBEEP,
I shall sell my stock at an enormous sacrifice for
the next thirty days in order to make room for Fall

goods. My goods are all new, trash and nobby. No
old rusty, shop-worn goods to palm oft at any price.
Trke your long, slim, narrow feet up on
Congress
Street and have them properly fitted for a small sum
of money.

we

shall receire In

few dajr.

a

F. A. ROSS & GO..
499

Congress Street,

Oor. of

Brown.

ang26dtf

Ladies9
Centennial Seamless Button and Side Lace Boots

a

Specialty.

Men’s
SHOE

to the lateness of the seaand in consequence of an
stock, we offer our entire

Owing
over

Brown,
THE

A Break-Down.
son,

Strap Shoes to close at bottom prices.

Stock of NECK-WEAR, GLOVES,
in FINE
KID and
STREET.
Also a large line of best DRIVING
GLOVES.
UNDERWEAR, and
HOSIERY at prices 95 per cent
less than we have ever show i

them.

DEALER.

N. B.—Goods sent to any part of the country by

nAil-_

jyZOdeodtt

Shirts

!

nil,i,

&

rn

Under Preble House.

Ij20

eodtt

Our Flounce unlaundried Shirt at 87c is fully
equal to any ever offered, in this city at $1.25 or
$1.50, linen-lined bosoms best of colton. and pro*
iwwuxa oy au j^aaies as
being the best maae Unlaundried Shirt they have ever examined. Every
warranted a perfit fit or money refunded.
Also the same Shirt to fit Boys of all
ages at 75c.
Men*s Night Shirts made from Wamsutta Cotton
and finished in the best of manner 75c.

one

CARRIAGES

DAMASKS.
Having just purchased a large lot of Barnsley
Cream. Damasks at a very low figure, 1 am going
customers the best 37 l-2e Damask
this city. This is the same quality
sold
usually
for G2 l-2e,

ROBINSON'S,

to offer my
ever sold in

Studley

23 GREENSTREET.
Cabriolets, Phaetons
BOX

253 Middle Street.

ao26

d&wtf

Another Job Lot
OF

—

These Shirts are nicely Laundried, and are much below ithe
usual price. They cost $1.35 each
to make.

Charles Custis & Co.,
Congress Street.

dtf

FURNITURE.
We will Bell Common, Medium and fine Furniture,
now and throughout the season as low as can be
purchased in New England, and keep a stock two oi
three times larger than can be foirnd in Portland to
select irom. Furniture made to ewer and repaired.
Drapery and Decorative Work made in the most satisfactory manner. Don’t buy till our goods have
been seen and prices obtained.

Walter Corey & Co.,

28 FREE STREET.
ma*__dU_

H. L.

Not surpassed in style
State.

Young
HEN’S
FALL
HATS
NOBBY

Just

Merry’s
237

middle

Street,

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
eodtf

auH

1 have purchased and shall put
upon my counters to day the finest
Hue ot

HAMBURtiS
that 1 have

prices.

ever

shown

Special bargains

90 and 90 cents.

tor the
at 19 1-9,

ON MIDDLE ST.

Cordage Cot,

—AND

WARRINGTON

WIRE

ROPE

CHAIN

CABLE

WORKS,

91 & 93 Commercial St.1
aukn

Boston.
eod'Jm

398 CONGRESS ST.

BOOTS Ail SHOES CHEAP !
‘43 Pain !!«>■ hand wired, Law Shan
far 94.00 per pair.
100 Pain mine*’ and Children’* Calared
Baal*.
‘43 Pain mime** nad Children’s French
Bid Slippen.
Large let Children’* Beats, very fl*r, all

caters.

Large lal Ladies’ Slippen,
Also

a
ls*

is where a large variety of

Hamburg
Edgings
are

a e 3.

CLOSING OUT ODD LOTS.

WORKS,

STANDARD

„3xro.

—

(of Liverpool, England.) Proprietors of

selling at .the

YERY LOWEST PRICES.

SWGBTSGR & BRILL.

JZ22dtf

GOAL.
MOONEY & MEANS,
No, 189 Commercial, cor-

very lew.
fine tel ef Ladies’ Breadway Baland Long Branch Slippers, new
and nobby styles, none lihe
them in ibis stale.

M. <3-.
lu!9

EE. EE. ELAY &

CO.,

Junction of Free A middle Si*., Portlnnd,
SELLS JOHNSTON’S

Fluid Beef
la use ia the British and French Hospitals
Asylums. Prescribed by Sir Henry Watson, Queen
Victoria s physician aud by every medical gentleman who has tested its merits.
Consult your family Doctor, he will recommend it*
au26
dim*
Tina 33c, 60c, 91.00.

Book Store

Cheapest

IN THE WORLD,

a

Still open in Portland, at Ns. 119 Exchange Si.
New books at cost I
Great red uctloua tu prices I
Shop worn books for almost nothing I Open day *nd
evening. Old books and magazines bought, sold or
exchanged. Old Bibles taken in exchange lor new
ones.

Call at store tor

Catalogue,

ALBERT COLBV A SONS'
Jj27d3m*
Publishers and Booksellers.

Center Street,

Plants of every description very low.

of all the best giaaes for domestic
purposes, at the lowest market price..
“IU0“ — ™E uow"

Choice Flowers

ner

{?r sal° Coal

1878._Jyl7dtf

Pure Jersey Milk.
undersigned having increased their stock are
prepared to tarnish customers with pure milk

THE

Arrived.

Fearing & CO.,

flow jseaiord

July 16,

STELR

Silk Under Stiff Derby and the
Low Crown Bolling Brim Soft
Hats are something new. Also
a large line for middle aged Hen
just received at

AGE2TTS OF

ana other

quality and finish in the

or

Prices Low to suit Times.

PRICE $1.00 EACH.

493

CONCORD & EXPRESS WAGONS
]e22«adtf

SIZES FBOM 13 1.3 to 16.

Jj27

BUGGIES,

—

SHIRTS!

trial of

the

Regular sale of Furniture and General MerchanSaturday, commencing at to o'clock a. m.
oc3dtt
Consignments solicited.

and odd lots of

along well.

today, and is expected to be present at the
meetiog on Friday or Saturday and take part

0. W, ALLBX-

dise every

C-A-S-H

one

of the head workers in the state for Good Tem-

0. BAILXT.

Remnants

AT COST

The 'Varinonth Camp

Yesterday

f.

A

meaEs

The society meetings at 1 o’clock

RslnrMai 33 u4 3T Exchange SI.
diw*

To Let,
NICE rent of sii(G) rooms, ready about
Sept.
1st, corner Stato and Sherman streets, with
modem
au23

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

rooms.

aug?9

circumstances.

STATE NEWS

Old Orchaed District
Camp Meeting
TUESDAY.
Nearly every one seemed in readiness for the
meeting to commence, and the sound of the
hammer and the saw that so often disturbed
the worships at the two previous
meetings has
hardly broken the stillness that reigns on the

This

and

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

were

stored,”

was

“aye”

run

Beats free.

Boynton

Mr.

sons.

of

which the government sees fit to call
It may be a piece of leather, or a string of

Of course be
wampum or a piece of paper.
told the story of the bank of Venice and ho
told it incorrectly as most Greenback orators

pig.

men me ornamented

Wednesday.—John Kilieder. Assault and battery. Fined S3 with costs.
Della Welch. ABEault and battery. Fined $5 with

‘‘Two

anything

The next and last feature was the boat race
by Dr. B. B, Foster and James Pooler, as coxwain, and J. S. Harris with W. H. Fassett as
coxwain. When the word was given Dr. Fob-

They have

the

science of money.
This was evidently cited
for the purpose of convincing the audience that
a man who is not a great banker, like Mr.
Boynton, must necessarily know all about that
science. He then went on to tell wbat money
was.
Money according to Mr. Boynton, is

manner.

Remarkable

_

necessity of a paper currency,
is charitable to suppose) that this
paper money was to be convertible into coin at
the option of the holder. He] quoted another
statement from Prof. Price, viz: that great
bankers oftentimes know very little about the

Hext came the running match by the ladies,
which was won by Mrs. Walter Fassett. The

A

artn/ifa>A»a

forgetting (it

was a

2.

Min

George W. Parker was made chairman, with
long list of vice presidents and several sec-

and even

of the gentlemen considering themselves
fine shots they were left out, and Dr. B. B,
Foster was requested to present the prize. On
receiving it Mr. Meaher responded in a very

a

n! 70

Greenbacker because he admitted the value

requested to present her with the
a very pleasing manner,
and was responded to a few chosen wotds.
Following this was a shooting match by the
gentlemen, nine entries, which resulted in a
victory for Mr. F. T. Meaher. On account of

ohnnlincr half

nrnra

by telling his audience that Prof. Bonamy
Price was cornered by Peter Cooper and compelled to admit virtually that he didn’t know
what money was. He then claimed Price as a

Sullivan was

fisof

fit

rather a
hindrance than a help.
What is
money he asked and then he went on to show
how dense was the ignorance of the bullionists

prize, which he did in

unfair

priori

the subject of
money. He is one of those men who believe
that money can be made out of nothing and
that ^intrinsic value is of no
consequence,

matches.
Among the most enjoyable features of the
day was the tatget shooting by the ladies, the
first prize being a bottle of cologne presented
by F. T. Meaher; condition of the match, best
score in three shots.
First match ten entered,
resulting as follows: Mrs. Austin D. Sullivan
18, Mrs. James Pooler 17, Mrs. B. B. Foster 15,
Mrs. Joseph Bonney 11, Mrs. Walter Fassett 10,
Mrs. John T. Harris 7, Miss Sawyer 7, Miss
Meaher 3, Mrs. Fred T. Meaher 0, Mrs. Wm.
T. Weeks 0.
After the score being read Dr.
B. B. Foster was requested to present the
prize to Mrs. Austin D. Sullivan, she having
the highest score, which he did in a very able

t.. a— l, it,»

nrrtPP

monldering in the grave.
Finally Mr. Boynton reached

together.

Gorham Town Hall, Thursday evenibg, Aug. 30, 71

Yarmouth, Saturday, Aug. 31, 2 p.
Biddeford, Tuesday, Sept. 3.

On arrival of the
very enjoyable time.
steamer they pitched their tents, and after partaking of a fine dinner they proceeded to the
following sports: Foot ball, base ball, target
shooting, boat race, walking and running

In the running match by the gentlemen the
was not awarded, as Mr. A. D. Sullivan
and William F. Weeks came under the wire

WILL SPEAK AT

didn’t know him, probably expecting to
see a hard fisted son of toil, but the few that
did greeted him with applause. He was left
on exhibition and the dignitaries on the
stage
ence

before Boynton ended.
Mr. Boynton began by sayiog that he did not
expect to see such a vast throng of people, and
of course he added that their presence excited
in his heart no ordinary emotions.
He had
been in Portland once before as a
delegate to
a convention of the Young Men’s Christian
Association.
He indulged in considerable
"gush" about MaiLe and Maine men, said that
Maine and Massachusetts were one and inseparable though they separated fifty eight years
ago, and that John Brown’s body was marching on, though it has been understood to be

of this week to give all interested an opportunity to inspect the building
and judge for themselves as to the condition ol
the building.

a

He marched into the hall to the
music of “Hail to the Chief” by Chandler’s
band, and seated himself in the chair near the
front of the stage. A large part of the audi-

succeeded in holding the majority of the audiuntil Boynton got through.
Their promises are like their currency, however, not made
to be redeemed, for Bondholder Smith fled

Saturday afternoons

pleasing

sent

ence

prize

Hon* W. H. Yinton

-,

xemoveu, giving
a large increase of yard room and play groundi
for the children; and generally each repairs acc
renovations have been made as scarcely tc
make the old building recognizable and remedj
all reasonable complaints in the interior, anc
making the rooms, as far as healtbfulness is
concerned, to compare favorably with the besl
Bchool houses in the city.
The janitor will be in attendance Friday and

prize was

Biddeford, Friday evening, Aug. 30th,

p.

mis ueen

some

WILL SPEAK AT

30,2

iu the

Meaher 2, Mrs. Wm. F. Weeks 0, Miss Sawyer 0, Mrs. James Pooler 0. Mrs. John S. Harris having made the best score, Mr. Austin D.

New Hampshire,

or

address the meeting, and that gentleman stepped forward promptly and began. He is quite
tall and lank, with black hair and side whiskers. His style of speaking is declamatory
and not calculated to entrance an audience.
The managers of the meeting knew this apparently and so advertised that Bondholder Smith
would be one of the speakers, a device which

The second match was for a bottle of Florida
water, from Fred T. Meaher, the same ladies
contending, and resulted as follows: Mrs.
John S. Harris 16, Mrs. Walter H. Fassett 14,
Mrs. Fred T. Meaher 11, Mrs. Austin D. Sullivan 8, Mrs. Bonney 5,Mrs. B. B. Foster 2, Miss

Lewiston,

Bridgton, Friday, Sept. 6th,

auo uiu wuouaueu

labor,
especially qualified to reprethe laboring man. There are people who
are base enough to insinuate that Mr. Smith is
one cf that hated class styled “Bloated Bondmanual

retaries. Mr. Parker announced that Mr. E.
N. Boynton, who hails from New York but is
said to be a law partner of Ben Butler, would

manner.

Sbapleigh Corner, Friday evening, Sept. 6tb.

of

cost of

improvement
heating the building.

City Hall was well filled last night to see the
Greenback candidate for governor, Joseph L.
Smith of Orono. Mr. Smith was exhibited
promptly at 8 o’clock. He is a short, portly
gentlemen, well dressed and apparently well
fed. He sports a heavy gold watch chain and
a heavy seal ring ornaments his horny band.
He doesn’t look like a man whoperforms much

a

The rooms have not only been ventilated bu
six gratings have been put around the sides or
the stairs to admit air to all parts of the nndei
part. A large coal bin has also been construct
ed iu the centre.
This is made necessary b;
the change from wood to coal for fuel. Thii

change

_____

of an

R. Brazier, a well known merchant here for
years, died after a long illness, yesterday morn-

meeting.

a

m.

Saco, Monday, Sept. 2, 71 p. m.
Limerick, Wednesday, Sept. 4tb,

best furnaces have been put in. It is expected
that quite one-half the cost will be saved ii
fuel the first year.

A Pleasant Time.—Quite a party embarkwith Capt. Knowlton on bis fine little
steamer Tourist to Hog Island, where they had

WILL SPEAK AT
Saco. Thursday, Aug. 29, 71 p.
-, Friday, Aug, 30.

each side of the building. Thi
outside stairs which formed such a disagrees
ble excreseuce to the building, have been dis
pensed with, and access obtained to the thin [
story by simple change of the outside stairs
Instead of the old box stoves, two of Magee’, ,
one on

will make a great

Joseph L. Smith on Exhibition—E. X.
Boynton on our Financial Troubles.

holders.”

ed

Ex-Governor Perham

p.

the warmest friends of the old builclin
must consent that it shall be leveled to th
earth. It however seems hardly possible tha
there can be further complaint, certainly nc
from the old causes.
The old three story briok privy, the ohie ^
cause of the trouble, has been torn down an< £
replaced by water closets in the lower fron
now

^

CITY AND VICINITY.

Death

greenback B.1LLY.

Yesterday afternoon the committee on pul
lie buildings met at the much talked abou t !

at 6 cent, per quart, delivered in any part ol the
city at any time. Parlies desirous ol obtainin'* cure
1
milk can address
GLIDDEN & LIBBY,
Woodford’s Corner, Leering, Me.

For Parties and]Funerals>t lowest rates.
wm. rnOKTON A SON,
■ 39 Exchange Si'
Greenhouses at Alton's Corner, Deering. roy28U

For

Male.

oi the best Periodical, Stationery, Frail
ONEConfectionery,
Tobacco and cigar Stores In
this
those that
business
Only
city.need

the cash

apply.

mean

Good

reason

dress PEKIOUIGAL, Press Office.

lor

and have
Ad-

selling.
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_AGRICULTURAL.
IE. Tb. Gennert ]
The Beet Sugar Industry In the United
States.
Tbe different stages of progressive civiliz*.
tion which we observe in nations which are foremost on earth, are often marked by the introduction of new plants or are advanced by such
introduction. The introduction of potatoes on
the continent of Europe by Franz Drake, who
brought them from the equator where he found
them growing wild, h.s not only had great influence on agriculture but on the whole progress of civilization. They enabled a larger
population to be fed from the products of the
same area on which less people could subsist
before, yet their utility was limited. Eater we
find the introduction of beets in their different
varieties. They crow wild on the Mediterranean and, though a biennial plant are
propagated from year to year by their own seed.
These beets were first used for cattle feed almost exclusively and cultivated for that purpose.
At a time wben sugar was used as medicine
or as a high luxury, sugar was discovered in
beets, proved to be identical with sugar extracted from sugar cane and commonly called
cane sugar, and it was proved that this sugar
could be extracted from the beets and obtained
in the same crystalized form as from the
cane.

The consnmption of sugar has steadily increased, ever since the first lot was brought to
Europe from Candia and though the discovery
of sugar in the beet attracted great attention,
yet for nearly a hundred years it did not reach
the dignity of systematic manufacture, its production being especially fostered for political
pnrposes and when no more political causes

where to be served it was abandoned and alforgotten. The cultivation of the sugar
beet had undoubtedly greatly benefited tbe
farms which had been engaged in the prodnctlon of beet sugar and it was therefore not entirely given up, but tbe continued decrease of
production of the land on which root crops
had never been grown, forced tbe farmer, tbe
most

aoinnfifin

man and

atran

tVtn Qeinommonto

in.

vestigate the causes of the decrease of general
fertility and to study the laws which govern the
productiveness of the soil. Although as an industry the manufacture of beet sugar in Eu-

rope ud to about 1825 could cot be called a success in a financial point of view, nobody conld
deny that the farms or estates on which these
enterprises had been carried on were in a very
high state of productiveness.
The time from 1825 to about 1835 may be
looked npon as the period in which the production of beet sugar passed from the state of experiment into a systematic, organized industry and where the product of this industry
made some show npon the sugar market of the
world.
From 1835 to 1815 we find the beet sugar industry taking its place amongst the national industries in Europe, not without a severe struggle, for it met with bitter opposition and had
many enemies. To engage in the manufacture
of beet sugar did not generally improve a man’s
credit.
He had to combat with
distrust
a nd of ten ridicule.
But the steady increase of
population had directed the attention of scientific men to agriculture and about this time it
is that Baron von Liebig and his many ccworkers gave a new direction to agriculture.
Nobody deny can that the cultivation of sugar
beets and the production of beet sugar has
brought farming to the prosperous condition in
which we find it at the present time in Europe,
but the one is so closely interwoven with the
other that it i9 impossible to state which is the
cause and which the effect, to state whether the
cultivation of the sugar beets brought with it
rational cultivation of the soil, or whether
in consequence of rational cultivation, sugar
beets and beet sugar were produced.
No plant is known in the whole civilized
world about which so many books have been
written in so many different languages and by
scientific men of such high eminence as the sugar beet, no plant has ever exerted such Influence on general farming beyond the direct product it yields as the sugar beet, no plant has
ever met with such fostering care by every
government in Europe than the sugar beet,
but no plant baB either returned as many fold
the care bestowed upon it by enriching everybody who comes In contact with it direct or indirect.
At the time when the French government
exerted all its influence, and spent large
sums of money in order to establish the manufacture of beet sugar in France on a solid basis, the Ambassador of the United States
in France, Henry Olay, saw the great influence
this indnstry would soon wield on general
farming and national prosperity. But more
than this, he saw in it the means of abolishing
slavery in a peaceable way, by producing by
free labor what, so far, was exclusively the product of slave labor. The great enthusiasm
with which Henry Clay advocated the aid of
the government to introduce this industry in
the United States brought the sugar question
into the political arena, and, as it was in oppo.
sition to slave labor, it met with no favor. The
government of the United States has never
done anything to introduce this, to the farmer,
so important, industry in this country, anp
while it refused every aid to the beet sugar industry, it fitted up men of war for the special
purpose to cruise all over the world, collect sugar-cane, preserve the same, and bring it here
to be used'for seed-cane; it appointed a scienkxuu

i/uuiuiissiuu

to

investigate

me

preaerva-

tion of sugar cane against frost, and to devise
some method by which it conld be put in a fit
state for shipment to Europe, to be manufactured into sugar there, and it appropriated
large sums of money for these purposes
The sugar beet, a modest little plant, had
therefore to start its career in the United States
with what little oare a tew individuals could
bestow upon it.
The sugar beet, nlthough a native of the
shores of the Mediterranean, is in its present
cultivated state a plant of the North, or Temperate Zone, and is cultivated for the purpose
of sngar manufacture in almost every State in
Europe from Italy to Siberia, It will therefore
grow in nearly every State of the Union,
though the strictly Southern States are probably less favorably situated for the cultivation
of the sugar beet. To form a correct idea of
the beet sugar industry as it has struggled
along, the difficulties it has encountered as
well as its advantages, this industry should be
divided into two distinct parts; though both
these parts may profitably and conveniently be
combined, they are distinct from each other
and the advantages and disadvantages ought to
be judged of each separately.
The beet sugar industry is considered a strictly agricultural business; its success is therefore
greatly influenced by the state of agriculture
where it is started, while in return it will exert a
great influence on the same also. Beet sugar
manufacture means a rational rotation of crops,
proper and sufficient fertilizers and high and
timely cultivation; without these it will never
be a success; from these it is inseparable. Such
farming is in the United States the exception
and not the rule, but by making it the rule and
spoliation the exception, it will bring its first
blessing to the farmer. Though the beet juice
is not as rich as the cane juice the product of
sugar per acre is fully as large from beets as
from cane.
Fifteen tons of beets per acre
is a fair crop and can easily be obtained from
But not every
good well cultivated land.
farmer has good well cultivated land; and
here it is where the first and greatest difficulty is encountered. Every beet sugar factory
which has ever started in the United States
had its trouble with farming, with
procuring
beets in sufficient quantity, not in producing
sugar therefrom. The; Becond difficulty encountered is the combination which has to be
effected between manufacture and agriculture,
which exposes the investment of large sums
of money to great loss if this combination is
not successfully made.
The first beet sugar factory established iu
the United
States was in Northampton,
Massachusetts about 1830.
No authentic
of
this establishment can be found,
report
rThAV

ann»!>K>f1

difficulty

tn

haea

_

iu

making sugar from the beets,
but the raw sugar they made cost them six
cents per pound, while raw sugar made from
cane sold in the market for three cents.
The
beet sugar industry at that time was even in
Europe so little developed that no statistics or
scientific record coaid be expected.
The second beet sugar factory was established

at Chatswortb, 111., at the beginning of the
civil war. The company undertook to raise all
the beets they intended to work themselves.
For this pnrpose they brought 2500 acres of
prairie land under cultivation. The beets produced on this land proved to be fully as good as
the average of beets produced in Europe. The
sugar produced in this establishment was of the
grade known In the market as granulated sag- r
and fonod a ready sale in Chicago and var
cities on the Mississippi. Bat sugar bp
quire a higher culture than can be imraw prairie soil within a few years,
he
tivation of this immense farm

b‘°“s
a

be‘n5a "“d®r;
at,td®

taken at a time when everyt*
height of inflation, and runfavorable seasons bror
and financial difficult!*- a
removal to Freeport
not make an» inr.'
{•> of the machinery did
chaD«e ia the result
andffie
'•0Jnra of beet sugar was dis8maI1 fact0’
yearsaKew ‘he sameT"°
abo,’-t
time in Wiscona short time.
One was given
the other removed to California. In
California there have been two beet
sugar establishments ir, existence for a number of
data
cannot
be obtained
leJ'*ahlo
from there, if
add
these a number of
experiments of minor importance made in
New Jersey, Delaware,

i‘£^obptn^£5’0“ltmlif
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manaf^terla)
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Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Carolina, Oregon and proba£1 other North we
have them all, and we
CiJ
States,
have to admit, although over forty years
have expired since the first beet sugar on the
continent of America was made, we know
no more about this industry than we did
almost half a century ago. While in nearly
every civilized State in Europe, Great Britain
excepted, the beet sugar Industry under^he
fosteimg care of the Government, during
infancy, has revolutionized farming, while
it has made hundreds of thousands of farmers independent and
opulent, while it gives
daily employment to hundreds of thousands
of manufacturers and mechanics, we have
continued in our system of spoliation which
has become a perfect science, and Is carried
on as a fine art, while we rob our soil of Us
fertility, make millions of acres annually
barren or nearly so, and sell the spoils to Europe, we keep under the hallucination we
are an agricultural nation, while we keep
a hundred thousand of willing industrial
hands in forced idleness and deprived of their
most pressing wants, we pay a tribute of one
hundred million dollars annually to foreign
countries for the supply of sugar which has
become a necessity as great as our daily
bread and with which we cannot dispense
unless we want to go backward in civilization.
In order to produce the quantity of sugar
■which is at present annually imported into the
United States, it requires the average crop of
W

a

million

acres

of land, and

as

the beets

to be raised only once every four years
on the same land it would give a rational
rotation of crops to two million acres of land.
These two million acres of laud would be
the standard which the fanner in the United
States would look up to. But there would not
not only be one bushel of grain produced less
there is all reason to believe on the farms
where this system was carried through the
average crops of wheat would become the
same it is in all the beet sugar districts in
Europe ; 35 bushels per acre instead of 11
bushels, which is the average in the United
States. While by far the greatest value the
beet sugar industry will bring the farmer
consists in the general improvement of his
soil, he would have a cash crop of twentyfive million dollars annually and a feed crop
in form of pummice of ten million dollars in
addition to what be ever had before.

To work up this beet crop requires 800
sugar houses, and to erect these and furnish
them with the necessary machinery will require the expenditure of 80 million dollars,
every cent of which would go to our workingmen, mechanics and manufacturers, as
we have all the material necessary in abundance, and certainly unemployed hands
enough to make them rise as by magic from
the earth. To work these sugar factories
during winter will require 100 thousand mechanics and laboring men.
These figures
are not imaginary; they are illustrated in
in
The
consumption
every country
Europe.
of sugar is steadily increasing as civilization
and
increases.
population
progresses,
Fifty
years ago beet sugar made its appearance on
the world’s market, and has so steadily gained
that there is not the slightest doubt that in

1880 more than one half of all the sugar produced in the world will be beet sugar. No
country in the world is known where the beet
sugar industry once had a foothold, where it
has not steadily extended to the unmistakable
benefit of the farming community. It is an
indisputable fact that during the last five
years of business stagnation the world all
over, there have been but two articles of

which the demand has been greater than the
supply; and that has been raw sugar and
gold. The price of raw sugar is steadily on
the increase.
As slavery is abolished by advancing civilization the production of cane sugar becomes
loea

enil

main

I hid
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supply from Cuba
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in no very distant

day will cease, and the United States will
look for their supply of sugar to Europe!
Are we then still to continue the exchange
of agricultural products with Europe by giving them the product of eighteen acres for

the return of their crop of one acre ? And if
we should be Improvident
enough to be willing to do so, how long can we expect this to
continue? The centre of grain raising-in theUnited States has gone most systematically
and steadily as the sun towards the West. How
long can it last till it reaches the natural
limit, the Pacific Ocean ? The great difficulty
why the beet sugar industry in the United
States had so hard a struggle to gain the first

foothold

because our system of farming,
or to give it the right name, our system of
spoliation is antagonistic to the production of
root crops, hence the raw material has been
lacking. To raise a root crop successfully it
is almost indispensable to subsoil the land so
that roots can enter the soil to the requisite
depth, but systematic subsoiling soon brings
tile draining. In fact the introduction of
beet sugar means the beginning of a complete
change of system, and this requires more
than the detached effort of a few individuals;
it requires the organized effort of most of our
was

leading agricultural

men.

Within the last few years some Governments other than in Europe have made some
effort to introduce the beet sugar industry in
their States. The Province of Quebec offered
some years ago a yearly subsidy of
$7,000 for
ten years to a successful beet sugar manufacturer, which was followed by a similar offer
from the State of Maine, while during the
last year the Government of New Zealand
has offered a bounty for the first beet
sugar
made there. Although these bounties to be
paid to successful manufacturers can not be
called assistance to introduce the industry in
the full sense of the word, yet they have done
a great deal to draw the attention of those
interested in it again to the subject.
This sketch could not be considered complete without referring to the effort made in
the State of Maine to start the beet sugar
industry on different principles than ever
before attempted.
In the Spring of 1878 a company was forme d
in Portland which, while every leading man
in it is a practical sugar manufacturer,
they
decided to leave the farming or agricultural
part entirely to farmers. In order to guard
against a possible failure from local causes
the company extended their operations all
over the State, and in
doing so they had also
the great advantage to ascertain if any one
of
the
Sts
part
te, any one geological formation, would produce a superior beet than
another. The contracts for raising beets
made by the company were with nearly
eight
hundred farmers for an extent of land ranging from one-fourth of an acre to ten acres;
from the most southern point of the Saco
valley to the northern part of the Aroostook
valley. Besides these farmers who entered
into contracts for the cultivation of
sugar

Dyspepsia and Debility
Dyspepsia and Debility
Dyspepsia and Debility

OF

THE

Will leave Portland Pier every
Landing,
P week-day, lor atJones^
G, 8.45, 10.15,
Peaks’ lslana,
ttm&mitBBSSHm 11.30, a. m. and 1.45,3.15, 4.45,7.Pier
at 10.30 a.
20 p.in. Sundays, will leave Portland
m. and 2 p. m. Arrangments for Picnics and Excursions can be made with Capt. Curtis, on board
Steamer.
Fare Down and Back IQ ctnu. je28dtt

—

Portland, Little Cliebeagne & Harpswell
Steamboat Co.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
PERUVIAN SYRUP
—

OR

MUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

—

Tct fsagafs-TO^rcL10 S°Hd3 *“ 100 julw'

10-85

P«

^perct°ndagar H)?70perct°SoU®8

Tpertc1tr.^“!jperto°t BC,lda

Tper et1;,-1 s^af s.!b per* £

P“

BEAD THE FOLLOWING*
.West Faielee, Vt., Jan. 11, 1871.
Dear Sir—For seven or eight years past I have

jmmmmm
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nnnnda1

atrnnntli

mu

Vioa

ralnniaiT

6oMa

108

rotation of crops
let us hope the

improvement is impossible,
enterprise in the state of

Maine will succeed.
What the beet sugar industry has done for
every country in the world wherever it has
been introduced, it will undoubtedly do for
the United States. No nation in the world,

history

teaches us, was ever great and
prosperous without prosperity in agriculture.
Julius Caezar could conquer half the world,
but he could not prevent the decay of farming, and, with it, the downfall of the Homan
Empire. The decay of Spain conclusively
proves the decay of agriculture in Spain, The
downfall of every nation has been invariably

so

my general health is thus wonderfully improved, and
I can truly say I owe it all to the use of PERUVIAN
SYRUP. I earnestly recommend all sufferers from
dyspepsia and debility to give it a trial, hopiDg it will
do them as much good as it has me.
Yours very truly,
MRS. S. B. BEM1S.

Steamer

Leaves
Portland.

ot the benefit received from tne nse of PERUVIAN SYRUP in my own family. Wy wife, for
tbe past ten years, has been in ieeble health—very
much debilitated generally.
Last spring she concluded to try a bottle ot PERUVIAN SYRUP, and
was so well pleased with the result, continued its
use until three or four bottles bad been
used, and
she is now in better health than at any time for ten
years, and increased in weight from 110 pounds to
126$. I have employed physicians, and used a great
variety of patent medicines, to the extent of hundreds ot dollars, and I know she received more benefit from the PERUVIAN SYRUP than all the rest
together.
My sales of the Syrnp are very large and constantly increasing, and I do not hesitate to recommend and even warrant it to give satisfaction.
It
you desire you are at liberty to use this communication as you see fit, as it gives me pleasure to recommend so good an article to sufieriog hum anitv.
Yours truly,
Ii’HIEL PEASE.
form yon

2.00

marS

P. M.

3.30

Fare down and hack 25 cents., 6 tickets $1.01).
Children 10 cents.

Steamer

Express,

CAPT. B. C. DEAN,
Will until further notice
House wharf for

run

follows:

as

Leave

Custom

(Scott’s Landing.)

5.15 A. M.; returning directly.

Diphtheria,

to.

Str. Mary W. Libby.
CAPT. G. LOWELL,

CHAS. E. PEARCY.

Will

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86 Harrison Ave,, Boston. Sold by all Druggists. Pamphlets free.
aulTh&Mlm

Six

and after August 19th, 1878, make

on

Trips Daily, Sundays Excepted,
—

WHITE

TO

—

PEAKS’

HEAD,

AND

CUSHING’S ISLAND,
as

Leaves

follows:

Leaves
Leaves Cushing’s,
White Head. Ottawa Landing.

Leaves
Portland. Peak’s Is’d.

6.30 A. M. 6.50 A. M
7.00 A. M.
9.15
9.35
9.50
10.45
11.05
11.25
2.15 P. M. 3.00 P. M.
2.45 P. M.
3.45
5.00
4.50
6.30
7.30
7.00

From the Bmotn£of mother Earth spring
sources of health and vigor. The properties of

Children,

10 cents.
Arrangements for picnics and excursions can be
made with Captain on board or J, I. LIBBY. Manager. Custom House wharf.je28dtf

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient
the natural

and

spring. This

FOR THEISLANDS.

eflective preparation
constipation,
JPeasant
iver disorder, sick headache, indigestion, flatulence
cures

and kidney complaints, andis indorsed by the Faculty.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
au26
eod2w

Steamer Tourist.
ON and after June 25th, will leave the
Fast side nf ftnstnm FTmise Wharf thr
-RhmmHL Jones and Trefethen’s and Hog Island
Landings at 5.30, 7.00 8.40,10.20 a. m., 12 m., and 1.45,
3 15, 4.30 and 6.10 p. m., and will make an Evening
Trip for Jones and Trefetben’s at 7.30 p. m. Leaving
tbe Islands at 9.30.
Fare for the Round Trip £5 cents; Children ■ © cents,
je25dttC. H. KNOWLTON.

cornsi

DR. CARIjTON is permanently located at Iti Market Square for the
treatment of all diseases of the
feet.
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails cured
so that the boot can be
worn immediately. A.11 operations performed without pain.
Examination
free and prices low.
Peo-

Great Reduction

Pie. can be treated at their
mylleod6m

_

residence when desired

7.15A. M.
10.05
11.40
2.35 P. M.
4.30
7.15

Fare down and back, 25 cents; 5 tickets for $1.00.

liquid

PORTLH & WORCESTER
AND

Iilnos Z

XTorwlcli

The ONLY LINE running THROUGH
* !AKS from Portland to Mound Mteamero
iereby avoiding the expense and annoyance of a
urried and vexatious transfer through Boston indent to all other routes.
Steamboat Express Train with superb Drawring
Loom Car attached, leaves Grand Trunk
L R. Depot, Portland, at 1.00 p. m., and
, lius directly through via Nashua and Worceo, er to New London

For Lewiston and Auburn, i J

JULY

Trains will ru

1,

as

PA8RENGEB TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunb. Wells North Berwick, Sontb
Berwick.
Conway Junction, Elio t,
Klltery, Portsmouth, Ncwburyport,
Valpin, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
8.45 a. in.
laca, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kiftery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Ncwburyport,
Salem. Lynn, Chelseo and Boston at
1.IO. 5.30p.m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, lor
Boston nl ‘J.’AO a, m., every Jay (except
Mondavs.)
Sunday Express Train will leave Portland at
2.15 p. m, arriving in Boston at 6.30, connecting
with All Rail and Sound Steamers tor New
York. Passengers by this train will arrive in
New York early Monday morning.

m.

7.30 a. HI.

Accommodation for Worcester, with
lor Boston via Nashua and Lowell
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m.t connecting with
trains South and West.
1«00 P. M. Mieamboai Express with Drawing
Room Car attached, through to New London without change and through Car
lor Lowell and Boston. Connects at
Rochester for Dover and 4-real Falls,
at Epping lor
Manchester and Conat
Nashua
lor
cord
Lowell and
at
Boston,
Ayer Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line** for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6.15 p. m.—From Preble Street. Mixed for Rochester and Way Stations.

through

car

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
_____

12.20 p.

1.10, 6.30 p. m., ar
tying at Boston 10.45 a. m., 1.30, 5.10, 10.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30 3.30, C 00
). m.. arriving at Portland 12.30,5.00,8.00,10.00 p. m.
Far Scarborough Beach and Pine Point,
i.15, 8 45, 10.00, a. m., 2.00, 5.30, 6.30 p.m. Old
Orchard Beach, Saco and Biddeford 6.15,
1.45,10.00 a. m., 1.10, 2.00,5.30,6.50 p. m. For Ken
debunk, Wells, No. Berwick, Salmon Falls
Brent Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Baverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lawell at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.10,

J. M. LUNT. Supt.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Lin

Fare Reduced!!

n

OJSTIjT

$2.50 $2.50 $2.50
TO

Lowell and Boston i

STap Karhpalpp

m.

Annin rliv'nnf in the At rtmt

fnyit

TO YEW YORK

V■ pminfftnn. Al.

Bay mnd Wolf borough at 8.45

SIX DOLLARS !
across Boston.

Trains leaving Portland at 1.10 p. m. connect wiffi
the Sound Line, (or [tew York.
Passengers by this ronte are landed on bonrd
Sound Steamers in season lor Supper, and
enloy

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes incident to
other lines.

New York

$8

VIA ALL

Tickets to all points West at Lowest Rates
Staterooms on steamers and cbairs in Parlor cars
■ecure<yn advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices, Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER. General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,
ly
dtf

RESORTS^

SUMMER
OLD

ORCHARD

Oooan

BEACH,

JOHN LINDSEY, Proprietor.
Jr., Clerk.
IjJjdl iHr- L. iorB.toeBARNES,
past a years proprietor ot the
I'PIVB
fat—LEFabjau House, White Mountains. House

thoroughly renovated.
Will open June 15th.

!

Low

rates for

season boardets
jel2TTh&S3m

n 1 m fl lTmA0btain6<1 tor mechanical cieTices> “edical, or other
U A I L A IV\ompounds,
ornamental
I
i’l 1 H « I
I n I 1 1 1 | II designs, trade-marks, and
*
UillU labels, Caveats, Assignpromptly attended to,

IlliJ fill 1
U\J L

city

to

purchase your Coal is

RANDALL

A

at

MCALLISTER’S

office, No. 78 Exchange St.,

new

opposite the Post Office.
ocl8

Pkten^
(lljo^Me make
UU
fice, we can
searches, and

IN V fill
F N T1 0UUOsftRfifiraj!
R

VINEGAR

A SPLENDID

ARTICLE,

teutability.
confidential.

All corPrices low. AINU
PATENT IN

respondence strictly
NO tlHAKGIC UNLESS
SECURED.
We refer to officials In the Patent Office, and to
inventors In every Slate n the Union,
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Ofice Washington, D. C.
no2<
4tl

GO EASY.
USE
THE
UNION
LUBRICATING
COMPANY’S MACHINERY. GEAR
AND AXLE MKLASG.
The Best and Cheapest. For sale everywhere.

J. B. JFICKETT &

Housekeepers wishing an absolutely pure vinegar
tbould not fail to try this. For Sale by all Grocers.
E. L. PRESSING Jk CO.. Chicago.
dim

Vaults Cleaned
taken out at abort notice, iroxn |i to $8
cord or $3 a load, by addreeelng
nov24dtf
A, LIBBY & CW., Portland. P. 0.

CO., Agent.

187 FORE STREET.
eod&wtf

au20

Made from pure Juice of apples. Celebrated for ts
purity, .strength and flavor. Warranted to keep pickles.

)y!8

■

dtt

Health Lift
237 middle

Booms,
Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
J. H.

AND

Ja22dtl

_

AVD

Tickets sold at Reduced Bates 1
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, HI 11 wanItee, Cincinnati. St. l.oni., Omaha.
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake Citv,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all point. In the

Northwest, West and

Southwest

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
jnl8dtf

Proprietor.

every

Sunday until further notice,
commencing

DAMARISCOTTA MILLS,
House, Trask Rros. Proprietor.

0ALBERT,
PROPRIETOR.

FRANKLIN

nMfl
JL va

«/»•»!*«

A

1 Ian

vv

Ji

If Annlnjmn

nntl

iu.v»»uu

uuu

Return.
Portland at 8 a. m. arrive at Crawford’s at
and Fabyan’s 11.30 a. m.
11.15
Returning, leave Fabyan’s at 4 p. m. and CrawLeave

fords at 4.15 p. m., arrive at Portland at 7.3) p, m.
Tbis train will run express, stopping only for wood
and water and necessary change*, and allows four
aud a half hours visit at Fabyan’s or five hours at

Passengers by this line are reminded

that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night.
WTicketa and State Rooms tor sale«t D. H,
icu^u a, aw mmuie street.
Tickets to New York vl» the nrloni
Bound Lines, for sale at very low rateB.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. 1*. COYLE..r„Qen’l Agt.

Through

RE-OPENING

Observation Cars at North Conway to
Fabyan’s.

EASTPORT.
1 Passamaquoddy House,—A, Pihe & Co.,
_

HIRAM.
It. Cutler House,—Hiram Hasten, Pro

prletor

LEWISTON
AeWitt Honse, Quinby A March, Proprietor.
LIME RICH.
■ iim rick Rouse,—D. S. Fogg, Proprietor

Excursion Tickets $3.00

MILLBHIDGE.
Itlantte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

Portland, July 5,1878.

je6dtf

PHILLIPS.
larden Honse, Samnel Farmer, Proprietor.

PORTLAND.

•erry’s Hotel,117 Federal St. J.G. Perry.
Proprietor.
lity Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green SI.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Son, pro-

1 ralmouth

St.

TO

ALTON BAY ClMP-JlEETIi\(i
And Return
VIA

Gibson dcCo.,

S. B. STEVENS, Gen, Agent.

aul&tf

OF

MASSACHUSETTS

FBOM

—

prietor.

WEST NEWFIELD.
' Pest Newfleld House, R,D. Holmes,Proprietor.
E. N. FRESHMAN & BROS..

ADVERTISING AGENTS,
Cincinnati, *

Estimates famished free. Se d for

—

A2TD

PidLAB£LPHIA
Steamship Line.
Leave each port ever j Weti’s’i & Sat’d’y

IV©

Wharfage,
From
From

Long Wharf, Bo.ton, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Phil*,

delphla,

at 10

a. m.

Insurance on. half the rat. ct
.ailing vessel,.

freight for the West by the Penn. B. R., and South
by connecting llnee forwarded tree of Commiaaion.
PASSAOM TUN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, SAMPSOJi, A««.i
lO !.«■■ Wharf Bastaa

Jn23-ly

Advertisers will find It cheaper to ret their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising.

Job

Printing.

COMPETENT WORKMEN
-ire employed, and their highest aim is to gire perfect satisfaction by

*

Excellence of Work.
•
________

The Job Department is thoroughly stocked with
ype and other material tor the

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS

a*«l

for printing

POSTERS,
PROGRAMMES,
FLYERS,
CARDS,
TICKETS,
Ac., Ae.

Every Variety mid Style of Work
in

—

with OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

COLORS

or

BRONZE

partures.

In fine, we are prepared to priut ererything
be printed in this 8tate, trom the

w

h

can

D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod voided.
Insurance at lowest rates.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply
^
D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
A«7U

Iiwuiuuiuu

OUCGli

AJUBLUU.

WM. P. CLYDE & CO.,
Y.eneral

jaull

Managers, Philadelphia,

dtf

PORTLAND, BAMiOK & MACfflAS
STEAJHBOAT CO.
FOR BMGOR.

TO

THE

SMALLEST LABEL.

OUR PRICES FOR WORK

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
three trips per week.
The Fast Steamer CITY OF
Capt. Kilby, will
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, WrdnfHday

RICHMOND,

Friday Evening, at 1« o’clock, lor
Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,
l'incolnville. Reliant, Kearnport, Kandy
Point, Bncknpori, W iaterport ami Hampden. Arriving in Bangor about 10.30 next morning.
Returning, leave Bangor every Monday
Wednesday ansi Friday morning at tf
o’clock, arriving in Portland ut 5 p. in., connecting
with 5.30and 6.30 p. m. Express Trains, arriving in
and

Boston at 9.30 and 10,30.
Boston steamers.

Also with Portland and

For Mt. Desert and Machias.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Will,be found

as low (or lower) us can be
obtained to
first-class work In an v Kkg u la k Job
Printing Office.

Please give

ns a

call,

or

send your order to

*

Ml! PRESS JOB PRIMIBB HORSE

TWO TRIP* PER WEEK,

WEST U ARPS WEI. L.
' larpswell Honse—A. J. Merrymnn, Pro-

Street,

BOSTON

BOSTON,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Ciias. Deehinq, will
leave Railroad Wharf, toot of
Slate St, every Tue.da

etor.

86 W. Fourth

of

BAIL.

PbiMelpbia & New England Steamship Lina

SKOM’HEGAN.
'urner House, W. U. Heselten, Ptonri-

j

or

A. K. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

CLYDE’S

etors.

;

Tickets good from Aug. 15th to Sept. 3d inclusive,
JAS. T. FUUBER, Gen. Supt.

Co.,)

mh21dtf

Arrivng in New York at 6 A. M. This is the only
line affording a delightful sail through Narraganaetl Bay by daylight.
Bctnrning leave Pier 29, North Blver, at 5 P.
M., arriving in Boston at 7 A. M.
intermediate landing* between Providence and New York.
Tickets and State Booms can he secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, corner State Btreet,
and at Boston & Providence Kallroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. & P. B. B.
apr2
T,ThiSS6m

1 1. S. Hotel.Jnnction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. McDonald & Newbegin,Propri-

Boston & Maine R. B.

surance

STEAMER RHODE ISLAM.

_

Only Two Dollars

Company

and the well known and popular

PARIS HILL.
® Inbbard Hotel, H. nubbard, Proprietor

GOOD FOB ONE DAY ONLY.
j. Hamilton, Supt.

MILES

STEAMER

_

prietors.
'reble Honse, Congress
Proprietors.

Steamship

1 ■ iTli will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 P. M., 1 or Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and fcastp' t on
same days, and Portland the next morning at 9 A,
M. for Boston.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbioiton, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentvilte, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. K,
I., Fredericktown, N. IS., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
EE-Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean In-

cent

PEAK’S ISLAND.
I 'nlon Honse—W. T. Jones.
Proprietor.

*

On and after Mom lay, June
P3d. tbe Steamers of the Inter-

E-jaa”**2* lyWH national

PROVIDENCE.

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Cl>de Steamers* sailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, P. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,

Crawford’s.

THREE TRIES EER WEEK.

OF THE POPULAR

DEXTER.
I ■erchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

I

A^kNGKMKNT.

BUMMER

WHARF, Portland,

INDIA WIIAKF, BOSTON, every
evening at t o’clock (Sunday excepted.)

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
Quick Time, Low Rates, Frequent De-

a. m.

Eastporl, Calais, Ml. Jehn, N. B., Alta*,
oils, Windier and Halifax. N, n.,
Charlaltetown, P. E. I.

and

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
, 1 lark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor

prietor.

Co7~

Fully appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has been bestowed by the public upon this departwe would solicit a continuance ol
snare no pains to make such
patronagd deserved. We guarantee satisfaction in ev-

In connection

i

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

On and after Monday, April let, the steamers
John Brooks and Forest City will run alternately
as follows: Leave

NO KRIDGE MOCK,
ianiorlh Honse, D. Danforth. Proprietor
FROM

al

1 lamoset

Proprietors.

Havre and Bremen.
i
The Steamers of the company will sail ever SaturI day trom Bremen
Pier, foot ot Third St„ Hoboken.
i
It ft tew oI Pannage—From New York to Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first cabin,
$100; second cabin, §t>0, gold; steerage, $30, cur!
OELKICHS & GO.,
rency. Apply to
2 Bowling Green, New York.
Will. AEjVsKN,
Exchange Hi, Agent Ur
Portland.
no2K
dly

ery resbect.

_

CORNISH.
lornish House, M. H. Davis, Proprietor

RAILROAD.

Sunday Trains

Si.-Chapin,

BRUNSWICK, MB.
P. A K. Dining Room., W. R. Field,

Portland & Ogdensburg

run

rremont Home, Tremont
Snrney * Co. Proprietor*.

—

To

will

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker*
Co., Proprietor*.
It. fame. Hotel—J. it. Crocker, Propri
etor.

<

Offices

3EPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

ments, Interterences, et*'
that have been

closer
secure Pattenta more promptly and’with broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

111

tor.

74 EXCHANGE ST.,

—

xv u V

The most convenient place in the

8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Anburn.
10.C0 a. m. from Gorham (Mixed).
12.35 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
14.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
h.05 p. m. from Lewiston, and Anburn.
6.20 p. m. from Montreal and West.

New York, Southampton, London,

ment of our office,
tbe same, and will

Proprietor.

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
1 Hancock Home, M. Hancock, Proprie-

—

■M S

AUGUSTA.
Angnsta House, State St., M, Whitehead,

nventions

DC1 IIJPTfln atws an

A. l oan.

On and after MONDAY, July 1, 1873
passenger trainn will run as follows:
loi Anburn and Lewiston,

ME,

House!

Si. W. S. &

Grand Trunk B. B. Co. of Canada,

$8

BAIL,

including transfer across Boston.

obtained for Inventors, in the United Stales, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
United States Patent Office, we are able to attend to all
Patent Business with greater promptness and despatch
and less cost, than other patent attorneys, who are at a
.^stance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
to employ
associate attorneys”
We make preliminary examinations and furnish opinions as to pat^
entability, free of charge, and all who are interested
in new inventions and Patents are invited to send for
Guide for obtaining Patents,” which
a copy of our
is sent free to any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
mailer. We refer to the German-American National
Bank, Washington, D. C.; the Royal Swedish, Nor*
wegian, and Danish Legations, at Washington; Hon.
Joseph Casey, late ChiefJustice U. S. Court of Claims;
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to Senators and Members of Congressfrom every State.
Aadress: LOUIS BAGGER Ac Co., Solicitor*
Of Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Building#
Washington, D. C.

AUBURN*

ARRIVALS.

BETWEEN

ARRANGEMENT,

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted) at 6 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Provideuce, with the Entirely New and I?laguifl«

BATH.
j Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

Passenger

SPRING

ALFRED.
Alfred Home, K. U. Coding, Froprietor.

l

LINE.

ST LAVISH II’

BOSTON STEAMERS.

Opens April 29, for the Season of 1878.

Hook, Court.
Proprietor..

NORTH GERMAN LLOVD

dly

Embracing tbe leading Hotel? In the State, at which
he Daily 1'kess mav always be found.

i Sim

ndtr_

Qneenntown.

ONLY 43

J. M. LUNT, Snpt.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
iy20dtl

a. m.

The first-class iron mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
every Saturday A. ill. for
Liverpool via Londonderry
The Summer Route through
Melle isle is amidst the magnificent scenery of the
Gull of & Lawrence. One-third the passage being
inland navigation, it shortens the actual eea passage
to about five days from land to land.
Passengers leave on Grand Trunk 1.30 p. m. train
Fiidays to connect. Cattle are not carried on the
mail steamers.
The Baltimore Mail Line sails from Halifax every alternate Tuesday tor Liverpool via

TO 3STEW YORK,

Station, Portland, at
m., arriving in Boston at 1.15

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 13 Exthange St..and W. D. Llttle.iS Co.'s, 19* Kxcliange.St
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
President,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
oci

Safety Combined.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

R. R.

m for Montreal and West.
12.E0 p. tn foi Anburn and Lewiston.
1.30 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec and MontreaL
5.20 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and Gorham.

and

PROVIDENCE line

TRV THE NEW ROUTE !

7.00
8 a.

Speed, Comfort

VIA

Leave Boston, Lowell and Nashua R. R. Station,
at 8.00 a. m. and 5.35 p m., arriving in Portland at 1.20 p. m. and 11.00 p. m.

Transfers across Boston botli ways.

itnlAntulfm

Leaving Grand Trunk

7.30 a. iu. and 1.10 p.
p. m. and 6.35 p. m.

Ent

VOYAGE.

OCEAN

transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes tor refreshFirst class Dining Rooms at Portland,
! aentp.
rransfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
JAB. T. FUKBEK, Gen. Bnpt.
8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
je29

BOSTON.

Boston,

Including

Street, New Fork.

AND

ji_ Line.

a. m.,

a. m., 1.10
For tenicr Harbor at 8.45 a. m. For
Uanchester and Concord (via Newmarket
Junction,) at 6.15 a. m., 1.10 p. m. (via Lawrence) at
E.45 a. ra, Horning Trains will Ieart Benleunk for Portland at 7.20 a. m. The 1.10
>. m. train from Portland connects at Boston with
ill Bound Line Steamers for New York, and all Rail
-tines for New York and the South and West.
Through Tickets to all Points South
tnd West nt lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with
ill steamers running between Portland and Ban:or, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Mac.las, Eastport,
Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with
Srana Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and
daine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
on
>. m.

Steamboat Express train* leave Boston from Boi-

& Providence B. R. Depot daily, excel t Sunday,
st 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and enperb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and wltn the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tueey, Thursday and Saturday, arriving In New York
always in advance et all ether line.. Bagion

Steamship Company

SHORTEST

After Monday, Jniy

“■Mat 6.15, 8.45

m.

je29dtf

On and

RETURNING,

—

including Transfer

Maine

pv«|f«dl, 1878, trains will LEAVE
*^
c3p«KTLANI) FOR BOSTON
BB

SUNDAY TRAINS—Leave Preble Street Station at 3.00 P. M., arriving at Rochester at
4.00 p. m. and at Worcester 7,25 p. m., connecting with Boston & Albany R. R. for New York
and the West. Leave Worcester at 7 00 a. m.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

or passage

febl2

Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m., Drawing
Room Car attached, and 8.50 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 9.35 a. m., 1.15 and 11.00 p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.

—

EASTERN RAILROAD
For Eleven Dollars,

from gases.
T housands have had constant and severe use for
over 18 years, and in good condition to-day,
without repairs or expense.
The most durable Furnace, the cheapest to
buy. Fitted with cliaker-cicaning anti-friction
grates; ash*shifting grates and ash-pans;
lined leed doors, draft regulator, etc.
Have
many attractive and practical improvements
never before adopted.
Also, BAN(i}E8 for family or hotel use;
Fireplace Heaters etc.
Send for circulars before purchasing others.

to Norfolk, Baltimore, WastInformation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
50 Central Wharf, Boston,

O T U K K S.

This is

Passage $12.50.

For freight

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
iwest rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Reals and
Berths at Ticket OOlce.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
my27dtf

Daily.

BOSTON & MAINE

Are Powerful Heaters; Remarkably durable; economical In fuel; gives universal
wattsfaction; have no bolted joints, are tree

Agents.

Cabin Passengers $80 and $70 gold; Intermediate
or its equivalent.
Steerage $28 currency. Return and Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and
from all parts of Europe.
Leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 3.15
aad 7.00 p. m., connecting with Maine !
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
Central and E. & N, A. Railway for St.
England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,
John and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car
ggp^Sight Sterling Checks issued in nma
t-» suit for £i and upwards.
attached.

Two Through Trains each Way

New York & Return

Cast or Wrought Iron—Suitable ior Coal or Wood
BRICK SET AND PORTABLE.

board and Koanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
ft. K., M. W. Davison, Agent, 210 Wasnlngton street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by th above named

OF ALL

$40,

RETURNIN Gr,

t

—TO—

FURNACES,

Freight lorwsrded from Norfolk to Waahlngton smi
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake, Freight
forwarded trom Norfblk to Petersbnrg and Kich
mood, and Va. and Tenn. K. K. to all place? in the
Sonth, C. F. Gaither, Agent, 240 Vr ashlngton St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and Sonth Carolina, by Sea-

alla

1.00 p. m.
Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40 a. m., 1.12 and 6.15 p.

PORTLAND

BOYNTON’S

Beaton direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

Frans

fallows

BETWEEN

OB

WM. CBANE.
GEOKGE APPOLD.

LIME

FOR NEW YORK.
A U E A D

1878.

Leave Grand Trank Depot,
Portland
7.30 a. m. and

NO CHANGE OF CARS*

—

JOHNS HOPKINS.
VU. LAWKENOE.

&TONINGTOJI

LINE

STEUmniF

First Class Steamships

Railroad!

Eastern

■

VIA

Norfolk, Baltimore k Washington

Queenstown

IN BATES TO

—

_

tgton, or other
Passenger Trains leave at 12.50 p. m. and 5.10
nov2dtt
p. m. The train leaving at 11.15 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Anburn, Winthrop and Waterville. The 12.55
p. m. train is the day train and the 11.15 p. m.
WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS,
train is the Night Express Train with Pullman
Semi-Weekly Line to New York
Sleeping Car attached; both make close connection
1 [iere connecting early same evening with the Fast
at Bangor for all stations on the E. & N. A.
*
ml
Reliable
Mteamern
Norwich
of the
line,
Steamers Eleauora k Fsanconis
Railway, and tor Ml. John and Halifax. The
at New York next morning at C.OO a. m., al11.15 p. m. train makes close connection at BanJ rriving
Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
>wing passengers a whole Dight’a rest and making
gorforall stations on Bangor A Piscata- ! !1 are
connections South and West.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
quis B. R., Honlton, Woodstock, Ml. AnP.
M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
State
Rooms
secured
in
at
advance
28 Exchange
nrews. Ml. Mtepken,
Fredericton, Fort 1
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
Fairfield and Caribon. The 6.15 a. m. train ; ! treet aud at Grand Trunk Depot.
These
gteamers are fitted up with tine accomo
J.
M. LTJNT, Supt.,
from Portland connects at Rockland, Tnesl dations tor passengers, making this a very couvenJ. W. PETERS, Gen, Ticket Agent,
days, Thursdays and Matnrdays with Mtr. 1
lent
and
route For travellers between
t'ltas. Houghton, forming a day lino to lilt.
jy-dtf_ j! New York comfortable
and Maine. During the Summer months
Desert.
steamers will touch at Vinevard Haven on
these
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R their passage to and trom New York. Passage, infollows: —The morning trains from Augusta, GarGoods Je
cluding State Room, $4. Meals extra.
diner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
SCOTMEU ARRANGEUEKT.
lined beyond Portland or New York forwarded to
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
at once. For further information apply to
destination
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
Commencing MONDAY, July 1,1S7M.
and all intermediate stations at 12.56 and 12.58 p.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
m. The afternoon train from Angnsta, Bath, K, &
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
b_W
Passenger trains leave Portland for
L. R. R. at 5.25 p. m. The night Pullman Express
declGtl
E£???2???£!lFabvan’s and ntermediate stations, Excb *nge street
train at 2.10 a. m.
! w^37.I5 a. in., 19.45, and 5.35 p.
PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.
m.
Portland July 1, 1878
]e28dtf
M3 a. m. runs through to Burlington and Swan
ton, connecting at Wing Road, lor all points on
ROYAL MAIL 8TEAUERS,
Rnmford Falls and Bnckfleld R. R.
B. C. & M. R. R.; at St. Johnsbury with Pass.
R. R. for Newport and Montreal; at East Swanton with Cen. Vt. R. R. for St. John and Monand Liverpool.
New York to
RECEIVER.
treal; at Swanton with Cent’!. Vt. for OdgeDsEvery Thursday or Saturday.
burg via O. & L. C. R. R.
On and after MONDAY, JULY
■„
19.45 p. m. runs through to Fabyan’s, connecting
Jg!?!????!f??!i33d, passenger trains will be run as
Tons.
Tons.
at Glen Station with stages for Jackson and Glen
5191 City of Brussels,
3775
House, and arrives at Crawford’s 4.4M. FabvCity of Berlin,
Leave Canton at 5 a. m., arrive at
of
4G07
of
New
an’s
3.00 p. m.
City
Richmond,
City
York, 3500
Mechanic Falls at 6.40 a. in., Lewiston at 7.50 a. m.
456G City of Paris,
3081
of
1.35
m. runs through to Fabyan’s, connecting
Chester,
City
p.
and Portland at 8.30 a. m. Returning, leave Me4490 City of Brooklyn,
2911
at that poiDt with through train via Montpelier
City of Montreal,
chanic Falls at 7.15 a. m., arrive at Canton at 8.55 a.
and
St.
Albans
for
Montreal,
OgdeuNbnrg,
m.
emit
in
Allege
steamers,
niagumceub
watertight,
Watertown, RjracDue, Hull lo, ChicaLeave Canton at 9.25 a. m., arrive at Mechanic
compartments, aie among the strongest, largest and
go, and all points West. Sleeping Cars
Falls at 10.55 a. m., Lewiston at 12.10 p. in., and
astest on the Atlantic
from Fabyan’s.
Portland at 12.35 p. m. Returning, leave Portland
The saloons are luxuriously furnished, especially
Trains Arrive in Portland
at 1.30 p. m., Lewiston 2.30 p. m Mechanic Falls
well lighted anti ventilated and take up the whole
at 3.15 p. m., arrive at Canton at 4.45 p. m.
from Fabyan’s and intermediate stations 8.40 a. m.
wid
of the ship.
The principal staterooms are
Arrive at and leave Grand Trunk Railway Station
and 1.00 p. m
ami ships, forward of the engines, where least noise
in Lewiston and Portland. Passengers by morning
from Vermont and tho West 6.30 p. m.
and motion is felt, and are replete with every comtrain from Canton may spend 6 hours in Lewiston or
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
fort having all latest improvements, double berths,
5 hours in Portland and return the same day.
Portland June 28,1878.
dtf
electric bells, &c.
Close stage connections for W. Sumner, Peru, DixThe cuisine has always been a specialty of this
field, Mexico, &c.
Line.
I. WASHBURN, JR., President.
jy23dtf
Ladies* cabins and bathrooms, Gentlemen’s
smoking and bathrooms, Barbers’ shop, pianos,
libraries, &e.. provided.
The Steerage accommodation cannot be excelled.
Passengers ot this class will find their comfort and
privacy particularly studied, and the provisioning
unsurpassed.
! For rates of passage and other information, apply
to JOHN G. DALK,~Agent. 31 & 33 Broadway, New
York, or to T. P. McGOWAN, 422 Congress St.,
JULY 1, 1878.
Portland.
feb27eod6in

♦Evening Trip

only with great caution.

VIA

Passenger Trains lease Portland for Bangor, (fester, Belfast and Waterville at
12.50, 12.55 and 11.15 p. m.
For Mkowhegan at 12.50,12.55,11.15 p. m.
For Angnsta, Hallowell, Oardaner and
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m„ 12.55, 5.15, 11.15 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln K. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6.15 a. m. and 12.55 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a.
12.55 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington, fftonmonlh, Winthrop,
Bend lie LI, West Watersillc and Water,
siile yia Lewiston at 12.50 p. m,

^5—5-555-553

as Follows:
Leaves Custom House wharf at 6.15 P. M. for the
above landings. Returning leaves Evergreen at 8.30
P. M., touching at Trefethen’s, Hog Island, and
Peaks* Island (Scott’s Landing) at 9.00 P. M.
♦The return of the evening trip will be discontined
in stormy and foggy weather.
Fare down and back, 25 cents; 5 tickets, $1.00.
Children, 10 cents.
Arrangements for Picnics and Excursions can be
made at the office of the Company, at the end of Custom House Wharf. All comunications bv mail addressed to PEAK’S ISLAND
STEAMBOAT COMPAN IT, will be promptly attended

Seven years ago the past Spring I had a severe attack ot
which left my limbs paralyzed
and useless, so I was unable to walk or even sit up.
Noticing the advertisement of PERUVIAN SYRUP
I concluded to give it a trial, and to my great joy
soon found my health improving.
I continued ibe
nse of the SSRUP until three bottles had been used,
and was restored to complete health, and remained
so to this day.
I attribute my present health entirely to the use of
PERUVIAN SYRUP, and hold it in high estimation. I cannot speak too highly in its praise. I have
in several cases recommended it in cases very similar to my own with the same good results.

JULtf 1, 1878.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Peaks’ Island,

Brooks, Me., Sept. 7, 1870.
Dear Sir—From early youth I was in feeble health,
troubled with humor in my blood, weakness and debility ot the system generally; was unable to labor
much, and only at some light business, and then

Surpass in efficacy those of

MOSDAY,

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

Maine
Central1 Only Six Dollars
RAILROAD.
| TO NEW YORK!

PORTLAND &W01ESTER LINK

Evergreen, Hog Island,
Trefethen’s, and

RESTORED TO COMPLETE HEALTH.

ROOMS,

atf

9,40 A. M.
11.31)
3.00 P. M.
5.00

9.20 A. M.
10 50
2 31) P. M.
5.39

0.00 A. M.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
PERUVIAN SYRUP

Yours truly,

no-

Leaves
Leave Peaks’ Island,
Scott’s Landing.
Evergreen.

10.30

RAILROADS.

"Inmanline"

Leaves Custom Honse wharf as follows:

From a merchant.
Searsmoxt, Me., Sept. 9, 1870.
Dear Sir—It gives me very great pleasure to in-

(FORMERLY JOHNSON’S.)

popularity by generally reducing
the cost ot food, while lully maintaining the quality and quantity.
49 EXCHANGE STREET.

Gazelle,

CAPT. A. S. OLIVER,

North

PRUSSING’S

This popular saloon having been
refitted and painted, is again open
to the public.
The present proprietors will endeavor to merit the
liberal patronage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

dtf

PERUVIAN SYRUP
PERUVIAN SYRUP PEAKS’ISLAND & EVERGREEN LANDING

A GREAT DISAPPOINTMENT.
For the last few years, physicians who have
made a note of parties purchasing early cucum-

EMM one

landings.

all

Will on and after Juno 27,1878, until further
tice, make four trips daily to

preceded by non-productiveness of its fields.

bers, watermelons, &c., have been greatly disappointed because of “no calls,’’ as the people
have found Dr. Pierce’s Compound Extract of
Smart-Weed to bo a prompt and certain cure
for colic, cramps,
dysentery, diarrhoea, cholera
morbus, and all the pains in the stomach and
bowels.
As an external remedy for cuts,
braises, sprains, bams, and the stings of insects, it is unequalled. Sold by drnggists.

touching at

Peak’s Island Steamboat Co.

niwl

nM

The sugar beg-os to
develop after the exot toe regular time ot
vegetation.
These results compared with retroupe of the same duration of vegetation
prove the beets grown in Maine so
iar
ii'^|y a3 g00(1 a3 t)je best in Europe.
*c cannot be denied the final result of
Maine enterprise will largely influence the introduction of beet sugar industry iu many
other states of the Union.
For the sake of many thousand unemployed
working men. for the sake of many thousand
farmers who know that their only salvation
lays in the more rational cultivation of their
homesteads, who know that without rational

and 5 30 p m,

a m

For Ike Islands.

chased five bottles more, and have continued the
of the SYRUP until quite recently. It has restored my health to Buch an extent that I feel myself as good as new. My digestion is good and my
weight naa increased in the past four months from
In

SUNDAY TRIPS.
On and after Sunday July 11th. leave Portland at

jylO

use

10A

Steamer Henrietta will leave
N tlie Hast side ot Custom House
-wharf, for the above places, ev-

BS^ae week day at 9.15 a. m. and 6.15
p.m.
Leave Harpswell every week day except Monday at
6.15 a. m. and 2.45. p. m.
Leave Harpswell every Monday morning at 5.45,
arriving in Portland in season to connect with G. T.
for Lewiston.

been in poor health, and for the past year or moro
very feeble. My health continued to decline, and
my flesh and strength wasted away, until 1 was unable to work, or even go up stairs without great exhaustion. I suffered from frequent and distressing
attacks of palpitation of the heart, my food distressed me, causing acidity and pain in the stomach;
and 1 suffered from extreme nervousness, constipation, and debility or the system generally, my blood
being thin and poor and sluggish in circulation, and
I was for years suffering all the tortures of a confirmed dyspeptic. About six months since I concluded 1 would try a bottle of PERUVIAN SYRUP,
and received so much benefit from it that I pur-

100 W* >8 80

Sn 100 Juice 8'80

—

On and After July 1*1,

Tct,frsugaard8.t“^ c£t0 SOlidS ta10Wice 13-5°
Boynton & Co., Manufacturers.
T^rcrsugaarot8Wct0.30UdS in 100 Juice 1100 MaMson,
334 Water
in

FOB

Long Island, Little Cliebeagne,
4. real Cliebeagne and Harpswell.

more acres.

days.

Henrietta

Steamer

—

Protected Solution of Protoxide of Iron.

square rods to half an acre.

It is too early to state, with any kind of
certainty, the quantity of beets which will be
harvested, yet there is no doubt but the yield
will be a fair one.
More important than the quantity of this
year is the quality of the beets. Nobodydoubts
that with proper cultivation large quantities
of beets may be
produced; and if half a million of acres will not supply the sugar
required
in the United States three-quarters of a million
will. But the quality, which depends
upon
climate, soil and many other minor circumis
not
so
stances,
easily controlled, and therefore of great importance. Ever since the loth
day of J uly beets have been analyzed by the
Maine Beet Sugar Company, and in
giving
the result of four different but well
cultivated
fields, the question as to quality may be considered settled.**
The beets from four different fields
analy zed
had been growing, from the first
day the seed
was planted, until the 1st
day of August respectively 70 days, 06 days, 59 days'and 40

Islands.

tlie

1

RAILROADS.

STEAMER MAGNET

TONIC AND INVIGOBATING EFFECTS
—

For

t

Almost Invariably Yield lo tbe

planted sugar beets in the State of Maine, as
an experiment, on land
ranging from a few

The readiness
with which so large a number of farmers
entered into the enterprise on so short a
notice proved that the farmers were
ready
and anxious to do their part to introduce the
beet sugar industry in the United States if
only the manuiacturers and capitalists would
do theirs.
Where the beets have been planted on well
manured and good cultivated land, the
crop
promises a fair yield, in many cases, by far
better than farmers expected. Where
they
have been planted on worn out, poorly cultivated land, they have proved a
failure; they
have not been able to withstand the drought
and heat, and have perished. A number'of
farmers who have cultivated but one or two
acres this year, have expressed their readiness
to enter into a contract next
year for ten and

EXCURSIONS.

MEDICAL.

ought

*

Clrralar.

Friday ereniug., al
11.13 o'clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, South West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasporl.
Returning, will leave Machia.porl every
Monda, and Thursday mornings al 4.(10
o’clock, touching as above, arriving iu Portland
same night, usually connecting with Pullman train

109

Exchange

Street,

and

early morning trains for Boston and the West.
The Steamer Lewiston has a large capacity for
Freight and Passengers, has also 75 large airy State
Rooms, including 10 Family Rooms.
For inrther particulars Inquire of
GEO, L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent.
Railroad Wharf.
E. GUSHING, Assistant Manger,

and

Portland, May 15,1878.

mya.'Mtf

PORTLAND,

M UNE.

